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Through in- service activities, teachers as well as students, have
become better informed as to the career opportunities available to
them in their respective communities and have observed firsthand,
workers functi.ming in their roles.

Through the workshops, teachers have been exposed to the variety of ways
career related concepts may be integrated into toe subject areas.

As a result of the mobile units a large population has become acquainted
with the variety of resour,:e materials available in the area of career
education.

Conducting regional worksh-ps 'has localized program development and has
enabled career teams to identify and utilize community resources.

Utilizing cJmmunity perspnnel in program development has increased the
community's awareness of career-education and its many merits.

As a result of career related activities in the classroom, students
are more aware,of the academic preparation necessary in pursuing a
career of the:A- interest

Through in-service activities, teachers have experienced the techniques
involved in unit writing and curriculum development (infusion),

EVALUATION

Evaluation of the pr_ject war. conducted by the following: Mr. Robert
Hewle.t, Program Officer, Vocational-Technical Education, U. S. Office
of Education, Region V; Mr. Jerry Keiser, Coordinator of Career
Exploration and Guidance, Indiana State Department of Public Instruction;
and Mr Toni White, Associate Professor of Education, Indiana University.
Third party evalua.ion was done by New Educational Directions of
Crawfordsville, Indiana.

CONCLUSIONS, IMPLICATIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

s
The concept of career education is gaining the acceptance of educators
in Southwestern Indiana. , ,

The CRP staff should-be exposed to additional career education in-
service training.

CRP staff must assure participating schools that once federal funding
has been terminated, career education services will continue to be made
available.

Parents should be made more aware of the importance of career education.

A more systematic check out procedure should be devised for loan of
career education materials.

-5- IP



BODY OF TEE REPORT

INTRODUCTORY STATEMENT

With the career education concept being brought to Southern Indiana,
school personnel in the counties involved are being brought together
for a reason other than social or sporting events.. Career education
can be of mutual benefit to all and bring about closer working
relationships.

As a result, we have discovered that, for the most part, this concept
can change attitudes of educators and that career education can bring
relevancy to education. We are seeing that career education is rapidly
growing from concept to reality.

PROBLEM AREA OF THE PROJECT

The project is serving a 16 county area in Southwestern Indiana. The

socio-economic nature of they l6 county area covered by the project has
several distinct characteristics. The counties tovered represent the
lowest average per capita income in the State of Indiana. Many of the
young people are unaccountable on census data and school enrollments
due to migration between Indiana and Kentucky. It has been analyzed

. that some individuals in this area are as culturally deprived as4
those in the urban ghettos, Many of the areas have been classified as
economically deprived and qualify for Title I assistance.

The major features of the economy are based on agriculture and small
industry. Many of the available jobs are classified as semi-skilled
occupations. Manufacturing relates to furniture, boat building, engine
rebuilding and governmental operations in de area. Public-service,
recreations, business and distribution are .representative of other
occupations. There are also many individuals traveling to.Evansville,
New Albany, Jeffersonville, Louisville, Vincennes, and Bedford cities
for employment.

The 38 school corporations representing the area of the project if
compared with the rest of the state show:

1. The average assessed valuation of the state is $10,720
compared to 73 average assessed valuation of the 38
school corpofations.

2. The average assessed valuation of the 38 school, corporations
would rank 188 of 318 school corporations in the state.

3. The average_rank of school populations of the 38 school
corporations is 157 of 318 school corporations in the,
state. ft.

A

-9-
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GOALS AND OBJECTIVES OF THE PROJECT

The Southwestern Careers Resource Project was given initial direction
through written goals and objectives that were outlined by the
original proposal. They are listed in the next several pages.

KEY: Outcome Objective (Goal) = 0. 0. Process Obj.ective = P. O.

I. O. O. IT IS EXPECTED THAT A CONCEPT OF CAREER EDUCATION WILL BE
IMPLEMENTED IN PARTICIPATING SCHOOL CORPORATIONS.

4

A. P. O. Provide in-service programs on career development to
teachers in participating school corporations.

B. P. O. Be involved in program development and implementation
with representative aspects of communities served by
participating school corporations.

C. P. O. Develop a three-phAe approach to providing career
information to the participating school corporations.

Phase I - In-Service
Phase II = Application
Phase III Follow-Up

D. P, O. Build toward the continuation of the mobile unit concept
approach to career education.

E. P. O. Construct a coordinated regional approach to a develop-
mental curriculum utilizing a clustered structure.

II. O. O. A SIGNIFICANT AMOUNT OF CAREER EDUCATION MATERIALS
APPROPRIATE TO LOCAL NEEDS WILL HAVE BEEN DEVELOPED IN
PARTICIPATING SCHOOL CORPORATIONS.

A. P. O. Provide in-service programs on career development to
teachers in participating school corporations.

B. P. O. Assist in designing particular career education programs
and activities for specific teacher needs as they fit
in the sequence of instruction.

C. P. O. Provide career education-oriented materials and equipment
to participating schools.

D. P. O. Provide consultative services related to the develop-
ment and implementation of career education programs.

E. P. O. Develop a three phase approach to providing career
information to the participating school corporations.

Phase I - In-Service
Phase II - Application
Phase III -.Follow-Up

-10-1 8



F. P. 0. Assist participating school corporations in the

collection and development of their own career education

materials by utilizing community resources.

III. O. O. A SIGNIFICANT AMOUNT OF CAREER EDUCATION MATERIALS WILL BE

UTILIZED IN EACH PARTICIPATING SCHOOL CORPORATION.

A. P. O. Provide career education-oriented materials and equipment

to schools through the career center, complimenting the

consultative services.

B. P. O. Provide consultative services related to the development

and implementation of career education pr grams.

C P. Q. Develop a three-Phase approach to providing career

-information to the participating school porations.

Phase I In-Service

Phase II Application

Phase III Follow-Up

D P. O. Make available, where feasible, the comb' resources_

of local, state, and federal agencies germane to'the

educational mission of the proposal.

VI. O. O. A MODEL OF HOW CAREER EDUCATION WILL FIT INTO THE RURAL

SETTING (K-14) WILL RESULT FROM THIS PROJECT.

A. P. O. Develop plans and strategies for expanding the program

to all levels (K-14) in a rural setting.

B. P. O. Develop.a three-phase approach to providing career

information to the participating school corporations.

Phase I - In-Service
Phase II - Application
Phase III - Follow-Up

V. O. O. COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT WILL RESULT IN A SIGNIFICANT

CONTRIBUTION TO THE EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS IN PARTICIPATING

SCHOOL CORPORATIONS.

A. P. O. Assist in designing particular career education programs

and activities for specific teacher needs as they fit

in the sequence of instruction.

B. P. O. Assist participating schools in the establishment of a

career education advisory committee made up of repre-

sentatives from school, community, business, and

industry.



C. P. O. Be involved in program with representative aspects of
communities served by participating school corporations
served by the project.

D. P. 0. Develop a three-phase approach to providing career
information CD the participating school corporations.

Phase I In-Service
Phase II - Application
Phase III - Follow-Up

E, P. O. Coordinate use of regional and local mass media to
further community understanding of career education
activities.

F. P. O. Assist in fostering, wherever possible, increased under-
standing and cooperation between schoOl agencies and
labof organizations.

'0. O. PROJECT SERVICES-WILL RESULT IN A GREATER UTILIZATION OF
EXISTING SCHOOL AND COMMUNITY RESOURCES FOR PARTICIPATING
SCHOOLS<

A. P. 0.. Provide career education-criented materials' and equipment
to participating schools.

B. P. O. Provide consultative services related to the development
and implementation of career education programs.

C. P. O. Assist participatipg schools in the establishment of.a
career education advisory committee made up of repre-
sentatives from school, community, business, and
industry.

D. O. Be involved in program development and implementation
with representative aspects of communities served by
participating school corporations served by the project.

E. R, 0. Develop a three-phase approach to providing career
information.to the participating school corporations.

Phase I - In-Service
Phase II -'Application
Phase III - Follow-Up '

F. P. O. Assist in the increased utilization of existing parent-
teacher organftations.

-12
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VII. 0. O. PARTICIPATING SCHOOLS WILL DEVELOP JOINT EFFORTS IN SUPPORTING
CAREER EDUCATION PROGRAMS.

A. P. O. Develop a three-phase approach to providing career
information to the participating school corporations.

, Phase I - In-Service
Phase II -- Application
Phase III - Follow-Up

B. P. O. Establish a system for exchange of teacher-developed.
materials (units, etc.) among schools.

C. P. O. Encourage joint participation in in-service (e. g.,
regional in-service meeting.

D. P. O. Utilize pe sonnel who have been engaged in career
education pro ms for in-service activities.

E. P. O. Encourage and facilitate teacher exchanges between'
organizations (K-14).

VIII. O. O. AN INFORMATION NETWORK WILL BE DEVELOPED FOR THE DISSEMINATION
OF CAREER EDUCATION MATERIALS AND RELATED INFORMATION.

A. P. O. Provide career education-oriented materials and equipment,
on a loan basis, to participating schools.

B. P. 0.- Develop a public relations program to include local and
multi-mass media presentations, news releases, brochures,r-
and a'center newsletter.

C. P. O. Develop a three-phase approach to providing career
information to the participating school corporations.

Phase I - In-Service
Phase II Application
Phase III Follow-Up

D. P. O. Establish a liaison person in each, participating school
or corporation who will be responsible for advice and
counsel at the local level.

IX. O. O. TECHNIQUES WILL BE DEVELOPED TO ESTABLISH THE ACCOUNTABILITY
OF THE EDUCATIONAL PPOCESS IN HELPING TO EQUIP EACH INDIVIDUAL
TO SHAPE HIS FUTURE LIFE.

A. P. O. Assist teachers in the designing of career education
related assessment instruments and techniques.

B. P. O. Provide teachers with available career related assessment
samples includirig commercially prepared, teacher
constructed, and experimental'and research instruments.



a

C. P. O. Provide advice and counsel upon request concerning
career education relat-ed)measurements.

X. 0. O. COMMUNITY SUPPORT AND DIRECTION WILL BE PROVIDED BY AN
ADVISORY COMMITTEE.

A. P. O. Establish `3n advisory committee made up of representatives
from the participating school corporations to offer advice
and :ounsei to the project.

B. P. O. Establish a liasion pe:..:.on in each participating school

corporation who will be responsible for advice and
counsel at the local level.

C. p.'o. Establish a task force composed of representatives' from
service organizations, labor, and indusfty

XI. O. O. PROJECT WILL BE ACCOUNTABLE FOI:CIMPLEMENTING ITS GOALS.

--JA. P. O. 'Develop a management by objectives system for implementing
and accounting for projects goals.

IL P. O. To develop a three-phase approach to providing career
information to the participating school corporations.

Phase I - In-Service
Phase II .Application
Phase III - Follow-Up

C. P. O. Accountability will be established through internal

* auditing and third party evaluation focusing on outcome
objectives I-X and their related process objectives.

The most significant area in which great success was demonstrated during
the second year was that the concept of career education was more
widely accepted by more schools and school personnel than during the
first year. During the past year attitudes of educators towards
career education has changed.

r-'
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DESCRIPTIO. OF THE GENERAL PROJECT DESIGN

The project was administered under a Project Director who was respon-
ible to the State Director of Vpeational Education and the St,ple Board
of Vocational and Technical Education. 'Project staff included five
career education consultants, one'audio-visual consultant,, one.materialb
development' technician, and three secretaries. Consultalive services

and lecturers were available: The staff worked with 37 school .°

corporations involved in the 161-cnunty a're.

.

A career education advisory council was created'to help establish
direction and ideas for the project. Individuals from the community, -

business, and industry were j.nvolved in presentations,'advisory
committee functions, and providing resources to the operation of the

project.

The primary mission of. the project is to initiate career education
programs (K-12) in southern Indiana upon the completion of the three2

year period. The level to which the project entered the school systems
during the first year was through junior high programs. This year

the target groups broadened to incldde elementary'and secondary levels.
In-service education continued to be a part of the total project.
However, it should be emphasized that the project focused on implement-
ing career development and meaningful exploratory experiences for.the
students in southern Indiana.' 4

Upon completion o the project, it is expected that .a concept of

career education will.be impleiented in each school corporation. 4

significant amount.of career education Materials will have been

developed and will be utilized in each school corporation; Students

served/by the project will have had an opportunity to acquire a'
knowlddge about themselves,as related to'their abilities, needs and
aspirations. The students will have received many experiences about

the world outside a school. Amodel of how career education will -.fit

into the rural setting will result from this project,' Involvement of ,

all aspects of the specific communities of each school corporgtion will
result in a significant contribution to the'educabional system.

Enrollment of the 38 school corporations in Southwestern Indiana total_
116,370 students, which represents nine percent of Indiana's school

enrollment. The average rank of'school populations of the,38
corporations is 1570h of the 318 school corporations in the state.,r

1 3
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RESULTS WAND AC60MPLISHMENTS OF THE PROJECT

SIGNIFICANT ACTIVITIES

A

.

As stated before .:51.11A alsopointed out in many cases by the third party
evaluator, the following results and accomplishments were obtained
during the second year of the project:

4
Media consultant attended the Instructional Development Institute held
at the Four Winds Motel, Smithville, Indiana on Atigust 4-7, 1974. Also
attended a media in-service training program Weld at the Executive Inn,
Evansville, Indiana on September 18, 1974.

Established graduate credit programa with local institutions of higher
learning whereas teachers may gain graduate credit through career
education units in the classroom. Those participating institutions
are the University of Evansville at Evansville, Indiana,and Indiana
State University at Terre Haute, Indiana.

k new pUblic relations brochure was printed describing our project
goals, objectives, services, etc.

The project staff previewed, evaluated, and purchased urch software to`
be used by the consultants and placed on loan to participating schools
in the project area. These -new materials pertain to level K-5.

The CRP staff visited -the Indiana Careers Respurce Center, 1201-09
South Greenlawn Avenue, South Bend, Indiana on September 11 and 127>

.for the purpose of in-service training.

The CRP staff attended an in-service workshop (career education unit
writing) in Indianapolis, Indiana on September 17-18.

44, The director attended the Management Seminar for Project Directors,
Region V in Chicago on September 19-20.

New staff personnel received between 50 and 60 hours of in-house
in-service training through direct observation, professional reading,
and viewing career education film literature.

Consultaats made appearances at PTA meetings and other various civic
organizations.

A procedure for reimbursement for release time to tipachers participating
in career edUcation planning activities was develolied and distributed
to school personnel in each participating corporation.

We utilized the resource of Counselor Films, Inc., Career Futures, Inc., 1
2100 Locust Street, Philadelphia,, Pennsylvania. ThesOilms are career
related.

1 4 7
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Summer workshops were conducted at:
(1) Crawford County Community School Corporation
(2) Orleans Community SchLois
(3) Norp Central Community School Corporation
(4) Soahwest Dubois County School Corporation
(5) Salem Community Schools
(6) Tell City-Troy Township Schools
(7) Forest Park High School
(8) Greater Jasper Consolidated School Corporation
(9) Vincennes Community Schools

(10) Pike County School Co:poration
9

Ca

The Careers/Resource Project's materials catalog was finalized on
October 8, '1974. Over 300 of these catalogs were disseminated to
project area schools cn November 4. This 100 page plus catalog lists
career audio-visual materials (oth r than films); career audio-visual
kits or teaching units; career ssette kits or teaching units; career
filmstrip kits or teaching unit ; and a listing of miscellaneous
career education materials and o cupational related films.

A congruent plan for implementatiot of career education in grades K-12,
(infusion approach) was developed and.made available to educators in
the project area on October 22, 1974 with empiiasis being placed on
grades K-5 (See Appendix A) ,

The purchase of a second mobile unit was finalized on October 9 and
was made operational to school ccrporations cn October 24.

The Careers Resource Project, personnel and equipment, participated,
in the regional-wide teachers' institute in*Evansville, Indiana on
October 24'and 25 Approximately 1400 area teachers and administrators
attended these inst.tutes (public and parochial).

(

Director attended a meeting at the University of Evansville on
October 29 with other interested parties who are involved with career
related activities, i e., CVIS, business education and guidancp
personnel. 70e"

Involvemept of military personnel as guest speakers to project area
schools cfCcurred as scheduled with emphasis being placed on careers
in the miliOry service--not recruitment. -

Graduate credit in career education was gain4by teachers in South -
western Indiana (Rivet High School) under the auspices of the University
of Evansville along with staff support from the Careers Resource
Project (Novembe127). ;

1

The Southwestern Indiana Careers-Resource Project Advisory Committee
was formed. The committee is copposed of 16-20Members representing
a cross-section of people in education, community, business and -.
industry (December 1974).

15
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Educators.in the project area utilized the services of the materials
center. Over 300 items including audio-visual kits, career education
games, filmstrips, books, and other oareer-related materials were
placed in circul'ation.

New Educational Directions was officially contracted as third party
evalytor effective December 1.974.,

The third party evaluation team initiated the interviewing of teachers
for the purpose of assessing their knowledge and attitude toward
'career education (December 1974).

The director and third party,evaluasot 'attended the national meeting
for administrators of Part C and Part D programs held in Dallas, Texas
during the period of January 28-30, 1975.

All Careers Resource P ject staff members, third party evaluator, and
the Coordinator of Care Exploration and Guidance for the State of
Indiana attended a two-day workshop at the Canyon Inn, McCormick's
Creek State Park, March 6-7, 1975. This meeting laid groundwork for
project modification which will attempt to identify three model schools
representing county, town, and corporation (district).

.The Career Education Bulletin Board Cartoons book, reflecting' the
relationship of curriculum subject matter to occupations in the world
of work, was disseminated to participating schools in the project area
on March 25. This 35 page book may be used,a4 a coloring book for
teachers in grades K-3; offers suggestions for bulletin board displays;
and represents a public relations tool for the Careers Resource Project

fin marketing the career education concept in Southwestern Indiana.

The Coordinator of areer Exploration and Guidance from the State
Department of public Instruction, the Director of CRP, and third
party evaluator (NED) met with Mr. Charles Jaymes of the U. S, Office
of Education, Region V for the purpose of acquainting Mr. Jaymes with
the operation of the Careers Resource Project.

Both career education mobile units were used almost daily by project
area schools during period October 25, 1974 through May 15, 1975.

Numerous articles have appeared in local newspapers illustrating in-
service, classroom, and field trip activities resulting from project
involvement.

Television stations that cover the project area (WEHT, WTVW, Evansville;
WAVE, Louisville; and WTTV, Bloomington have periodically ran spots
reflecting support for career education in schools.

The project sent one consultant to the Career Education Spring
Institute held in NashvilleTennessee, April 7-9.

The Southwestern Indiana Careers.Resource Project Advisory Committee
met on April 11.



The HEW on-site evaluation was conducted by Region V and State personnel
on May 15-16.

A total of eight issues of the Career Expressions (CRP newsletter) were
published during this report period. Approximately 650'institutions
.including sr_ho:ds, other projects, and social agencies receive this
monthly publication which focuses mainly on school activities that
take place in project area schools. The May issue can be found in
Appendix B.

410

In an effort tc follow the federal guidelines on evaluation, the CRP has
formulated teacher performance objectives for grades K through 12.
Grades three, six, nine, and 12 are located in Appendix-C.

Three project area,teachers, two students and CRP staff personnel
conducted a materialsworkshop that was telecast over WTVW, Evansville,
Indiana, June 1

Conducted a toal of 674areer education orientations and major workshops
involving approximately 600 area teachers and administrators for the
purpose of promoting careeredu tion in their respective schools.

-19-
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MODIFICATION OF THE ORIGINAL PROPOSAL

PURPOSE OF REVISION

Due to the large area for which the project was initially responsible,
the modification of the original proposal was necessary inorder to
have any chance to reflect student cha ge in the form of measurable
results. The changes were required in an effort to follow federal
guidelines.

With the cutback in funding, parts of the original proposal had to be
revised. The items indicated below are those items that were changed.

Section II Description

The Career Education Project (CRP) through the employment of individuals
specialized in career development techniques will provide assistance in
development of a comprehensive program in career education not to exceed

- three school corporations. It should be noted, however, inorder to
maintain credibility with other schools presently participating with
the CRP, they will still receive the services of the project as time
and money allows.

Section III Goals and Objectives

An updated listing of goals and process objectives are listed below and
on the following pages.

I. IT IS EXPECTED THAT A CONCEPT OF CAREER EDUCATION WILL BE IMPLEMENTED
IN PARTICIPATING MODEL SCHOOLS. THE CRP WILL:

A_ Provide in- service programs and career development to teachers
in participating model schools.

B. Be involved in program development and implementation with
representative aspects of communities served byloarticipating
model schools.

C. Apply athree-phase approach to providing career information
to the participating model schools.
1. In-Service Training for Teachers and Administrators
2. Classroom Implementation
3. Evaluation

4

D. Assist in designing particular career education programs and
activities for specific teacher need's as they fit in the
sequence of instruction.

E. Make available career education-oriented materials and
equipment to model schools on a loan basis.

F. Assist participating model school corporations in the collection
.and devel6pment of their own career education materials by
utilizing community resources.

-20-
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II. A MODEL OF HOW CAREER EDUCATION WILL FIT INTO THE RURAL SETTING
(K-12) WILL RESULT FORM THIS PROJECT, THE CRP WILL:

A. Devel9p plans and strategies for expanding the program to all
levelS (K-12) in a rural setting by developing models k)r t'
cotporation (schac.1 district), and county organizations.

B. Utilize regional and 1.,cal mass media to further community
understanding of career education activities.

Assist in fostering, wherever possible, increased understanding
and cooperatian between schDol agencies and community resources
such as PTA, labor, Chamber Commeroe, etc

III. PROJECT SERVICES WILL RESULT IN A GREATER UTILIZATION OF EXISTING
SCHOOL AND COMMUNITY RESOURCES FOR PARTICIPATING MODEL SCHOOLS.
THE CRP WILL:

A. Where feasible, assist participating schools in the establishment
of a :artier education advisory :ommittee made up of represen-
tatives tram school, community, business, and industry.

IV. THROUGH STATE AND LOCAL EFFORT.iPARTICIPATING MODEL SCHOOLS WILL
DEVELOP STRATEGIES TO SUPPORT AND CONTINUE-CAREER EDUCATION
PROGRAMS. THE CRP WILL:"

A. Facilitate the excHinge ,f teacher-developed materials (units,
etc.) among s'..heols

B. Encourage j>,_nt'participa::on In in-service (i. e., regional
in-service meetings).

C. Utilize school personnel who have been engaged in career
education programs for in- service activities.

V. AN INFORMATION NETWORK WILL BE DEVELOPED FOR THE DISSEMINATION OF`
CAREER EDUCATION MATERIALS AND RELATED INFORMATION. THE CRP WILL:

A. Provide career education-oriented materials and equipment, on
a loan basis, to participating model schools>

tel

B. Maintain a public relations program to include local news
releases, brochures,-and a center newsletter.

C. Encourage eadh participating modeltschool or corporation to
appoint a liaison pers.ln who will be responsible to coordinate
the local efforts with the project.

-19
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VI. AN INCREASE IN CAREER AWARENESS AND KNOWLEDGE AMONG STUDENTS IN
THE MODELSCHOOLS WILL RESULT FROM EXPOSURE TO LOCAL CAREER
EDUCATION PROGRAMS.

A. Model schools representative of the project area will-be
selected f:5-r evaluation pf student change.

B. Assessment will be mane at selected grade levels in model
schools

C. While maintaining ser-rices to currently participating school
corporations, intensified concentration of regional consulting
services will be effected on a team approach basis in model
schools.

D. A systematic articulated'K-12 curriculum approach will be
effected in model,schools so as to provide students with
sim_lar career education treatments.

E. A ccntrol poguIation-for model schools, if possible, will be
selected as part of :he evaluation design.

F. Experimental and control populations will be 'informed of the
results :if evaluation activities on a regular basis.

G. Specific information (student data) will be gathered to show
changes in achievement, atrendance_values, etc., with the
assistance of school administrazors-Ehd teachers.

VII, COMMUNITY SUPPORT AND DIRECTION WILL BE PROVIDED TO THE PROJECT BY
AN ADVISORY COMMITTEE. THE CRP WILL:

. A. Establish-an advisory committee of representatives of the
participating model schools to offer advice and counsel,to the
project. Schools other than model schools may have represen-
tative membership

VIII. PROJECT WILL BE ACCOUNTABLE FOR IMPLEMENTING ITS GOALS.

A. Accountability will b established through internal auditing
and the third party e luation focusing on, outcome objectives
I-VII and their relate piocess objectives.

IX. THE PROJECT WILL APPLY THE ABOVE GOALS AND OBJECTIVES TO SCHOOLS
OTHER THAN THE MODEL SCHOOLS WHERE SERVICES ARE REQUESTED AND
WHERE THESE SERVICES ARE ECONOMICALLY FEASIBLE.

20
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Section IV - Administration

Advisory committees will meet two times per year instead of three.

Section V Procedures (See Section III)

, Section VI - Methods and Materials

Mobile unitsnot to exceed two will be used as economically feasible.
Software--purchasing of materials, films, etc. will be minimal.

The methods for implementing the career education program will be
directed to a three-phase approach to those selected models:

(1) In-service training f5r teacher and administrators
(2) -Classroom Implementation
(3) Evalltion

Section VII Schopis and Location

Eight school corporations have been selected as possible models. Of
those eight, three corporations will be identified to represent'county,
town and corporation (district) models found within the boundaries of
the original proposal

These eight school corporations are listed below:

County

Warrick County School Corporation

Grade Level

' Yankeetown Elementary. School K-8
John H. Castle Elementary School K-8
Elberfeld Elementary School ,K-8
Tecumseh High School 9-12
Lynnville Elementary School K-8
-TennysonElementary and Jr. High School . K-8
Boonville Nigh School 9-12
Boonville Junior High School 7-8
Clarke Elementary School K-6
Oakdale Elementary School K-6
Ella Williams,Elementary School 1-6
Castle High School 9-12
Chandler Elementary School K-8
Newburgh Elementary School K-8

Crawford County Community School Corporation

Leavenworth School 1-12
Patoka Elementary-Junior High Schoe1-)
English Elementary and High School . 1-12
Marengo Elementary andHigh School 1-12
Milltown Elementary and High School 1-12

21
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Town Grade Level

Paoli Community School Corpordtion

Paoli Junior and Senior High School 7-12
Throop Elementary School 1-3
Sta,Lcup _Elementary, _S chool_ _ 4-6

North Lawrence Community Schools

Tunnelton Elementary School
Fayetteville Elementary School
Needmore Elementary School

Springville Elementary School
Heltonville Elementary School
Englewood Elementary School
Oolitic Elementary School
Shawswick Elementary School
Bedford High School
Bedford Junior High School
Lincoln Elementary'School
Madden, ElemPntary_szbaol_
Parkview-Central Elementary School
Stalker Elementary School

Jr

Evansville Catholic Diocese (Knox County)
,

Flaget Elementary School
Rivet High School

Corporation (District)

West Washington School Corporation

1-6
K-6

1-6
K-6

1-6

1-6

1-8

1-8

9-12
7-8

1-6

1-6

K-6.

K-6

7-12 .

West Washington Junior- Senior High School 7-12
West Washington Elementary School $ K-6

Barr-Reeve Community School Corporation

'N, Barr-Reeve High School 8-12
St. Peter Elementary School 1-7
Barr.Elementary School 1-7
Alfordsville Elementary School

MSD North Posey County Schools

North Posey Junior High School 7-8
North Posey Senior High School 9-12
North' Elementary School K-6
South Terrace Elementary School K-6

Section VIII Participants

Student participants will be limited to those students identified in
the three'models, K-12. (See Sections II and VII)

-24-
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Section IX -.Time Scheclule

The following events are directed to key activities of the project
from May 1, 1975 to June 30, 1976:

April, -1975

May, 1975

. June, 1975

August, 1975

Have identified three models representing town,
county, and corporation (district).

Realignment of consultant assignments (role and
function)

Receipt of third year funding;
teacher training at selected model sites,

Advisory committee meets- determine schedule for
year, new members may be added;
teacher training at selected model sites;
commence gathering student record data at
selected model sites.

September, 1975 Terminate initial gathering of student record
data-at selected model sites;

pre-measurement of students in third, sixth,
ninth, and twelfth grades;
classroom implementation.

*,October, 1975

*November, 1975

*December, 1975

..).*JantiarY, 1976

*February, 1976

*March, 1976

. *April, 1976

May, 1976

Classroom Implementation (infusion)

Classroom Implementation (infusion)

Classroom Implementation (infusion)

Classroom Implementation (infusion)

Classroom Implementation (infusion)

Classroom, Implementation (infusion)

Classroom Implementation (infusion)

Post-meas rement--analyze results; evaluate

June, 1976f Prepare nd issue final report

*Formal and informal in-service training will be an ongoing,
continuous service throughout the school Year. The monitoring
of the process (application) will also be a continuous process.

News Release - one per month (selected models)

Center Publication - eight per year - consisting of 600 on
mailing roster.

Advisory'Committee Meetingb-4. not to exceed two per year, 16-20
membership with selected model schools haviqg representation.
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Section X - Personvl

nS.

PrCljeCt consultants tar career education will be reduced from five
consultants to four csnsultants.

,Secretaries will be reduced tr3m three to,two./

Remarks:

At the date of this writing, the Careers' Resur:ce project had
identified three target model school corporations representing

'county, town, and corporation (divrict). They are Warrick County
School Crporatipn (county), ,414CLawrence Community Schools.(town),
and West Washington S....ho31 Corporation (c.orporation).

,

4-
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PARTICIPATING SCHOOL CORPORATIONS AND SCHOOLS

47

uring the second year of funding a total -of 37 school corporations
paripated with the Careers Resoui.ce Project in an effort to infuse
career education concepts into their current e isting curriculum. Atotal of 127 schooli 'were represented in 16 di erent codnties. Theyare:

Barr-Reeve Community Schools, Inc.

Alfordsville Elementary School
Barr-Reeve Elementary School
St. Peter's Elementary School

, Cannelton City. Schools

Grades

K-6
K-7
K-7

Cannelton Elementary School 1-6
Cannelton High School,

7-12

Clay Community Schools

Clay City Elementary School K-6
Eastside Elementary School

K-6
Forest Park Elementary School K-6
Jackson Township Elementary School K-6
Meridian Street Elementary School ' K-6
Staunton Elementary School

K-6
Staunton High School

7-12Van Buren Elementary School K-6

Crawford,County School Corporation

English Elementary and High School
1 -12

Leavenworth Elementary and High School 1-12
Marengo Elementary and High School .1-12
Patoka Elementary School

1-8

East Washington School Corporation

Eastern Elementary School
1-6

Eastern High School
7-12

Evansville,,Diocese Catholic Schools

Flaget Elementary School
Mater Dei High School

9-12
Memorial High School

9-12Rivet High School
7-12

St. Boniface Elementary School 6-8
St. James Catholic School,

K-8
St. Joseph.:Catholic School K-8
St. Peter and Paul Catholic School? K-8
ashington Catholic Middle School 6-8
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Evansville-Vanderburgh School Corporation

Caze Elemehtary School ' K-8
Cynthia Heights Elementary School K-8
Fairlawn Elementary School K-8
Harrison High School 9-12'
Lincoln Elementary School K-8
Reitz High School 9-12
Stringtown Elementary School K-8
Tekoppel Elementary School K-8
Washington Elementary School
West Terrace Elementary'School K-8

Franklin Township School Corporation

Zanesville Elementary School

Greater Jasper Consolidated School Corporation

1-8

Fifth Street Elementary School K-8
Ireland. Junior High School 6-8
Ireland Northaide Elementary School K-5
Jasper High School 9-12
Teeth Street Elementary School 1-6
Tenth.Street Junior High School 7-8

Indianapolis Diocese Catholic Schools

Annunciation Elementary School K-6,

Lutheran Schools of Indiana

St. John's Laheran School
St. Peter's Lutheran School

. MSD Mt. Vernon

K-6
1-8

Mt. Vernon High School 9-12
Mt. Vernon Junior High School' 7-8

MSD North Posey County

North Posey Junior High School 7-8_
North Posey Senior High School 9-12
South Terrace Elementary School K-6

MSD of Shakamak

Shakamak Middle School 5-7

New Harmony Town and Towilship Schools

New Harmony Elementary,and High School

2 (1.
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North Central Community School Corporation

I

.

Morgan Elemento.ey School s... 1-5'

North Central High School 9-12 '

North Harrison Elementary School :1-5
North Harrison Middle School , . - 6.-8 .

'Northeast Dubois County School Corpbration

Celestine Elementary School
Cuzco Elementary School
Dubois High School
DuboisNorth Side School
Dubois South Side School
Haysville Elementary School

North Lawrence Community Schools

K-6
K-6

0

9-12 d

K-6
K-8
K-6

Fayetteville Elementary School L-6
Lincoln Elementary School 1-6

Oolitic Elementary.,School 1-8

Parkview Elementary School 1-6

Shawswi:k Elementary School' 1-8
Springville Elementary School K-6

North Spencer County School Corporation

Chr4sney Elementary School K..6

Clay-Huff Elementary School 'K-6
David Turohad Educational Center K-6

-AL

Orleans Community Schools

,0

Orleans Elementary School
Orleans High School

Paoli Community School Corporation

1-6

7-12

POO

Paoli High School \ 7-12
Stalcup Elementary School 1-3

Throop Element'ary School 4-6

Perry Central, Community School Corporation \

Perry Central .'Elementary School 411 K-6
Perry Central EleMentary School #2 1-5

"Pike County School Corporation

Otwell Elementary School K-5

Salem Community Schools

Salem High Schdol 9 -12

-29-
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.Shoals Community School Corporation

Elementary School

Southeast Dubois County School Corporation

Birdseye Elementa2y Schcol
Ferdinand Elementary School
Forest Park High School
Schn&ilville Elementary hool

South Gibson School Corporatio

Haubstadt Public School K-8

1-8

K-8
K-8

9-12

X-8

South Knox School Corporation

4
Decker Elementary School
South Knox Junior and Senior High Sch ol

South Spencer County School Corporation

K- 6

7-12

South pent- High School. 8-12

Southwest Dubois County School Corporation' *K.

Crestview Elementary School
Holland Elementlry School 1-5
Huntingburg Middle School 6-8

Maple Park Elementary School 1-5
Southridge High School, 9-12

Springs Valley Community School Corporation

Springs Valley Elementary-School K-6

Tell City-Troy Township School Corporation

Franklin Elementary School
Hoosi.eetghts Elementary School
Newman El entary School

.

$t. Paul Elementary School"
Tell City High School

Warrick CoUnty School Corporation

,K-5

1-8

1-8

1-8

9-12

'' Boonville High School]. 9-12
'Boonville Junior Ht School 7-8

Ela William EleM tary School K-6
Newburgh Elements School,

Oakdale Elementary Sc K-6\.
Tecumseh High School 9-12
YankeetOwn Elementary' School

West Washington School Corporation

. West Washington Elementary School . K-06

-30-
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EVALUATION OF THE PROJECT

'1r

External evaluation, contracted through New Educational Directions (NED),
Crawfordsville, Indiana, consisted of periodit visits made during 1974-
1975. During the 11-month period ending May 31, 1975, NED spent 65-man
days on -site. observing, interviewing the staff and working with the
project on procedures. This third party evaluation in its entirety is
documented in Appendix D.

CONCLUSIONS, IMPLICATIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE FUTURE

Although the project has only been in operation since July, 1973,
there are some conclusions, implications, and recommendations that
the present staff personnel should recognize and document.

The Careers Resource Project staff feels that much has been accomplished
this year at all levels, K-12. This is reflected in that in excess of
120 schools had some degree of exposure to career education. This
represents about 80 additional schools over the first year. A total
of37 school corporations participated as compared to only 15 initially.

--That continestion of career education after the SCRP Staff is
phased out depends on strong suppOrt from the superintendents,
high expectations from the principals, and diligent work by key
teachers in each school.

-All educators who hive utilized the services of the mobile units
have expressed total satisfaction.

-That teacher in-service and individugl consultations are the most
useful method of implementing career education into the school'
curriculum.

-That career education workshops are necessary in order.for
. teachers to become aware of the need for career education in
the schools, for developing teacher skills in writing lesson-
plans that include career educstioniconcepts, ?nd for bringing
aboti9 changes ;in the curriculum.

--That career education has created a new enthusiasm on the part
of students and teachers through the use of guest speakers in
the classroom, field trips into the community, and the encourage-
ment that it has brougheltidevelop teacher creativity.

-That career education in Southwestern Indiana has broadened the
scope of the curriculum as a vehicle for involving the whole
community into the school program. Tfie concept of career
education is gaining the acceptance of educators in he project .

area.
a
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A MODEL PLAN FOR'IMPLEMENTATION OF CAREER EDUCATION .

STATEMENT

Although there is no one master plan for the implementation of Career

A
Education programs in the regular classroom, most programs are using the

"infusion" approach - that is, career activities are being introduced in

all etisting courses of study within the school _Because this project has-

stated that career education is not artificial, not add on, and not push-

in; we feel that our "unified" plan of impimentarion fol.' the schools in

Southwestern Indiana should be based on the "intusion" process,

In order to stimulate the creative teacher's mind we feel that we

need to have a flexible approach; while at the same time, cur approach, to

be affective, must also be consistent. The untulon" process offers the

teacher a solid foundation for implementation, but does not restrict his

creative abilities.

. HOW TO INFUSE

To Infuse means to make a part of and that is what we have in mind for

the Southwestern Indiana schools. That is to make Career Education an

integral part of the present curriculum being taught in our schools. In

order to achieve this goal we will need to help the teacher become aware

that an individual has to understand and cope with five general areas in

our society; '(1) himself, (2) the society, (3) technology, (4) economic

factors, and (5) occupOions. We have at our disposal a series of behavioral

objectives for these fiveareas that can help teachers infuse Career

Education into their curriculum. These objectives are also broken down

into four levels of development to facilitate infusion: (1) K-2, (2) 3-5

(3) 6-8, (4) 9-12. 34



By using the appropriate objectives for your glade level and by following

these nine steps,'you ran develop a workableplan-for IntuSing Career Education

concepts and activities into the teaching of-an-y-subject-matter-ama-af_ the school's.

curriculum.

1. Decide the curriculum area in which ,ou will be working

2: Select a unit that you will be teaching :n the area

3. If necessary, further divide the unit. into sub units of 5-10 days

duration,

4. Determine the purpose of each unit by writing an objective of it

5. Determine which of the 15 clusters you wi'l fcius on ,(One or more)

6. Select /a career objective(s) from any ct the five areas that can be

incorporated into the unit

fist Keep g-the Career. Eduva-t-i-en- An_ mind, list lesson

topi s that you ;,)11 need-ro teach An ccder to get the unit objective

ove to the- students

. Wr-te a ,learning objective for ea:h ohjecti.s should tell

w/at you expect the otulents to be able to do when they ha\,e finished

the lesson
9.y-For each lesson, list the learnmg-attii .t e- that you would have the

students do

The infusion method calls for many ways of pre,.rtation With good

teacher in-senice training coupled with adequate teacher :reatAv:ty,

the infusion method is excellent Some ac-. rAe=, are Hsted below:

/ 1. On-job-training

A/ 2. Reading about the world of work; h;.ef,, er,7,

3. Field trips to induotiles, busincs-es, ctc

4. Research; w-iting for occupational information

5. Class discussion

6. Bulletin boards; displaying occupational information

' 7. Audio-visual devices; films, T V taping, filmstrips, audio tapes

8: Prepared handout materials; pamphlet--, etc

9. Resource personnel; guest speakers

10. Interview parents

11. Puppet shows

12. Surveys

13. Trade fairs

14. Cartoons
15. Career days

16. Simulation games

17. Community projects

18. Construct job charts

19. Job 'observation

20. Role playing

As stated earlier, it is our intent to apply! thi- model for the infusion

!approach of implementing Career Education in the southwestern Indiana Schools,

-'t"-because it enables the teachers to use their creat.Ity while maintaining

"a consistantAapproach from the Careers Resource Prolet

-2-
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SCAREER EDUCATION CONCEPTS

I. People work to satisfy many needs.

I/. Many work roles may satisfy a person's needs and interests,

III. Everyone makes career decisions.

IV. Career development is a lifelong process.

V. A person's work role is influenced by his environment.

VI. People are unique and should not be stereotyped according
to their occupations.

VII. Worker roles are interdependent.

VIII. The status of an occupation does not indicate its worth to society.

IX. 'Technology brings about change in our society.

X. Work roles for some may be leisure time activities for others,

36"
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OCCUPATIONAL
Behavioral Objectives

(K-2)

1. The student will participate in activities reflecting his identi-

fications with worker roles.

2. the student wilt identify the different kinds O f work people do in

the home, school and community.

.,.-
The student will recall the many various jobs that he has performed'

over a period of time.

The student will compare and contrast the work and play in the school,

home, and community.

The student will name and discuss hobbies and interests.

. The student will identify, within his immediate world, several

jobs that are related and can be grouped into job families.

. The student will identify-and describe specific tasks within job

families familiar to him.

8. Thee student will use primary communication, mathematical and
problem-solving skills in work activities.

9. The student will demonstrate his mastery of simple Manual and mental
"skills its the perfOrmance of work tasks requiring the-use of
materials and tools.

10. The student will identify the skills, tools, and materials needed
to perform a job.

11. The student will demonstrate the simple manual and intellectual
skills leatned in the performance of work task can be applitd to
other work tasks...

'37-
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SELF
Behavioral 2Nectives

(K-2)

1. The student will identify ways in which.he is a distinct individual.

2. The'student will identify and discuss the reasons why some work
activities are personally satisfying to him.

3. The student will participate in various activities which help
in expanding interests.

4. The student will zive examples of things he likes to do addlhings
he does well.

5. The student will identify attitudes and behaviors which help him
and.others to perform a task.

6. The student will demonstrate that he perceives things differently
from other people.

7. The student will demonstrate that he perceives things differently
from time to time.

8. The student will indicate things that he feels are important to
him and others in his immediate world and discuss why he thinks
these things are important.

9. The student will identify waYstiekand others make contributions
in work and play activities.

10. The student will discuss what he learns about himself as.a result
of engaging inew tasks.

11. The student will identify and discuss the attitudes and behavios
which enable him to work and play cooperatively. 4

12. The student will demonstrate that his perception of people may
differ from the perception of others.

0
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SOCIETY

Br have Objecti.:es

(K-2)

1. The student will. identify people who are working together toward

a common goal and explain how the work of each person contributes

to the achieVement of that gobil.

2. The student will identify and discuss how customs, traditions, and

attitudes of society relate to ,cork.

3. The student will identify those needs of society which vaItous

oindividuals fulfill,

4. The student will identify benefits andd-rewards he receives for his

work and from the work of others.

5. The student will discuss rules which protect people who produce

and use goods and services,

ECONOMICS
Beliw4oral OblocLiv.es

(K-2)

1. The student will discuss why and how man must work to'produce

goods and services.

2. The student-will discuss how people balance their needs and wants

with available resources.

3. The student will identify hts basic economic needs and wants and

discuss the ways these are provided.

4. The'student will discuss how changing demands for goods and services

affect job oppOrtunities

5. The student will identify and discuss different kinds of work

which are related to various geographical areas.



TECHNOLOGY
Behavioral Objectives

(K-2)

1 the student will express his creative ability by using tools to
constfuct projects from resources,

2. The student will demonstrate that the use of a variety of tools
and materials-will enable him to complete d task.

3. The student will identify and discuss the different ways people
use tools and materials in the accomplishment of tasks and the
production of products.

4. The student will identify and discuss
or -by man's intervention.

things that change naturally

5. The student will examine the implication for man's work and leisure
time when confronted with specific examples of wit drawing technology
from his life.

6. The'studerit will compare and'contrast family and community living
of,the past and present in terms of the developMent of tools,
materials, and processes.'

7. The student will obderve and discuss how technolggy which helps
man can also cause problems if not properly used.

O



OCCUPATIONAL
Behavioral Objectives

I. (3-5)

4. The student will role play specific occupations based on his interests
and hero images.

2. The student will cite examples of kinds of work people do outside
his immediate experience that dirdctly affect his life.

3. The student will demonstrate activities connected with a task,
e.g., deciding, performing, supporting, and concluding.

4. The student will race the-Vocational history of a real or imaginary
individual with mphas on the variety of jobs held.

5. The student will demonstrate his s ecial interests througeschool
br non-school activities'.

6. The students will demonstrate that hobbies and interests combine
elements of both work and play.

.7. The student will provide examples of hobbies that may develop front
interests.' ,

8. The student will classify workers into occupational areas and
characieriie them as producing goods or services.

9. The student will discuss different kinds of preparation and performance
necessary for various levels withip,anoccupational area.

10. The student will illustrate inteidepdndency between various jobs
within occupational areas.

11. The student will analyze various work activities in`-terms of the
processess, skills; and concepts derived from basic education
necessary to their accomplishment.

12. The student will combine attitudinal, mental. and manual stills .

iri the accomplishment of a variety jobs.

13. The student will analyze the relationship between the skills, tools,
and materials use&in doing different jobs. -

14. The student will support by example ways in which general attitudinal,
intelleCtual, and manual skills used in-Vatious occupational areas
aretransferable in the accomplishment of a variety of jobs.

I
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SELF

Befivioral,Objectivas"-
. (3-5)

0

I. The student will assesshis strengths and limitations in terms
of the degree to which he can exercise control over' them.

2: The student will identify and discuss how an individual m4y obtain
personal satisfaction from his occupation.

3. The student will relate his interests and abilities to specific
occupational roles.-

. The student will assess the relationship between his developing
interest nd his abilities.

:

5. The student will, analyze his'attitudes and behaviors. as.they affect
his performance in specific tasks. ,

6. The 4tudent Will. demonstrate behaviois which indicate'
attitudes toward task Perfotmancet

7. The student will compare and contrast -his interpretation of work
environments of specific jobs with,the way others interpret these
enviroments.

.

8

9

10

.,

13

14

.40

Thestudent will identifythe,persons and thingsthat.constitute
his environment and affect the way he views work.

. "The-Studefit Will deteimine-how his Value6 affeet fiil attitude and '

'perfOrmance in work situations..

. *e". student will clarify his-values by 'participating in activities
1414h brink values into conflict.

. ThestUdentwill identify his emerging values and compare these
beliefs with the beliefs held by Most people.

. The student will analyze how he and others haVe.help ed in the
completion of various taslcd

. ,The student will draw concluspns about self after performing
tasks which are inceasingl-challenging and compatible With his
development...

, .

. The student will discuss the pificestes required to complete a task
find= compare and contrast the ones he,pre4ars to. do.

. The student will'ideptify and discuss those attitudes and behaviors
toward other whichlielp him maintain a good working relationship.

,
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SOCIETY

Behavioral Objectives
(3-5)

.1. The student will discuss the interaction and.interdependency of
workers of societal groups and determine how their work contributes
to the achievement of the goals of the group.

2. The student will compare and contrast changing customs, traditions,
and attitudes as they affect jobs in various societies.

3,. The student will compare and contrast the changing needs of society
that affect job opportunities.

4. The student will identify and discuss the ways societal groups reward
their members for their work,

5. The student will inv stig
legisletion for prod cers

to the conditions which lead to ftotective
nd consumers and trace the resulting laws.'

ECONOMICS

vioral Oblectives
(3-5)-

1. The student will examine how the work of many-men has made possible
a continuing increase in goodq and services produced In our country.

2. The student will compare and contrast the economic incentiv. es of our
system with those various cultes.

3. The student will
past in terms of

. The student will
to use available
producers.

compare job opportunities today with those of the
the economic growth cf our country.

examine plans and choices he and others must make
resources effectively both as consumers and as

5: The student will investigate how different people have providedlor
their basic economic needs and wants.

6. The student will ivestigate economic conditions which affect the
number and variety of jobs available.

1

7. The.student,will identify geographical factors, i.e., climate,
topography, resource; location, etc., and discuss how they affect.
work.

/13_
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N
TECHNOLOGY

Behavioral Objectives
(375)

1. The student will make his creative ideas materialize through, the
use of technology and resources.

2. The,ktudent will construct projects and discuss the technology .

needed to complete the task.

3. The student will compare and)contrast_technology used by various
cultures to satisfy needs and desires.

4. The student will relate and apply.technology'to his general studies.

5. Students will compare and contrast inventions and discoveries
which have changed man's work.

6.. Students will identify and discuss jobs that have appeared as a
result of technological developments.

7. The student will construct imaginary accomplishments in technology
that he would like to see occur and assess their implications for
man's work and leisure time.

8. The student twill trace and analyze the development of technology in,
one or more broad areas.

9. The student will analyze ways man can enhance his total environment
if-technology is-used to his advantage.-

:r
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OCCURATIONKL'
Behavioral Objectives

(6-8)

I

1. The student will make tentative occupational choices, in terms of his

l'----intIsmste;capacities,--and-vaIuts-

2. The student will identify kinds of work people do -which have only

marginal effects on his life.

3. The student will demonstrate kinds of work that involve working with

people, working with ideas, and working wittrthings.

4. The student will differnetiate between careers and jobs.

5. The student will explore a wide range-of-careers as they refledt his

interest and abilities.

6. The student will cite the advantages and disadvantages of a variety of

careers in terms of-his interests and Abilities.

7. The student will analyze the skills and processes related to various

hobbies and interests which may influence career choice.

8. The student will evaluate the economic rewards obtainable through the

pursuit of hobbies or interests.

9. The'student will classify jobs into clusters on the basis of:the skills

and interests, of the workers. 4',

10. The student will construct -the hietarchy'for se7eral occupational areas

of- his choice. -

11. The student will compare and contrast the basic-education requirements

of several career areas.

12. The student will evaluate'his level of proficiency in basic learnings.

/3. The student will select courses, which will increase his proficieftcy

in basic learnings.

14. The student will Identify and select the school subjectsllhich Contain

the specific knowledge required for his tentative vocational choice.

15. The student will, after exploring several occupational areas,
demonstrate a number of the basic skills needed in the performance

of certain jobs.

16. The student will determine the'skills needed for a variety of occupa-

tions.

17. The student will participate.in.a variety of work experiences -

(simulating, working,robserving) in broad 'occupational areas and analyze

these experiences in terms of a future career choice.

r
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SELF

Behavioral Objectives
-(6 -8)

.

-- 1, -4Fhe student-will evaluate his self characteristics which
will help him in terms of the occupation he thinks he may wish to pursue.

4
5.

2. The student will analyze how a positive self.concepz is reinforced
through satisfaction with his work and/or from the value others
plate Upon his work.

.The stukni will analyze his abilities and interests in terms of
occupational areas he may wish to enter.-

4. The student will demonstrate an understanding of his interests and-
abilities through his course selection and work perfordance.

. ,

5: The student will identify and practice attitudes and behaviors which
generally apply to any work situation.

6. The student-will analyze the working environment of various occupations
. and evaluate his attitudes toward these work environments.

7.' The student will analyze the changes which have talCen place in his
value system as he.imoves toward maturity.

8. The student will give examples of significant, values inherent in
various, occupational areas.

9. The student will analyze h,is values in terms of how they relate to
_personalworkbehaviox,:waricsituations.,

(
,

.14. The student will explore the possible ways in which his contrib
to the, world of work may be most effecrive.

11. .The student will identify how others contribute to -therworld of work.

12. The student will assess his self-characteristics in termsloCvarious
occupations.

13. The student will analyke how his perceptions of other people affect
his ability,to work cooppratively and identify any changes he _wishes

.to make.

.14.' The student will give examples'4'f interpersonal relations of workers
that affect cooperative performance on a job and assess his ability
to York in a similar situation.

-15-
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SOCIETY

Behavioral ObjectLvese
(6-8)

1. The student will differentiate between broad- occupational-df6a6-it
terns of the contribution and impottande of these areas to our

society.

. The student will analyze how the customstraditions,'and attitudes
of society affect jobs in broad occupational areas.

-3. The student will analyze how societal needs create a demand for workers
in variotoccupational areaS,,

4. The student will analyze the relticionship between.the benefits provided
by society and the work peiformed by the of the society.

Ai

5. The student will investigate the proceztivelaws of several broad
occupational areas and determine whether present laws are meeting the

needs of producers and consumers.

.

ECONOMICS

(6-8) ,

.11
. 1. The student will discuss and generalize that work in various occupa-

tional areas contributes to the nation's wealth which can be measured
in termsof goods and services produced annually.

2. The student will explore the economic incentives offered'by various
occupational- areas .

3. The 'student will identify and analyze the characteristics of the

imerican economy hat'affect job.opportunity.

4. The student will analyze economic decisions and chOices made, as a-.

participant in either economic simulations or actual situations.

.

5. The student will explore how economic needs and wants differ and are
provided for by th.rewarda of various occupational areas.

6. The student wi iiientfiy economic trends, both past and present, and

.investigate thei effect on job opportunities, in broad occupational

areas.

Th siudent will investigate the geographical factors that Affect
us occupational_ areas.

-167



TECHNOLOGY
Behavioral C1112-..1

(6-8)

-The student-will research_and demonstrate" how man uses resources and
,technology creatively in his work.

2'. The student will analyze how technology is used creatively to develop
various ProdUcts from natural resources.

3. The student will explore the technology of various occupations and
evaluate the benefits whith have accrued to man.

4. The student will use the technologies of several broad occupational
areas in a simulated or an actual work situation, relating them to the
satisfaction of man's needs and desires.

5. The student will'analyze various jobs in broad occupational areasto see how technology has changed them.

6. The student will evaluate the imp4ct on walt and leisure time by with-
drawing and by augmenting technology in occupational areas of his
choici.

7. The student will examine and evaluate technology in terms of'the
factors which give, impetus to change,and davelopMent.

8. The student will assess the degree to which the technology' of various
occupational areas is being used to the advantage of mankind.

9. The student will analyze_the problems -- associated with -the-Use-of
technology and research the proposed solutions to these problems.

. f3
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OCCUPATIONAL
Behavioral 012.ves

(9-12)

1 The student will select educational and training programs in terms
of his needs, interest, abilities, and values that will assist
him in converting vocational preference into reality.

2. The student will make projections of work people may some day be doing.

3. The student will formulate a personal definition of work,

4., The student will analyze his vocational choice and the,possible
careers which he might pursue in terms of his interest, abilities,
and chances for success,

5. The student will analyze the degree to which hobbies and interests
affect his present career choice

6. The student will cluster a group of jobs reflecting his career choice
and identify his career choice and identify his clustering criteria.

7. The student will analyze the career hierarchy which reflects his
vocational choice.

8. The student will apply basic Jearnings. in a work situation and
analyze their effects upon his job performance.

9. The student will meet the requirements for successful completion of
his basic c" ork for job entry or further education,

10. The studeht will evaluate his proficiency in the specific skills
related to his tareer interests.

11. The student will demonstrate-basic 1.7:7cational skills which will
qualify him for an entry level job or for further education in an

_occupational area of his choice.

12. The student will participate in a realistic work situation as part of
the school program or as a worker in the community.

13. The student will evaluate his career choice in terms of his work
experience.

14. The student will'project his needs for vocational retraining in
relation to job advancement, job chan2e, and job loss.

15. The student will interpret occupational trend; and evaluate his
transferable skills and knowledge that will facilitate retraining.

r, 49
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SELF

Behavioral Objectives
(9-12)

1. The student will analyze-the ways his self concept affects his
entrance and performance in a work situation.

2. The student will evaluate his tentative career choice in terms of
ways it will contribute to the maintenance of a positive self concept.

3. The student will project a career plan which will reflect his abilitiesand interests.'

4. The student will evaluate his attitudes and behaviors and their
effect on his functioning in his work situation,

5. The student will demonstrate the attittdes and behaviors which enable
him to obtain and hold a job.

6. ,The student will analyze the impact of his environment of his
feelings toward work and weigh these attitudes against his career
plans..

7. The student will, develop a profile of the working environment of his
career choice.

8. The student will evaluate the role that his valu s play in making
his career choice.

9. The student will analyze his contribution to a pecific work situation.

10. The student will evaluate his individual contribution as it affects
-future career choice.

11. The student will conduct an evaluation of self-characteristics using
as a basis his cummulative work experiences and analyze this
evaluation in terms of future implication,

, 12. Thestudent will observe the interaction of co-workers in situations
which call for cooperation and determine any changes he might need to
make in order to work effectively.

13. The student will analyze how his percept other people affect
this ability to work cooperatively.

os
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SOCIETY
Behavioral Objectives

(9-12)

1. The student will analyze the'effer.ts on a society when the workers of
an occupational area withhold their serv,:ies and debate the
justification for such action.

2. The student will explore the effect of changing customs, traditions,
and attitudes in relation to his chosen career area.

3. The student will assess how future. societal needs may affect
vocational opportunity in the career area of his choice.

4. The student will make a critical analysis of the reward structure of
an occupational area as it relates to the reward system of the
larger society.

5. The student will evaluate the laws soci,-ty has enacted for his
protection as producer and consumer of gds and, services.

BONOM/C$
Behavioral Objectives

(9-12)

1. The student will evaluate a career are,: ln terms, ,f its ,:ontribution
to the nation's productivity,

2. The student will identify and evaluate the economic incentive
available in a career area in terms of his goals.

3. Theitudent will assess the extent to which economicscharacteristics
may. affect work opportunities in the career area of his choice,

4. The student' will evaluate his application of economic concepts in
making choices and decisions as a consumer and/or producer.

j

5. The student will evaluate hoW the caxeer area of hie choice will provide
fort his economic needs and wants and affect his standard of living.

6. The student will assess how economic fluctuations may affect the job
opportunities in the career area of his choice

7. The qtudent will evaluate his career choice as it is affected by
geographical factors.

5 I.
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TECHNOLOGY
Behavioral Objectives

(9-12)

1. The studeht will use resources, technology, and'his creative abilit
'''''

to investigate and develop a project related to the career area of
his interest.

2. The student will explain how the fore:es of resources, technology, and
creative ability interplay in the career area of his interest.

3. The student will employ the technology of his career interest area and
assess its contribution to the satisfaction of man's needs and desires.

4. The 'student will, evaluate the extent of which technological change
may affect the employment opportunities and the task requirements
of his occupational choice.

5. The student will make inferences about how technology may affect his
work and-leisure time in his career choice.

6. The student will develop his own action-oriented program to correct
situations arising from the misuse of technology.

7. ,The student will analyze the development of technology in the
, Twentieth Century in terms:of its escalation,

8. The student will investigate how the technology of his career area
can be more effeciently used to contribute to man's well being.

52
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I

STEPS TO INFUSE CAREER EDUCATION INTO CURRICULUM

1. Decide the curriculum area in which you will be working.

2. .Select a unit that you will be teaching in the area.

3. -If necessary, further divide the unit into sub units of 5-10 days

duration.

4. Determine the purpose of each unit by writing an objective of it.

5. Determine which'of the15 clusters you will focu's on. (one or more)

6. Select a car,eer objective(s) from any of the five areas that can 6,

inCorpor4ted into the unit. .

7. Keeping the Career Education objective(s) clearly in mind, list lesson

topics that you will need to teach in older to get the unit.objective

over to the students.

8. Write a learning objective for each,lesson. This objective shodld tell

that you expett the students to be able to do when they have finished

the lesson.

9. For each leesoh, list the.learni activities that you would'have the

students do.

4.



, WORK SHEET

Curriculum Area

Teaching Unit

`Statement of Unit Objective

',Career Education Cluster

Career Education Objective

Lesson Topics

Learning Objectives of Topics,

Lesson 1.

Lesson 2

Lesson 3

Lesson 4

rrth)



ACTIVITY SHEET

Lesson Topic Number

A
Learning Objective of Topic
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JOB CLUSTERS

Clukering is an attempt to orgagize the 25,000 jobs in the United States

into a manageable, understandable system. The attached 15 clusters, although
not containing all jobs, area means of relaying the wide scope of careers
available in any one interest area. Within each cluster are careers that

require a variety of skills and trainint.

1. Personal Services

Rationale areers which supply specific services that are purchased or

obtained t fulfill a perticular.need citr desire of a person.

beautician

shoe repairman
social worker
insurance agents
efrigeration, air

conditioning and
heating mechanics

2. Health Services

babysitter
priest
missio ry

furniture upholsterers
barber
cleaner and laundry manager tailor

TV repairman

telephone operator
radio repairman
minister
rabbi

mortician

Rationale: Careers related to the determination of health problems, physical
caring for the problems and exploring possible preventive measures_

psychologist
doctor
orderly.

practical nurse
occupational therapist
medical secretary

and librarian
veterinarian
dentist

3. Construction

optometrist
pharmacist
podiatrist
laundry and sterilizer
osteopath
psychiatrist
nurse
x-ray technician.
nurse's aide

Rap.onale: Careers related to building.

mobile home, builder
architect

plumber
plasterer
mason
bri-cklayer

printer

surveyor
paperhanger
pipefitter
engineer
draftsman
carpenter
electrician

58 fp

laboratory technician
hosp.:taJ administrator
chiropractor

tal technician
a. iologist
dental hygienist
speech pathologist
bacteriologist

industrial designer
excavator
cabinet worker
cement mason
roofef
heavy equipment operator



4. Manufacturing

Rationale: Careers which create a product.

machine o-
machine maint,n ce
electr nic en: 'leer
assembl line operator
mobile home assembler

5. Transportation

industrial designer
sheet metal worker
skilled trOesman
tool and die operator

6 chemist
welder

mechanical enginier,_
industrial traffic

manager

Rationale Careers related to the-movement of people and things and improve-
ment of or care,for the necessary equipment.

truck drivA-
pilot

both and fender

repaIrman
traffic control manager

-airlines

brakeman

locomotive engineers
service station managers

and attendants
auto meJianic

6. Agri-Business and Natural Resources

Rationale: Careers related to the produrti e u,e of land

farmer

dairyman
feed store manager
miner

so-.1 conserationi,,t

agrcultural engineer
agronomist.

7. Public Service'

petroleum eng7reers
ranher
but; her

farm c'clu:pment salez

farm agent

fi.h and gam- manager

bus and taxi driver
aerospa-:e engineer
condo:, for

station agents

mining engineer
petr-.:.eum and natural

gar production worke
t-?-m manager

poultrymen
witdl fe manager

Rationale: Careers which provide a service for individuals, some of which
are tax supportive,

kindergarten-elementary
teacher

state policeman
janitor

certified public
accountant

school administrator
food and drug inspector
court recorder

lawyer

counselor - school,

employment, rehabil-
rtation

reftise collector
junior and senior_

high teacher
government service
ca,A.1 engineer

fireman

librarian

urban planner,
court bailiff
city policeman
military

nursery school teacher
probation officer



'Pe

8. Environment

Rationale: Careers related-to the protection, improvement of and proper,
use for the surrpundings that influence a life

forest ranger
gardener
landscape architect
biologist
horticulturist
park ranger-

9. Hospitality and Recreation

range manager
recycling operator
naturalist
forestry a:des
geologist
tree surgeon

Rationale: Careers which enhance lei5u-e for mankind

stewardess
restaurant manager
social directors
waitress
restaurant hostess
travel agent

camp counselor
meteorologist-
fish and game warden
environmental engineer
geophysicist

waiter ±_etician

10. Fine Arts and Humanities

short order cook
',7tc,;ard

cock

chef

golf pro

:,;imm.ng pool manager

baker
hotel-motel manager
athlete

Rationale: Careers re:lated to -.Ile --_ti:*ur91 and e.thrr.: impr: ement

human life

professional musician
dancer
author
literary writer

. music critic
art critic
actress
conductor
sign painter
music director
stage designer

11. Communications and Media

rIrtoonIcA

c,nger

%)lay.r.ght
al:orger

fa-111:7,

commercial artist
music teacher
poet
piano technician
radio and TV director

ac t_'

him edJL,J,

orihe,,tra leader

Jewler
free-lance artist
singing teacher
floral designer
orchestrator
sculptor

Rationale: Careers related to the transmission of information.

O

journalist radio-TV announcer
technical writer electronic technician
audio-control technician lighting technician
proofreader
staff programmer
sound engineer .
script writer

foreign correspondent
sportscaster
maintenance technician
reporter

on

newswriter
transmitter technician .

photoengraver
printer
photographer
video-technician
lecturer



12. Marketing and Distribution

Rationale: Careers which facilitate.the development and - economic movement

of a product.

salesman consumer product seller

statisticians systems analyst

packaging and deSigner sales engineer

marketing researcher economists

13. Marine Science

production and control
position

sales su)ervisor
wholesale and retail

distributors -

I

Rationale: Careers reiated.to.the understanding, exploration and commercial

Uses of the sea.

marine biologist - physicists .

seaman aquatic biologist geophysicists

commercial fisherman

marine 'geologists

14. Business Office

Rationale: Careers related to the eff,cient management of the bus'ness

community.

office manager
personnel director
advertising workers
data processors
computer operator
public relations woiker

trailer salesman
bank teller
receptionit-t

stenc.graphe.r

computer programmer
bookkeeper

15. Consumer and Homemaking Education

accountant
key punch operator
secretary
purcha,:?ng agent

file clerk
hank management

.Rationale: Careers related to the piirchase and proper use of products for

the home.
7

interior decorator drapery-maker
appliance demonstrators ,credit interviewer
.home demonstration agent seamstress
price control agents fashion coordinators

milliner model

61

extension agent
homemaker

Alpme economist
'nutritionist
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SOUTHERN INDIANA
CAREERS RESOURCE PROJECT

"NEWSE

511 4th Street HuntingburchInd.47542
Phone (812) 683-3333

Joe W. Roth, Director

-=;""Career Education Makes Cents"

99

WHAT'S HAPPENING IN SOUTHWESTERN INDIANA:

WASHINGTON CATHOLIC MIDDLE SCHOOL

r 4

TO BE A DECORATOR, ONE MUST KNOW
COLOR AND DESIGN . . . TO BE A PROFESSIONAL DOG GROOMER,

ONE MUST HAVE COMPLETED A TRAINING
PROGRAM . . .

These eighth grade students at Washington
Catholic Middle School participated in a
"Job Observation Day" when all eighth
graders were able to go out into thekl
community to shadow, observe, and Partic-
ipate in real work situations in various
local businesses. This day was planned
jointly by the principal, faculty, and
community people.

r.

TO BE A DRUGSTORE CLERK, ONE MUST
6:3

LEARN TO SERVE THE CUSTOMER . . .



RIVET HIGH SCHOOL

. luring the "Career Con entionq at

Rivet High School, fifty -twc community
and business people spoke to the students
concerning their own careers--offering
information and advice to help students
in choosing their career preference.
Students were able to attend seven dif-
ferent sessions during the day and both
students and faculty felt the day was a

complete success.

--7-44zi

A HOBBY BECAMEABUSINESS as Mildred
Pea, cake decorator, explains to Peggy
Hills and Marie Finch the fine points of
making an ordinary cake into a work of

art.

LEISURE FOR SOME IS A BUSINESS FOR
OTHERS . . . Michael Mefford of Twin
State Suzuki explains that being amotor-
cycle dealer is more than just showing
merchandise. A dealer must know his
customer and sell'a machine just right
for the needs of that person.

64

A GA§ OF A CAREER . . . Joe
Schmutzler, of Nass and Son Funeral Home
in Huntingburg, appears to be administer-
ing oxygen 'to Carla Grundhoefer but in
actuality he is explaining the "capabil-,
ities of the Funeral Home's atibuleCe
during a recent Career Education activity
period at David Turnham Educational Center
in Dale. John Elliot and Rex Vance look
on.

BE HARD - HATED ABOUT A CAREER . . .

Mark Nugent, sophomore at Cannelton High
School (1), and Lowell Harris, Cannelton's
Career Team Chairman (r), listen' to
Charles Schefer, Personnel Manager- at

,Maxon Marine in Tell City explain the
finer points of barge construction. The
entire Sophomore class at the high school
participated in Job Observation Day which
enabled students to observe firsthand
the careers of their interest.



REMINDER
Don't forget the Careers Resource

Project presentation focusing on career
materials to be aired on Channel 7,
Evansville on Sunday, June 1, 1975 at
12:00 noon. Participants will include
Glide Hafele, Materials Consultant from
the CRP; Carolyn Duffy, Oakdale Elementary
School, Boonville; Sandra Gray and Mike
Trammell, Hoosier Heights Elementary
Schn.q.,, Tell City; Richard Hardin, Tell
City High 'School; Tell City; and Bill
Gunn, Cannelton High School, Cannelton.

ASTSIDE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

81

This youngster at Eastside Elementary
School is interested in learning more
about the work role of a postman. These
flannel board dolls enable elementary
children to associate working apparel or
uniforms with community helper work roles.

a

JEST WASHINGTON ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

Approximately 100 sixth grade
students of West Washington Elementary

rticipated in a "Hobby Show" on
C stiff was on hand to video-

tape seleCtions-of the show to be shown
to teachers across Southern Indiana.
ome children,'after,spending consider-
ble time with their hobby, have begun
to think of choosing this as a lifetime
are ?r.

UTHERAN SCHOOL o EVANSVILLE

Mr. Richard Nordmeyer, fifth grade
eacher, and Mr. Richard Meyer, sixth
rade teacher combined their classes and
onducted a "I Want To Be" day on Tuesday,
y 13, 1975. A total of 46 students

articipated in the program. Each

(continued next column)
6 r0

student had to list three choices of
occupations in which they had the most
interest.

Each pupil came to school dressed
in their occupational paraphernalia of

their first choice and had to relate to
their classmates such information as to

why they made the choice, what work is

performed within that occupation, advan-
tages and disadvantages of their choice,
along with other pertinent job information.

A total of 40 different occupations
were represented.

ROCK AROUND THE WEDDING CLOCK....
v7,1

Janessa Neal, Staff Secretry with
the Careers Resource Project, tries out
her new rocking chair that was presented
during a lunch break at the CRP office.
Janessa has worked for the project since
it began. She and her husband will be

moving to West Laf,ayette in the fall after

a summer together In Green Bay, Wisconsin.
Their wedding is scheduled for May 24.
Janessa's contributions and hard working
ability will be missed by the project.
"Congratulations," Janessa.

h hh.hhhhhhhh
THE PRICE OF MEAT has reached the

point where we are now respectfully
calling chuck roasts "Charles."

h 'eh'hhhhhhhh
VIOLENT EXERCISE after 40 is espe-

-cially harmful - -if gou do it with a knife
and fork.

h hhhhhhhhhh
THE GRASS ALWAYS looks grcener when

you'd rather sit on the steps than mow
it.

h hhhhhhhhh*



MILITARY CAREER bAY,

HOW HIGH DO YOU FLY??? WO-1 Michael
Sluys, helicopter pilot from Fort Knox,

answers questions from students during a
Military Career Day held at Perry County
Airport on May 6.

E$0

BE S MEONE . . . WITH A CAREER. . .

Dave Hu 'eba, U. S. Navy Recr 'ter from
Jager, appears to be some tbewildered
with the number of studen s that showed
up for the Military Career Day at the

airport.

Over 450 students, parents, teachers, and administrators were exposed to the military

careers related to food services, power generator technology, aviation mechanics and

aviation as military guest speakers were provided by the Army at Fort Knox,. the Navy from
the Louisville Recruiting District, and Air Force from Owensboro, Kentucky. In addition

to the career presentations, Army and Navy pilots provided excitement for the students as
they demonstrated the capabilities of their aircraft with a flight demonstration. Students

that participated were from Newman SchoofT Hoosier Heights School, and St. Paul_ School of

Tell City-Troy Township School Corporation; Clay-Huff Elementary School and David Turnham

Educational Cen -r of North Spencer County School Corporation; and Cannelton High School

of Cannelton City Schools. c
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APPENDIX C

TEACHER 'PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES
K - 12
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GRADE LEVEL: Kindergarten

COMPONENT: K-5 Awareness

The career awareness focus begins with a very narrow base at the kindergarten
level. The emphasis is on the work found in and around the home. That is, the
work of members of the family and work that is performed by outsiders who enter the
home for service repairs.

SUGGESTED TREATMENTS:

(I) Curriculum INFUSION
Performance Objective(s) The student will:

A. Talk about one work activity that is performed by any member of the
family or others who work in or near the home or family. (Society)

B. Construct one ten (10) page book consisting of pictures of workers.
(Occupation)

C. Identify,and explain two (2) ways in which the work of others helps
him/her. (Society)

D. Identify and explain two (2) kinds'of activities in which he/she
likes,to be involved. (Self)

E. Given a picture of several common items the student will circle the
two (2) articles which cost most and discuss relative costs of other
items. (Economics)

F. Given cans of different diameters, the student will arrange the Cans
in some order and explain the order involved. (Might use blocks of
about same shape, .but differing size and.color in place of cans.)
(Technology)

G. After looking in a full-length mirror, the student will orally_describe
his/her physical characteristics, such as height, eye color, hair color,
approximate body Weight, etc. (Self)

(2) Career Education FIELD TRIPS
Performance Objective(s) The student will:

A. Have an opportunity to take one (1) field trip during the school year.

B. Be able to ask a worker one (1) question about their Work.
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1
(3) Career Education GUEST SPEAKERS

Performance Objective(s) The student, will:

A. Have four (4) relatives of the students volunteer to come int:, the L. ass

to talk about their' work.

B. Be able to identify one (1) task that any worker may be rewlirerLto perf:rm.
on the job.

C. 'Given a graphic representation of people in several different .-;c'upations
found in the community, the stu4nt will explain orally 11,;w one person
helps the community.
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GRADE LEVEL: First Grade

COMPONENT. K-5 Awareness

SUGGESTED TREATMENTS :

SO.

'(1) Curriculum INFUSION .

Performance Objective(s) The student will

A. Describe five (5) ways in,which he-is like older workers (Self)

B. Be able to discuss his/her main hobby and interest. (Self)

C. Tell of five (5) ways in which the work of others helps himiher
,(Society)

D. Be able to cribe three (3) differen: jobs in their communl:y
(Occupatio

E. Be able to list three (3) job tasks that his/her patents do on their job.
(Occupational)

F. Be able to tell why his /her parent(s) work and what their money is used fcz,
(In general terms) (Economics)

G. The child will be able to demonstrate-how common tools are used to get a

job done. (Technology)

(2) Career Education FIELD TRIPS
Performance Objective(s) The student will

A. Have an opportunity to take one (1) field trip during the s'...hool yet

t. Be able to ask workers two (2) questions about their work

C. Cite two examples of how several workers depend on one anotheAo do
their job.

(3) Career Education GUEST SPEAKERS
Performance Objective(s) The student will:

A. Invite his/her parents or relatives (40% of parents) into thd class to'*
talk about their work.

B. Be able to identify worker skills, tools, and materials needed to perform
a task in three (3) different jobs.

C. Be:able to list three (3) jobs that he/she is interested in
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GRADE LEVEL. Second Grade

COMPONENT. K-5 Awareness

SecOnd grade students broaden their hcrizt.n by investigating the roles pf workers
in the immediate community. For many children, they can be involved in walking field
trips to businesses located close tc the school. The emphasis should be Dn developing
an awareness,that large numbers of people are involved .n produTing goods and services
for others.

(1) Curriculum INFUSION
Performance Objective(s) The student will

A. Cite three (3) exarples cf how he/she differs 170M peers. (Self)

B. The student will identify attitudes and behaviors which help him and
others perform a task. Self)

C. Identify the value of being able to interact w tb Jthe.s (Sccietv)

D. Describe and ideillify three (3) different (Occupational)

E. , Be able to identify the academic skills needed for three (3) different
occupations. (Occu tional)

F. The student will identify his basic economic needs and wants and discuss
the ways these are provided_ (Economics)

G. The student will be able to identify and aiscuss the different ways people
use tools and materials in the accomplishmert cf tasks and the production
of products, (Technology)

(2) Career Education FIELD TRIPS
Performance Objective(s) The student will:

A. Have an opportunity to take one (1) field trip during the school year

B. Be able to ask workers three (3) questions about their work.

C. Cite three (3) examples of how several workers depend on one another to
do their job in their community.

(3) Career Education GUEST SPEAKERS'7^
Performance Objective(s) The student will

A. Have an opportuni to listen tc 4 -15 guest speakers.

B. Construct three (3) different model tools used by worlyers in various
'occupations,
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GRADE LEVEL: Third Grade

COMPONENT: K-5 Awarenes

Occupations of a multi-community nature are the concern of third grade students.
Defining multi-community will vary from community to community. In some cases, it

ru041Vmean the entire city rather than only a certain section. In other cases, it
may mean a small number of towns within a county. Other instances will dictate that
multi-coMmunity includes more than one county. The concern should be in the selection
of occupations which exist in various sites Within the multi-community framework.

SUGGESTED TREATMENTS:

(1) Curriculum INFUSION
Performance Objective(s) The student will:

A. Name three (3) factors that determine personal satisfaction in his/her
school work. (Self)

B. Be able to write a paragraph about a jobThe would like to have (Self)

C. List five (5) factors that can make him/her successful in school, (Society)

D. The students will identify and discuss the ways societal groups reward their
members for their work. (Society)

The students will demonstrate that hobbies and interest combine elements
of both work and play by providing examples of their own hobby or
interest. (Occupational)

T. The students will be able to explain how Language Arts and Mathematics are
used in three (3) different occupations. (Occupational)

G. Be able to explain how the work of many men has made possible a continuing
increase in goods and services produced in our country. (Economics)

H. Be able to conduct a project and explain the technology needed to complete
the task. (Technology)

(2) ,Career Education FIELD TRIPS
Performance Objective(s) The student will:

A. Have an opportunity to take one (1)-field trip during the sc ool year.

B. Be able to ask workers five (5) questions about their work,

C. Be able to describe theirelationship between effective personll relationship
and success onsthe Job taken from the field trip experiendeJ

D. Be,abre to list three (3) main occupaitons found in this community.
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(3) Career Education GUEST SPEAKERS
Performance Objective(s) The student will

. A- Have an opportunity to listen to 6-15 guest speakers.

7I

B. Be able to identify worker skills, tools, and materials needed to perform
a task in five (5) different jobs.

4
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GRADE LEVEL.: Fourth Grade

COMPONENT: K-5 Awareness

For the fourth grade student, the emphasis is on occupations which are peculiar
to the state and/or found throughout the state. This involves utilizing maps and
materials available from various departments within the State Department. The goal
is not to get the children to eventually move to otherparts-of_the statebut to make
them aware of future options in the -career world in terms of the encompassing nature
of the world of work.

SUGGESTED TREATMENTS:

(1) Curriculum INFUSION
Performance Objective(s) The student:will:

A. The student will be able to identify his/her interests and abilities and
relate them to three (3) possible occupations. (Self)

B. Be able to write three (3) short stories that describe his interest
and abilities toward work and success. (Self)

C. Be able to list three (3) sources of personal data about himself. (Self)

D. Bd able to describe the social value of five (5) different occupations,
(Society)

E. The student will trace the historical development of an occupational area
that interest him/her. (Occupation)

F. The student will classify'workers into occupational areas and characterize
them as producing goods or services. (Occupation)

G. The student will identify geographical factors; i.e., climate, topography,
resources, location, etc, of the State and how they affect work. (Economics)

H. The student will compare,and contrast inventions and discoveries which
have changed man's work. (Technology)

(2) Career Education FIELD TRIPS
Performance Objective(s) The student will

A. Have an opportunity to take one (1) field trip during the school year.

'B. Be able to ask workers seven (7) questions about their work.

C. Be able to explain three (3) key differences between a work day in school
and,in industry.

(3) Cafeer Education GUEST SPEAKERS
Performance Objective(s) The student will:

A. Have an opportunity to listen to 6-15 guest speakers.

B. Be able to list five (5) career opportunities in his community.

C.. Be able to list five (5) career opportunities located in other parts
of Indiana.
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GRADE LEVEL: Fifth Grade

COMPONENT: K-5 Awareness

Fifth grade students become involved in careers of a national stature. It is

important that children understand that in many career areas, they will have the
opportunity and option of employment in many_geographical location, and leisultime
activities. This does not mean that the student should be encouraged_to move om the
state later but the approach does allow for additional options. The student may at
this point in time explore careers on an international level.

SUGGESTED TREATMENTS:

(1) Curriculum INFUSION
Performance Objective(s) The student will:

A. The student will be able to relate his/her interest and abilities to
four (4) specific occupational roles. (Self)

B. The student will be able to list five (5) habits /attitudes that will help
him/her get along with other people. (Self)

C. The student will discuss how'the changing needs of the society affect job
opportunities. (Society)

D. The student will write three (3) reports (written-oral) that compares an
occu ation in his town with a simular occupation found in another part of
th United States. (Occupational)

E. Tate student will be able to explain-"job family" and identify ten (10)
f the 15 job clusters. (Occupational)

F. The student will be able to identify three 3) careers that require an
interest in and knowledge of (Occupational)

(Subject Matter)

G. The student will investigate economic conditions which affect the number
and variety of jobs avai;able. (Occupational)

H. The student will develop a project applying his/her educational skills
and describe how he/she used technology to accomplish the task.
(Demonstration Speech) (Technology)

(2) Career Education FIE TRIPS
Performance Objectiv s)

A

A. To have an opportun 7! to take one (1) field trip during the school year.

B. To!wortipt seven (7) questions about their work.

(3) Career Education GUEST SPEAKERS
Performance Objective(s) The student will:

-r

A. To have an opportunity to listen to 6-15 guest speakers relating information
on careers located in other parts of the continental U.S.

B: To identify seven (7) career opportunities located in other parts of the
continental United States.

75
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GRADE-LEVEL:- Sixth Grade

COMPONENT. 6-8 Exploration

The Career Exploration phase continues to emphasize the goals which have' been
partially achieved during the awareness state. Greater emphasis is placed on broader
exposure to all levels of occupations, Some "real-life" exploratory experiences are
provided. Additional emphasis is placed on ability and aptitude testing and relating
these attributes to present concerns and future potential. The realities outside the
classroom are investigated through people oriented field trips tc business and industry,
the community, and other organizations and agencies.

Students are exposed to people who represent many walks of life. Resource people
are invited to the classroom t: interact with students about "official data," for
example, job title, job description, educational requirements, salary range, etc.
However, children and youth are also very interested in asking questions about
"official data", for example, do you think your work is important? How does your work
affect your life away from the job? If you were to start over, what kind of work
would you -do ?, etc.

The intent of the Exploration phase is to provide career experiences related to
the academic and general education courses- Occupations which require knowledge of
the academic or general education subject are lected from the following clusters
for inclusion into the course.

SUGGESTED 'TREATMENTS

(1) Curriculum INFUSION
Performance Objective(s) The student-will be able:

A. The student will be able to prepare a list of school subjects he/she
is most competent in and relate them to one (1) or more occupations

-he/she is interested in. (Self)

B. The student will be able tp write a short paper (one to two pages) story
about his/her career goal and discuss it with their parents. (Self)

C. The student will be able to list three (3) rewards of work in terms of
its social values. (Society)

D. The student will be able to list three (3) occupations that show a
relationship to each of the following school subjects: Language Arts,
Social Studies, Science, and Mathematics. (Occupational)

E. The student will identify and analyze the characteristics of the world
economy that affect job opportunity. (Economics)

F. The student will research and demonstrate how man uses resources and
technology creatively in his work. (Technology).



(2) Career Education FIELD TRIPS
Performance Objective(s) .The student will be able:

A. To have the opportunity to take one (1) field trip during thq school
year.

B. Be able to ask workers nine (9) questions about their work.

(3) Career Education GUEST SPEAKER
Performance Objective(s) The student will be able:

R
A

A. To have an opportunity to listen to 8-12,guest speakers during the
school year.

B. To prepare a two (2) page report on each of the following five (5)
career clusters: Agriculture and Natural Resources, Business and Office,
Communication and Media, Transportation, and Construction.

(4) Worker OBSERVATION
Performance Objective(s) The student will be able:

A. Participate in one (1) job observation day being able to list (a)
employer expectation of the worker, (b) company fringe benefits,
(c) personal work habits needed for the job, (d) the required education,
training and experience, and criteria for advancement.
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GRADE LEVEL: Seventh Gracie

COMPONENT: 6-8 Career' Exploration

SUGGESTED TREATMENTS:

(1) Curriculum INFUSION
Performance Objective(s) The student will.

A. Describe three (3) occupations which he/she finds interesting and rela
these to his/her personal characteristics, interest and aptitudes. (Self)

B. Compare and contrast the basic education (and skill) requirements cf
three (3) occupations of interest to him /her, (Occupational)

C. Explain how economic needs and wants differ and how they are provided for
by the rewards of several different occupational areas. (Economics)

D. Show ways or exa les of how societal needs create or decrease a demand
^ for workers in various occupational areas. (Society)

E. Analyze various jobs in one (1) broad occupational area to see how
technology has changed it and demonstrate his findings.

(2) Career Education FIELD TRIPS
Performance Objective(s) The student will be able:

A. To have an opportunity to take one (1) field trip during the school year,

B. To have an opportunity to ask workers ten (10) questions abcut their jobs.

(3) Career Education GUEST SPEAKERS
Performance Objective(s) The student Will be able:

A. To have an opportunity to listen to 8-12 guest speakers durin ) the school year.

B. To prepare a two (2) page report on each cf the following five (5) career
clusters: 'Environment, Fine Arts and Humanities, Health, Recreation
and Hospitality, and Manufacturing.

-(4) Worker OBSERVATION
Performance Objective(s) The student will:

Ay,

A. Participate in one (1) job observation day being able to list (a) employers
expectation of the worker, (b) companies fringe benefit, (c) personal work
habits needed for the job, (d) the required educational training and
experience, and criteria,foy advancemeht. t -
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(5) Individual and Group:Sessions With Counselor
\performance Objective(s) The worker will. ,

A. Identify and select educational and training programs.in terms cf his,
needs, interest, abilities, and values that will assist him in converting
vocational preference into reality.

B. Be able to obtain a listing of the vocational course offerings available
to him in their local s:hcol corporation,

C. Have an opportunity to take an interest survey, i.e., Ohio Vocational
Interest Survey (OVIS), Kuder, etc , and to gain the results through
meaningful inte-p!etaticTi
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GRADE LEVEL.:. Eighth Grade

COMPONENT: 6-8 Career Exploration

-SUGGESTED TREATMENTS:

(1) Curriculum INFUSION .ira

Performance Objectiv) The student will:

A. Describe, orally or in writing, a tentative educational plan which will
provide him/het options for several possible occupations. (Self)

'I

B. 'List three (3) occupations directly related to the following school subjects:
Music, Physical Education, Science, Social Studies, Speech, and English,
(Occupational)

C. Analyze the problems associated with the use of technology and, after re-
searching one particular problem, describe several possible solutions to
the problem with some indication as to potential advantages and disadvantages
of each solution. (Technology)

D. Investigate the protective laws of several broad occupational areas and
explain for at least one of these broad areas, whether present laws are
meeting the needs of producers and consumers. (Society)

E. Describe the geographical factors that affect several occupational areas,
(Economics)

(2) Career Education FIELD TRIPS
Performance Objective(s) Th student will be able:

A. To have an opportunity to take \ne (1) field trip during the school year.

B. To be able to ask eleven (11) questions about their work,

(3) Career Education GUEST SPEAKERS
Performance Objective(s) 'The student will be able:

orA. To have an opportunity to listen to 8-12 guest speakers during the
school year.

4
B. To prepare a two page report on each of the following five (5) career

clusters: Marine Science, Marketing and Distribution, Personal Services
Consumers and Homemaking Education, and Public Service.

(4) Worker OBSERVATION
Performance Objective(s) The stga"ent will:

A. Participate in one (1) job observation day being able to list: (a)

employer expectations of the worker, (b) company fringe benefits, (c)
personal work habits needed for the job, (d) required education, training
and experience, and criteria for advancement.
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GRADE LEVEL: Ninth Grade

COMPONENT: 9-30'Investigation

INVESTIGATION IS ESSENTIAL TO THE DEVELOPMENTAL PROCESS

SUGGESTED TREATMENTS:

(1) Curriculum INFUSION
Performance Objective(s) The student will:

A. Make application for a social security card. (Self)

B. Describe how three (3) different high schcol extra-curricular activities
might relate to his/her tentative occupational choices. (Society)

C. Use resources, technology, and his/her creative ability to investigate
and develop a project related to a project related to a career
area of his/her interest. (Technology)

D. Identify and evaluate the economic incentives available in a career area
in terms of his/her goals. (Economics)

E. Describe, in writing, three (3) things learned in school which have helped
him/her in accomplishing some project or undertaking outside of school.
(Occupaitonal)

(2) Career Education FIELD TRIPS
Performance Objective(s) The student will'

A. Visit the local employment service on one occasion during the schcol year

B. Have an opportunity to take one field trip during the sthool. year

(3) Career Education GUEST SPEAKERS
Performance Objective(s) The student will:

A. Have an opportunity to listen to 8-12 guest speakers.

(4) Worker OBSERVATION
Performance Objective(s) The worker will:

A. Participate in one (1) job observation day being able to.listi
1. Employer expeptations of the worker, 2. Company fringe benefits and
general pay range, 3. Personal work habits needed for the job; and .

4. Required education, training and experience and criteria for
advancement.
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GRADE. LEVEL: Tenth Grade

COMPONENT: 9-10 Investigation

INVESTIGATION IS ESSENTIAL TO THE DEVELOPMENT PROCESS

Career cluster investigation better prepares students to identify interest,
assess potential, and make informed decisions regarding their immediate goals.

SUGGESTED TREATMENTS:

(1) Curriculum INFUSION
Performance Objective(s) The student will:

A. From a list of ten (10) working environments, list the three (3)
environments, in order of priority, in which he/she would feel most
comfortable working, as indicated by his personal characteristics. (Self)

B. Identify and list seven (7) occupations which require strong academic
background in each of the following: 1. Math 2. English 3. Social
Studies 4. Science 5. Music 6. Business 7. Foreign Language
8. Home Economics 9. Health and Physical Education 10. Industrial
Arts. (Occupational)

C. Analyze the effects on society when the workers of an occupational area
withhold their services and debate the justification for such action. (Society)

D. Evaluate how the career area of his/her choice will privide for his economic
needs and wants and how it may affect his/her standard of living, (Economics)

E. Discuss how technology may affect his/her work and leisure time in the
career area of his/her choice, (Technology)

(2) Career Education FIELD TRIPS
Performance Objective(s) The student will:

('3)

A. Visit the local employment service on one occasion during the school year.

Career Education GUEST SPEAKERS
Performance Objective(s) The student will:

A. Have an opportunty to listen to employment service personnel to gain a
better understanding of their role and function,

B. Have an opportunity to listen to eight (8) to twelve (12) guest speakers.

'(4). Worker OBSERVATION
Performance Objective(s) The student will

A. Participate in at least two (2) job observation days.
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(4) Individual and Group Sessions With Counselor
Performance Objective(s) The student will.

A. Role-play three (3) job interviews with either teacher, counselor, or jcb
placement people.

B. Conduct one personal interview with officers c,f trade: industrial
commercial, professionak, and labOr. organizations,

C. Identify and select educational and training programs in terms of his/her
needs, interest, abilities, and values that will assist him in converting
vocational proference into reality,

0
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GRADE LEVEL: Eleventh Grade

COMPONENT 11-12 Career Experience

SUGGESTED TREATMENTS:

(1) Curriculum INFU ON
Performance jective(s) The student will:.

I lb

A. Di in writing, his/her ideal work environment including at least
. eight ) environmental factors (such as noise, people, space, etc.) and

what plan he/she has for attaining that ideal work situation. (Self)

B. Eyaluate the laws society has enacted for his/her protection as producer
and consumer of goods and services and specifically how ,03s might affect
his/her chosen occupational area. (Society)

C. Collect educational and career information from at least five (5)

. different sources including (as one source) at least three (3) letters
to firms, organizations, and institutions related to his/her chosen

Career area. (Occupational)

D. Assess the extent to .which economic characteristics may affect work
opportunities n the career area of his/her choice. (Economics)

E. Analyze the misuse of technology and delielop and action-oriented program
:to correct a specific misuse of technology. (Technology)

(2) Career Education FIELD TRIPS
Performanc.e Objective(s) The .student will:

k

A. Visit the employment service on. one (1) occasion during the school'year.

B. Have the opportunity to take one (1) field trip during the school year.

(3) Career Education GUEST SPEAKERS
Performance Objective(s) The student will

o
4

A. Have an.opportunity to listen to employment service personnel in order
to gain a better understanding of their role and function.

B. Have an opportunity to listen to 8-12 guest speakers-

(4) Worker OBSERVATION
Performance Objective(s) The worker will:

A. Participate in at least two (2) job observation days being able to list
the employers' worker expectations, company's fringe benefits, ursonal
work habit's necessary for succeSs'on the job, needed education, training,

experience, *nle,advancement.

wr
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(5) Job PLACEMENT
Performance Objective(s) The student will:

eir

4.

A. Make application for summer time or part-time employment using the

described procedure.

B. Twelve to 17% of the students at the 11th grade level will be placed in a

part-time job.

ft
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GRADE LEVEL_ Twelfth Grade

'.%COMPONENT. -11-12 Career Experience

CAREER PREPARATION IS ACHIEVED THROUGH
SUCCESSFUL EDUCATIONAL AND TRAINING EXPERIENCE

Sequential career edu-atior prepares stuciew.s for entering either post-secondary
education or useful and reward:. g emp:oyment

SUGGESTED TREATMENTS

(1) Curriculum INFUSI N
Performance Objective(s) The student will

A. Describe, in writing, (relative to edu:ation, Aservation', W-/R

experience, and persrma. wrk skills, preferences and aptitudes; bistber
occupational goals and plan achieving them successfully (Self)

B. Prepare a resear:h report :cnterning manpower prz..jacti and :tiler Key

factors related to his her future employment_ in a thosen
occupational area IS:ciery'

C. Prepare three (3) lettere ci job applicatinnand one fU lob resume
. (Occupation)

D. After listening to J: participating in a pares disLusi;ipn c-,ncerning Present
consumer protect.i'n legislation and prcedures, de:ba._ the impart of

such consumer p-arectin in pra-_tIcal terms to the r,:umer (E,Ion)mics)
4-14

E. Investigate how the technJlogy ot his /her chosen .areer area can be more

effectively and efiitiently used L." _-111=r1bUte the well being of all

memb,ers of society

(2) CareerjEducation FIELD TRIPS
Perforrdanc'e Objective(s? The student will

A. Visit the employment service cn one (1) ,ccasion during the school year,

B. Have the opportunity t) tgkefone (1) field trip during the school year.

(3) Career Education GUEST SPEAKER
Performance Objective(s) The student will.

A. Have an opportunity to listen to employment service personnel in order
to gain a better understanding of their role and fir_tion

(4) Worker OBSERVATION
Performance Objective(s)- The student will.

A. Participate i-m EV) (2) job ,:bservation days per year being able to list

the employer's expectations, c ompany's fringe benefits, personal Work
habits, necessary for suc-_ess on the pb, needed education, training
experience, and advancement.
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(5) Job PLACEMENT
Performance Objective('s) The student will:

.A. Make application fo'r part-time and full-time work using the suggested
procedure.

B. Eighteen - 20% of the students at-thea2th grade level (in the experimental
group) will be placed in part-time for full-time jobs prior to June 1, 1976.
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I. GENERAL SUMMARY

The Careers Resource Project's second year has been one of phenominal progress

when viewed against the very tenuous accomplishments of its first year. The staff

has worked together harmoniously under a stable project administration and the proj-

ect appears to have gained creditability and acceptance with educators incits sere=

ice area..

The project's primary thrust during the 1974-75 year has been to provide

career education training sessions for a limited number of-teachers in the area.

The consultant's inservice efforts are generally well received by the teachers

with wham they are Working and there is evidence that the CRP's inservice efforts

are being reflected in the classroom activities of the teachers being served. Still

lacking, however, is any indication that the inservice efforts are contributing to

the development of articulated career educatioh programs in the school corporations

being served by the CRP. There also continues to be no indication that a CRP

model has begun to develop but the project director has taken the initial prerequi-

site steps for model development and this has been identified as an area of concern

for the project staff during the summer 1975.

Through its Mobile units and its Huntingburg materials center, impressive

amounts of career=edueation-related materials are being placed in the hands of

teachers and students.

Dissemination activities have been a,. strong point of the project this year as

it has developed four high quality major publications. Its newsletter and descrip-

tive brochure have also contributed to the building of a strong dissemination

component as has good coverage by the regional news media.

The CRP has one more year to accomplish its basic missions of developing a

replicable career education model for career education in a rural setting and the

development of career education services in s there Indiana and to have those

services supported by the lobal school corpor ions. Against the background of

the progress on all frionts the project has made during its second year, the prog-

nosis for the accomplishment of its missions appears excellent.

II. OVERVIEW

New Educational Directions' (NED) acti ies during its second year's associa-

tion with CRP as the project's third-party evaluator were directed primarily to-
,

ward process assessment. However, throughout the year NED and CRP staffs began to

Shift from an emphasis on process objectives to a student outcomes orientation.

This change in emphasis has been somewhat motivated by the "Draft Guidelines for

the Evaluation of Career Education Programs" which are discussed below.
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During the eleven month period ending May 31, 1975, NED spent sixty-five

person days on site observing inservice programs and project operations, inter-

viewing staff, interviewing teachers, and working with CRP staff on planning,

procedures, and the development of instrumentation for the project. During the

same period, NED also committed more than 264 hours of off site professional time

and over 128 hours of off site paraprofessional time to the project for consultant

services, materials development, and report writing including monthly reports and

the reporting o?teacher interviews and questionnaires as well as student question-

naires.

During July and August, 1974, the NED staff revised instrumentation which had

been developed during the project's first year and developed additional instruments

for use at the elementary school level. Six instruments were developed or revised

at that time and these instruments were revieweey the total CRP staff in

September, 1974, eni scheduled to be administered in October, 1974. The instruments
(-Nt

were

1. "Careers Resource Project Middle School Teacher-Questionnaire" -- a five-
part self-report instrument designed to assess middle school and junior
high school teachers' attitudes toward and knowledge of career education
concepts and practices and the extent to which career-education-related
activities are emphasized,in their instruction. (Attachment A)

2. "Careers Resource Project Elementary School Teacher Questionnaire" -- a
-four-part self-report instrument designed to assess elementary school
teachers' attitudes toward and knowledge of career education concepts
and practices and the extent to which career..education-related activities
are emphasized in their instruction. (Attachment B)

3. "Careers Resource Project Middle School Student Questionnaire (Grades
5-8)" -- a four-part self-report questionnaire designed to assess students'
knowledge of career education skills and attitudes toward work. (Attach-
ment C) Also furnished with the questionnaire was "Instructions for the
Teacher" (Attachment D) designed tc), enable each teacher to administer the
questionnaire in a er consistent wip the way other teachers adminis-
ter it.

4. "Careers Resource Proj- Elementary School Student Questionnaire (Grades
1-4)" -- a thirty-five item instrument designed to assess student's
awareness of the work world and their work attitudes. (Attachment E)
Also fUrnished with this 'questionnaire was "Instructions for the Teacher"
(Attachment F) designed to enable each teacher to administer the question-

Aaaite in a manner consistent with the way other teachers administered it.

5. "Careers Resource Project Middle School Teacher Interview Guide" -- an
eleven-item interview guide designed to assess basically the same areas
as the teacher questionnaire and to provide a "cross check" on the
questionnaire data. In addition, the interview approach permits the
asking of clarifying questions. (Attachment G)

6. "Careers Resource Project Elementary School Teacher Interview Guide" --

a ten --item interview guide designed to assess basically the same areas as
the teacher questionnaire and to provide a cross validation of the
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questionnaire data. The interview approach also provides for the asking
of clarifying questions. (Attachment H)

As noted above, it was NED's and CRP's intention to commence data-gathering

activities in October for baseline data and to have a second round (post-testing)

of data gathering in May of 1975. However, on September 19-20, 1974, the CRP

director and a NED representative attended a Region V meeting at which time they

received the "Draft Guidelines for Evaluating Career Education Programs" and were

informed that the "Guidelines" would have to be applied for all funded projects.

The project and NED questioned the appropriateness of the "Guidelines" for the

project on the basis of its finding proposal (Attachment I). In the months of

October and November 1974, the CRP and the Indiana Department of Public Instruction

sought clarification of the "Guidelines." During this period baseline data were

not obtained, but NED worked with the CRP staff to modify-the "Guidelines," to

.identify at least one school corporation where the modified "Guidelines" might be

applied during the current year, and to deve'op additionarinstrumentation.

Modified "Guidelines" were developed (Attachment 3) but it was not possible

to obtain the cooperation of a school district so late in the year. Six additional

questionnaires were developed and field tested bye NED and CRP staffs during

this period of time. These instruments were

1 & 2. Grade 3 and Grade 6 "Student Questionnaire - A" -- designed to assess
students' awareness of and knowledge of the world of work. (Attach-

ments K and L) On the basis of the field trials, these instruments la
were revised and expanded into instrumentation which will be admin-
istered in September, 1975, and May, 1976.

3 & 4. Grade 3 and Grade 6 "Student Questionnaire BC" -- designed to assess
the way students view themselves and school relevance. (Attachments
M and N) On the basis of the field trials, these instruments were
revised and expanded into instrumentation which will be administered
in September, 1975, and May, 1976.

(The revised instruments to be used during the 1975-76 operational year are

included'as Attachments 0, P, and Q.)

5 & 6. Grade 3 and Grade 6 "Student Questionnaire D" -= designed to assess

the level of student responses in work attitudes and decision-making
areas. (Attachments R and 0 Student responses to these items were

'so consistently at the highest level of response that the question-
naires were not yielding any measurement. Therefore, on the basis
of the field trials, developmental work in this area was discontinued.

In late November, 1974, clarification of the "Guidelines" was received by

the Indiana Department of Public Instruction and in December, 1974, administration

of the various questionnaires began and the first teacher interviews were sched-

uled.
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III. THE CRP's SPECIFIC PROCESS OBJECTIVES AND GOALS

The CRP staff during the current operational year has continued to operate on

the thirty-one project-centered process objectives and eleven project-centered out-

come objectives (goals) contained in the original funding proposal and as revised

on November 9, 1973. In addition, the original proposal contained five student-

centered goal statements which were considered by the CRP's five consultants as they

worked with teachers in the field. (Unless otherwise noted, the period covered by

the discussions in this section is July 1, 1974 through May 16, 1975.)

Each of the thirty-one process objectives was classified by NED as in one of

six broad categories and a brief discussion of each of the six categories is to be

found below. The six categories into which the process objectives were placed are

1. Community Involvement - Local (6)
2. Inservice and Consultant Services (6)
3. Project Organization (8)
4. Materials Distribution (5)
5. Regionalization (4)
6. Dissemination (2)

1. Community Involvement - Local

* Be involved in program development and implementation with representative
aspects of the communities served by participating school corporations.

* Assist participating school corporations in the collection and deVelop-
ment of their own career education materials by utilizing community
resources.

* Assist/participating schools in the establishment of career education
advisory committees made up of representatives from school, community,
business, and industry.

* Be involved in programs-with representative aspects of communities
served by participating school corporations served by the project.

* Assist in fostering, wherever possible, increased understanding and
cooperation between school agencies and labor organizations.

* Assist in the increased utilization of existing parent-teacher organiza-
tions.

During the 1974-75 operational year the CRP had five consultants whose primary

responsibility was working with the teachers and in the communities served by the

project. In addition, the project's director, media consultant, and materials'

consultant also worked directly in the involved communities on occasion. These

eight individuals have assisted 24 individual schools or corporations in establish-

ing functioning local advisory committees with representation from the schools,

businesses, labor and local governments. Only One consultant has not been instru-
,---

mental in assisting the corporations served in establishing such groups. The

reported activity of these groups ranged from great (8) to somewhat (1) to minimal

(15) with the groups' interest in becoming actively involved as reported by the

involved constltants ss ranging from great (12) to somewhat (2) to minimal (10).
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It must be noted, however, that a number of the groups had been recently establish-

ed at the time of data gathering and it is to be hoped that with time these groups

will become more active. 2,

The project records indicate'that the CRP staff have been involved in ten

separate Parent Teacher Organization (PTO) meetings to interpret career education

and the project's mission to this key audience. In addition, the staff greatly

increased its contacts With various community groups such as Kiwanis, Jaycees,

and Chambers of Commerce as thirteen separate contacts during which the project's

career-education activities were presented and the groups' support of career educa-

tion was sought were recorded for these groups.

The CRP consultants are evidently placing greater emphasis on these activities

than waa true during the project's first year. As the project moves toward the

development of replicable career education models during its third year, they will

have to decide if these objectives will represent an important aspect of those

models. If the decision is made that they are important objectives, it is likely

that still more intensive efforts toward the end of gaining community involvement

will need be developed.

2. Inservice and Consultant Services

* Provide inservice programs on career development to teachers in partici-
pating school corporations.

* Assist in designing particular career education programs and activities
for specific teacher needsTarthey fit in the sequence of instruction.

* Provide consultative services related to the development and implement-
ation of career education programs.

* Utilize personnel who have been engaged in career education programs for
inservice activities.

* Assist teachers in the designing of career education related assessment
instruments and techniques.

* Provide advice and counsel upon request concerning career-education-
related measurements.

The CRP staff conducted 67 orientation meetings during the 1974-75 academic

year. They also offered a total of 122 instructional programs of from one to six

hours :duration and serving 443 local educators representing 127 different schools.

The project administration has established a good system for recording inservice

activities.. Unfortunately, the staff is not always conscientious in recording

their inservice activities and, therefore, the above noted numbers represent min-

imal occurances based On existing, but incomplete, records.

In September, 1974, the CRP staff adopted an.infUsion strategy as the mode for

establishing career education activities in the schools served by the project. The

project has developed a guide, "Infusion of Career Education Concepts into Current

Curriculum,", to assist teachers in the de iiopment ofrinhsion skills and the
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"7", 4-.

development of these skills has been the primary thrust for the project's 1974-75

inservice efforts. The development of the infUsion skilld for teachers, however,

should be viewed as a "means" rather than an "end." The end should be the develop-
,

ment of articulated Programs in schools or school corporations. As was noted in

the first year report, there is no evidence that the services.are building toward

programs in the project's service area yet. This lack of program development is

a recognized concern for the project administration and at a March, 1975, CRP

staff retreat, the project staff addressed the problem area of program development.

During and subsequent to this two -day retreat, the project's goals were revised

and three target groups were identified to receive intensified services during the

project's third and final year of funding. These revisions and modifications

should facilitate the development of articulated ptograms during the 1975-76

operational year at least ip the three target areas.

The project staff as a group had minimal careel.education-related experiences

at the time they were contracted. It therefore, has been imperative that staff

development be a major concern of the project. The staff does appear to be

"growing" primarily through self-teaching experiences. In addition, the CRP has

been represented by one staff member at four national or regional conferences or

institutes. The entire staff also wes involved in a day and a half infusion work-

shop conducted by Robert V. Jervis of Anne Arundel County, Maryland and has visited

the South Bend, Indiana Career Resource Center for three days. The project direct-
.,

or has taken the very positive action of scheduling eight inservice days for the

project staff to work with four outstanding career education practitioners during

the months of July and August, 1975. These eight sessions will also be open to

teachers from the three target areas noted above.

The project has provided the teachers with four, opportunities to participate

in "sharing days" during which teachers from different parts of the project's

service area exchange ideas and activities which have been used in their class-

rooms. One CRP consultant and four teachers also attended a state -wide "sharing

day" sponsored by the Indiana Department of Public Instruotion

The teachers involved in the project activities have been provided with the

student questionnaires discussed in Section II above. After the questionnaires

had been processed NED a summary report was issued to the appropriate consult-

ant. In most, instances, the consultant then used the questionnaire data with the

teacher,for planning purposes. There is no evidence that the CRPlhas become in-

volved with teachers in evaluation activities beyond those involving the question-

naires. The systematic, evaluation of student.outcomes has not been a major concern

of the,project thus far. With theiprojeCt's acceptance of the "Guidelines" philos-

oPhy'it was necessary to develop student outcome objectives. This was done and the
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assessment of those objectives will be a major concern of NED and CRP during the

1975-76 operational year.

3. Project Organization

* Develop a three-phase approach to providing career information to the
participating school corporations.

* Build toward the continuation of the mobile unit concept approach to
career education.

* Develop plans and strategies for expanding the program to all levels
(K-14) in a rural setting.

* Establish a lisison person in each participating scnool or corporation
who will be responsible for advice and counsel at the local level.

* Establish an advisory committee made up of representatives frbm the
participating school corporations to offer advice and counsel to the

project.
* Establish a task force composed of representatives from service organi-

zations, labor, and industry.
* Develop a management-by-objedpives system for implementing and accountin&

for the project's goals.
* Accountability will be established through internal auditing, the third-

party evaluation focusing on outcome objectives (goals) I -X and their

related process objectives. '

The first phase in the development of a three-phase approach to providing

career information to the school corporations in the project's service area has

been accomplished in at least one school in 36 of the 38 corporations during the

two years of the projects existence through orientation programs provided by the
4

CRP staff. The project director has aggressively made multiple contacts with the

superintendents of the two corporations who have not received any CRP services

but to no avail.

The second phase of the three-phase approach, application, finds teachers

applying in the classroom the skills and information btained through the CRP's

training activities. Based on teacher interview data (Attachment T), it appears

that more than 90% of the teachers who have part!cipated in CRP training activi7

ties are instituting some career education activities in their classrooms.

The third phase deals with follow-uactivities. Project records show that

the staff has made 962 school contacts during the current year. In addition, the

CRP staff have made 98 separate contacts with agencies such as the local untversi.-

ties and State Employment Service Offices and 67 contacts with community groups
4

such as service clubs and businesses.
ets,

In October, 1974, the project placed into service a second mobile unit
1

(Unit'2) which is smaller than the original unit (Unit 1),. Mobile unit logs are

incomplete but nevertheless do indicate that both uhlts are heavily used. Unit

1 remained at a location fOr'an averageof 1.9 days and served aft average of 8

school staff meters or178 students per location visit when the unit was on

location primarily to serve students. Unit 1 was utilized 78.0% of the time it

9.6
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was at a school primarily to serve students. Unit 2, remained at a location for an

average of 1.4 days and served an average of 11 school staff members Or 153 students

per location visit when the unit was on location primarily to serve students. Unit

2 was utilized 39.0% of the time it was at a school primarily to lerve students.

The reasons why the units were used as recorded in the logs are summarized as Table

IIIa.

Reasons

TABLE Ina
Mobile Units Utilization

% of time
unit 1 unit 2

Teacher workshop -- -2.43%

Public relations . 7.14% 14.63%
Teacher wvkshop/orientation/

publigrrelations/conferen e -- 2.43%
Orientation/resource

laboratory , e,-- 2.43%
Orientation/resource

laboratory/public relations 57.14% 78.04%
Student projects 14.28% t....

Orientation/public

/// relations/conference 7.14%
Orientation/resource

laboratory/public

. relations/conference 14.28% --

It appears that the mobile units are being well and appropriately utilized with

the purposes of orientation-resource laboratory-public relations combination being

the most frequently recorded reason for using both units.

At this point in time the project continues to work with a very limited number

of teachers in the service area. There is no evidence that,this limited number of
i

.

teachers are recruiting their fellow- eachers to become involved in career educa-

tion nor that the "ripple effect" is, acting to involve additional teachers. The_

CRP administrator has recognized this as a problem area and it is one of the rea-

sons for the establishment of the target areas noted above.
C

It is the plan of the

project director that by focusing on a more limited area during the 1975-76 academy.

is year a more total involvement of school personnel will be achieved in the'target

areas.

Thusfar, the CRP consultants have limited most of their inservice activiti

to a small team of teachers in each school idlers they are working. Each team has
1

designated team leader who serves as a consultant's primary contact for the

'school. In a very nominal sense the team leader also provides the onsultant with

Advice and counsel concerning career educationNin their schools.,

The project director has established a twenty -two person advisory committee

representative of educational, bu4ness, industrial, and labor leaders from the

__project's entire service area, An orientation meeting for this group was held at
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the Huntingburg facility on March 11, 1975, and a working session will be scheduled

for early in the coming'school year.

There is no evidence that a formal management-by-objectives system has been

develOped by the project. The initial steps that were taken in this direction dur-

ing the project's first year have not been pursued during the current year. It

may be desirable to establish such a system as an aid to program development.

Each of the consultants continues to carry on activities in areas with which he or

she is most comfortable which results in "programs" unique to each consultant. If

a CRP program is to be developed by the project, adopting a management-by-object-

ives approach could act to facilitate program development.

During the current year, NED has worked closely with the project staff monitor-

ing the project's development. The project staff has established revised goals

and objectives which focus on student outcomes as required by the "Draft Guidelines"

as discussed in Section II above and NED is working with the project staff on the

development of instrumentation to assess those outcomes.

4. Materials Distribution

* Provide career-education-oriented materials and equipment to
participating schools.

* Provide career-education-oriented materials and equipment to schools
through the career center, complementing the consultative services.

* Establish a system for exchange of teacher-developed materials
(units, etc.) among schools.

* Provide career-education-oriented materials, on a loan basis, to
participating schools.

* Provide teachers with available career - `related - assessment samples

including commercially prepared, teacher constructed, and experi-

mental and research instruments.

There is no complete record of materials or equipment which are checked out

from or used on the mobile units.by teachers and frequently when the consultants

borrow materials from the CRP materials center or the mobile units it is not enter-

ed into the records. Therefore, the figures reported in the section for the use

of maters should be considered as the "lower limits" with actual usage exceeding

the usage. It Is recommended that a more accuiate record system for

checking out and returning project materials and equipment be developed and insti-

tuted by the project staff.

The project records indicate that there are fifty-five pieces of major equip-

ment on inventory and available to participating schooli. This equipment includes

various types of projeetion equipment, poloroid and instamatic cameras, television

recording units, etc. The media consultant does have a checkout system so that

the project knows where equipment from the center is at any given time. Lacking,

howeverl'is a, complete record of equipment use for the year. If decisions and
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recommendations concerning the necessity of hardware for career education-pr

are to be made, such records are essential.

During the project's first year an instruction unit approach to establishing

career education was encouraged by the project adminiStrator. During the current

year, however, a new administration has supported an infusion strategy. Therefore,
. _

as noted above, there have been "sharing days" but with the change in basic

approach a system for the ". . . exchange of teacher-developed materials (units,

etc.). . . " has became, unnecessary.

Each of the consultants has developed materials and or kits of materials

which are used as he or she works with teachers. 'In addition the project develop-

ed, published, and distributed four major publicationsVuring the 1974-75 year.

These publications are

(1) "Career Materials Catalog,"
(2) "Infusion of Career Education ConcePts'into Current Curriculum,"
(3) "The Infusion of Television P'oduction with the School Curriculum,"

and
(4) "A Carload of Career Education Bulletin Board Cartoons."

The project records indicate that there have been 436 incidents of project

materials being checked out for use with or by teachers 1741 times. The types of

materials utilized by level is "indicated in Table IIIb.

TABLE IIIb
Types of Materials Utilized by Level

Teacher ,
. fur: of # ":of

check tchrs
outs

Audio-.

Students (Elem)

# of # of
check tchrs
outs

.

Students JHS/MS
# of # of
check tchrs
outs

Students
# of
check
outs

# of
tchrs

visual kits 2 26 98 255 11 21 20 32

Printed kits 4 10 22 45 10 20 17 22
Audio cassettesl -5 17 48 u. 16- 9 14
Film strips --- -- 17 63. 2 4 5 10
Films 45 872 go 74 20 50 32 59
Books 16 21 42 72 14 20 14 24
Games ..., -- 6 7 -- -- P 1 1

Not readily available from the project's records, however, is an indication of

the extent to which specific materials are used by teachers. If recommendations

are to be made by the CRP concerning the purchase of materials for career educe.-

tion programs, such information would be invaluable. It is suggested that the

project may wish to modify procedures so that such useful information will be

available. In addition, it is suggested that a simple feedbaCi-form be developed

so that teachers can rate the value of the materials theyhave'used.

According to NED's records 1365 middle school and 1231 elementary school

student questionnaires were.administered during the 1974-75 year. During this

same period, 51 middle school and 58 elementary teacher questionnaires were admin-

istered. These instruments were processed by NED and reports were issued to
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the appropriate consultants.

5. Regionalization,

Construct a coordinated regional approach to the developmental
curriculum utilizing a clustered structure.
Make available, where feasible, the combined resources of local,
state, and federal agencies germane to the educational mission of
the proposal.
Encourage joint participation in insergice (e.g.; regional inservice
meetings).
Encourage and facilitate teacher exchanges between organizations.

During the 1974-75 year the project has not emphasized regionali'zation,

developmental curriculum, or career clusters. As noted during the discussion of

CRP's inservice activities, the consultants have fotused their efforts on a limited

number of teachers in the schools they are serving but five sharing meetings 10ve

been sponsored by the CRP. Recorded efforts at regional inservice programs or at

encouraging teacher exchanges are non-existant. The first steps toward regionaliza-

tion may have been taken with the organization of the project-wide advisory committee

discussed above.

There has been considerable use of military resources in the project's schools

and some use of individuals, fram state agencies but such uses are not specifically

documented.

6. Dissemination 4

Coordinate use of regional and local mass media to further community
understanding of career education.

* Develop a public relations program to include local and lass media
presentations.

In the area of dissemination CRP has done an outstanding job during the current
ti

year. Eight issues of the project's newsletter, "Career Expressions, --have seen

published and distributed to approximately 600 educators and other interested

parties. CRP has also developed a brief brochure outlining its programs and services

which has been distributed to 2000 individuals.

The project h6 issued four television news releases and has participated in

one half-hour television program to interpret career education to the service area.

At this, time, the project is committed to two additional half-hour television

programs on commercial channels during the fall semester, 1975. There also have

been thirty-three articles and forty-five pictures published in the region's news-

papers concerned with CRP's activities. Twenty-five of.these mentions focused on

student activities, six were concerned with teacher activities, and two including one

authored by the project director, provided general background information on CRP and

career education.

Although a formal public relations program has nobeen developed and there is

no evidence of the project coordinating the use of regional and local mass media,

there have been substantial and positive accomplishments in. the public relations



area during the 1974-75 year.

Each of the thirty-one process objectives discussed above are intended to con-

tribute to accomplishing one or.more of the project's goals. It must be noted,

however, that it is not expected that all of the project's objectives and goals are

to be accomplished by the end of the second year. Brief comments relevanI to each

of the eleven CRP goal statements follow.

I. It is expected that a concept of career education will be implemented in
participating school corporations.

The emphasis for the staff's inservice activities has continued to be on the

development of career-education-related activities and on the implementation of

those activities in the classrooms of participating teachers. The development of a

unifying conceptual framework for those activities appears to continue to be only

an incidental concern for the consultants.

II. A significant amount of career education materials appropriate to local needs
will have been developed in participating school corporations.

Some such materials have been developed as a result of inservice activities, but

there is no recorded evidence that such is the case.

III. A significant amount of career education materials will be utilized in each
participating school corporation.

Substantial amounts of materials have been distributed through the mobile units

and from the Huntingburg center. Evidence concerning the extent to which these

materials are actually utilized in the participating schools is not available.

IV." A model of how career education will fit into the rural setting (C-14) will
result from this project.

No progress is recorded toward establishing local responsibility for program

because as yet there is no program. Each consultant continues to work individually.

aid there has"been little progress toward a coordinated unified program. The project

administration, however, has taken several positive preparatory steps to correct

this situation. Three target areas have been identified and a two-consultant team

has been assigned to each area and charged with the development of a K -12 program

at each site. It is anticipated that these coordinated programs will provide

replicable models.

V. Community involvement will result in a significant contribution to the
educational programs in participating schools.

Community involvement primarily_has taken the form of advisory committees,

classroom speakers, and participation in "career_days." It is too soon to determine

the co ibution such involvements will make to the educational programs of the

involved% hools or if the community involvement can. be maintained over an extended

- period of
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VI. Project services will result in a greater utilization of existing school
and community resources for participating schools.

Four of the consultants are working with community advisory committees in

some of the corporations they are serving and a number of resource people have been

identified in various of the communities so there is a greater utilization of

community resources,which were previously relatively untapped. However, that

project services have resulted in a greater utilization of existing school re-

sources is not demonstratable because there are no data available concerning pre-

vious or current usage.

I

VII. Participating schools will develop joint efforts in supporting career
'education programs.

No action has occurred toward accomplishing this goal although the project

director is beginning planning activities inthis area.

VIII. An information network will be developed for the dissemination of career
education materials and related information.

The mobile units, newsletters, consultants, and materials center together do

form a kind of informal dissemination network and considerable quantities of materi-

als are being placed in the schools served by CRP.

IX. Techniques will be developed to establish the accountability of the education
al process in helping to equip each individual to shape his future life.

There is no evidence of any work being done toward achieving this goal.

X. Community support and direction will be provided, by an advisory committee. I

The project director' organized an advisory committee and the initial orienta-

tion meeting was held in March, 1975. No additional advisory committee activity

is scheduled for the current fiscal Year.
4

[XI. Project will be accountable for implementing its goals.

NED has been contracted as third-party evaluator and works closely with the

CRP staff and administration on project evaluation. In addition, a self-auditing

by CRP staff throughout the entire year utilizes staff meetings and monthly progress

reports for self-evaluation.

In addition to the project-centered goals, five student-centered goals are

indicated in Section III of the funding proposal. The five student-centered goals

are

A. Students will understand the relationship Between learning ex-
periences and future occupational choices.

B. Students will be better prepared to set tentative career goals
through meaningful exploratory experience.

C. Students will develop decision-making skills.
D. Students will develop a better understanding of self.
E. Students, will become knowledgeable about the World of work as it

relates to current employment patterns, trends, and forecasts.
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The project staff has addressed thete areas of concern during their inservice

efforts but, thusfar, no evidence is available as to the extent to which these

efforts have modified student behaviors. Based on the teacher questionnaires and

interviews, there is reason to believe that some classroom instructional time is

being devoted to these student outcomes. In'addition, both NED and CRP have devot-

ed considerable effort toward the development of instrumentation to assess these

areas. However, minimal baseline data for student-centered goals have been obtain-,

ed to date.

TV. STUDENT AND TEACHER QUESTIONNAIRES

During the 1974-75 year classroom teachers with whom CRP staff are working

administered 2596 student questionnaires. These questionnaires were processed by

NED and a summary report was issued to the appropriate consultant. As was noted in

Section II of this report, ityas necessary because of the "Draft Guidelines" to

revise and expand the Student questionnaires. The operational forms which were

developed for use at grades 3 and 6 (Attachments 0, P, & (1) were administered to

more than 125 third grade students and to 350 sixth grade students during the

spring of 1975. These baseline data are summarized as Tables IVasnd IVb which

follow.

Student responses on these instruments seem to indicate that both these

third and these sixth grade students have a generally fair knowledge of the work

world, but that, as a group, they subscribe to the traditional sex stereotyping of

careers. Both groups tend to view themselves positively and tend to view school

positively.

TABLE IVa
Summary of Results in percents

WORLD OF WORK QUESTIONNAIRE

GRADE 3 (1974-75)

Number of students 125 Mean 57.4% Range 5.6% - 90.4%
% selecting keyed rebponse

1. Who does NOT usually wear a form? 68.0
(c. a secretary) .

2. Who works in an office? 61.6
(a. a file clerk)

3. Do all engineers drive trains? 56.0
(b. no)

4. Who works at night MOST often? 76.8
(c. a practical nurse)

5. Who does NOT have to know about insects? 47.2
(b. a refuse collector)

6. Who helps you lookice? 28.8
(b. a dry cleaner),

7. Who works with adults? 67.2
(c. both a and b)

3
8. Who needs a tractor? 10 84.0

(a. a farmer)

-14-



TABLE IVa cont.

9. Can a boy become a nurse? 37.6
(a. yes)

10. Who spends the MOST time alone? 83.2
(b. a t ck driver)

11. Who has o have a pleasant voice? 63.2
(a. a ws broadcaster)

12. Who MOST likely to work in an office? 28.0
b. a collator operator)

13. Does an actress usually make a lot of money? 5.6
(b. no)

14. Who works in a hotel? 32.0
(a. a bell hop)

15. Who spends the MOST time outdoord? 32.8,
(c. a nurseryman)

16. Who has to go to oschool the longest? 76.0
(b. a doctor)

17. Can a girl become a doctor? 69.6
(a. yes)

18. If you like to draw what would be a good job for you? 53.6
(b. a fashion designer)

.19. Does an air. pollution technician look at smokestacks
in his work? 58.4

(a. yes)

20. Who is MOST likely to work n a factory? 48.0
(c. a welder)

21. Who helps sick people the MOST? 53.6

(a. an x-ray technician)
22. Does an assemblyline worker work in a factory? 58.4

(a. yes)
23. Who helps build hOuses? 80.o-

me.(b. a plasterer)

24. Who has tc;know the MOST about animals? 76.8

(c. a zoologist)
25. Does a bookkeeper need to be organized? 90.4

(a. yed)

26. Who has to know how to cook? 86:4

(c. both a and b)
27. Does a doctor do his work with a telescope? 58.4

(b. no)

28. Who spends MORE time talking to people? 77.6

(b. a car salesman)
29. Who has to go to college? 15.2

(a. an astronaut)
30. Who is MOST likely to work in a factory? 33.6

.(b. a milling machine operator)
31. Does a truck driver need to keep records? 75.2

(a. yes)

SELF ESTEEM QUESTIONNAIRE
GRADE 3

NUMber of students 127 Mean 61.7% Range 36.5% - 86.5%.

% selecting positive, response

1. Do you forget most of what you learn? (no) 55.1

2. Do you feel left out at school? (no) 76.4

3. Do you mind being home alone? (no) 77.2

4. Do your classmates usually pay attention to what you say? 47.2

(Yes)
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TABLE IVa cont.

- 62.25. Would ybU rather look like someone else? (no)

7. Are you happy most of the time? (yes) 79.5
10. Do you usually get upset if you cannot answer a question? 48.0

(no)

11. Do you sometimes help other people learn things? (yes) 84.3
12. Do people have trouble understanding you? (no) - 44.9
13. Would you rather be someone else? (no) 73.2
15. Do you often wish you didn't have to grow up? (no) 60.6
16. Do you get upset if you are not chosen to be a group leader? 60.6

(no)

17. Do you like to be alone sometimes? (yes) 85.8
18. Do you feel bad when people laugh at your mistakes? (no) 25.2
19. Are there some things you do better than Lost of your 74.8

friends? (yes) .

23. Do grownups often talk with you? (yes) 57.5
25. Do your parents usually trust you? (yes) 70.9
26. Do you generally like the way you look? (yes) 52.0

30. Do most children have more friends than you? (no) 34.6

32. Do you like to be a group leader? (yes) 81.9

33. Would you like to change your name? (no) 44.9
36. Do you express your anger? (yes) 63.0
38. Do you like to do things that are hard for you? (yes) 53.5
39. Do most of your classmates like you? (yes) 64.6
44. Do you ever cry? (yes) ,,,, . 76.4

45. Do you believe that if at first you don't Succeed, you 52.0

should try something else? (no)
ri.

48. Do you think most people respect you? (yes) 48.0

54. Do your parents like another child better than you? (no) 77.9
56& Do grownups often listen to your ideas? (yes) 36.2

ATTITUDES TOWARD SCHOOL QUESTIONNAIRE
GRADE 3 4

Number of students 127 Mean 66.0% Range 18.3% - 91.3%

% selecting positive response

6. Do you use what you learn at school when you are at 67.7

home? (yes)

8. Is recess the best part of school? (no) 29.9

9. Do you think most of the thingS you learn in school are 77.2

really unimportant? (no)

14. If you don't understand something your teacher says, do 18.1

you usually ask her to explain it? (yes)

20. Do you like to mass school? (no) 46.5

21. Do you wish you had art less often? (no) 77.2

22. Would you like to know what makes thunder and lightning? 74.8

(yes)

27. Is it important for you to learn English? (yes) 85.0

28. Do you wish you didn't have to go to school? (no) 49.6

29. Do you often read at hothe when you don't have to? (yes) . 63.8

31. Does a secretary need to know good grammar? (yes) 90.6

34. Do you usually feel unhappy at school? (nO) 63.8

35. Does a housewife need to know how to multiply? (yes) 61.4

40. Is studying history a waste of time? (no) . 81.1

41. Does it bother you to answer questions in class? (no) 81.1

42. Do you hate to do your homework? (no) 44.1

1.05
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43. Will you have to use math when you are out of school?
(yes)

61.4

46. Do you often daydream in class? (no) 5,3.5
47. Would you .iketo know more about how. other people live? 89.o

(yes)

49. Do you have to know how to read in order to get a driver's
license inHaiana? (yes)

86.6

50. Is neat handwriting important to you? (yes) . 87.4

51. Do you like to play hooky? (no) 59.8

52. Do you raise your hand in class very often? (yes) 42.5

53. "Does school make you feel inferior? (no) 52.8

55. Do you nsnelly like school? (yes) 60.6

SCORE DISTRIBUTIONS FOR QUESTIONNAIRES

GRADE 3

World of Work
N = 125

% score Number 4

achieving

%-
Self esteem Attitudes toward school

N = 127 N = 127

1, score Number % score Number

achieving achieving

32.3 1 24.1 1 16.o 1

35.3 . 2 27.6 1 20.0 OM Oa

38.7 1 31,0 2 24.0 IND OM

41.9 5 34.5 2 28.0 1

45.2 4 37.9 1 32.0 2

48.4 12 41.4 4 36.o 2

51.6 12 44.8 5 40.o 5

54.8 18 48.3 9 44.o 4

58.1 10 51.7 11 48.o 7

61.3 23 55.2 11 52.0 12

64.5 )5 58.6 15 56.o 11

67.7 16 62.1 13 60.0 12

71.0 5 65.5 6 64.o 7

74.2, 1 69.o 14 68.o 13

72.4 8 72.o 14

75.9. 9 76.o 6

79.3 6 80.0 11

82.8 5 84.o 11

86.2 3 88.o 6

89.7 1 92.0 2

TABLE IVb
.Summary of Results in. percents

WORLD OF WORK QUESTIONNAIRE
GRADE 6 -(1974t75)

NuMber.of students X50
% listing number of jobs

1. MANUFACTURING
Number listed 0
related to cluster 97.4'

omit 0.3

Number listed NOT
related to cluster --

omit 0.3

1-3 4-6 7.,9 10-12 13-15 16-18 19+

2.0 MOW O.3 1101,

1-3 4-6 7-9 10-12 13-15 16-18 19+.

10.9 29.7 30.3 14.3 7.4 3.4 0.3



2. TRANSPORTATION
`Number listed '

related to cluster
omit o.6

Number listed NOT
relateetoscluster
omit o.6

TABLE IVb,cont.

0 1-3 4-6 7-9 10-12 ,13-15

12.6 42.3 43.4 0.9 0.3

0 1-3 4-6 7-9 10-12 13-15
8.0 48.9 31.4 7.7 2.9 0.3

% selecting keyed response
Mein 34.5% Range 5.4% - 83.1%

1. Which of the following has to know the MOST about maps? 5.4'

(C. topographer)
2. Which of these is the LEAST help to sick people? 34.6

-(B. ecologist)

3., What jobs SHOULD women do? 35.1
(D. any of the above) -,

4.' Who is MOST likely to work in a factory? 19.3
(B. milling machine operator)

5. Does a bookkeeper need to be organized? 95.7
(A. yes)

6. Who is usually college-trained? 37.1
(B. computer programmer)

7. Who would probably NOT hire a nurse? 14.9

(E. psychologist) ,

8. Who travels the LEAST? 33.7
(C. air traffic controller)

9. Who is a salesman? 33.7
'(E... A, B, and C)

10. Do actresses usually make a lot of money? 12.6

(B. no)

11. Which of these has LEAST to do with constructing houses? 12.0

(C. interior decorator),
12. What jobs SHOULD men do? 20.0

(E. any of the above)
13. ,Which job usually pays the MOST? 6.9

(A_ vice- president of a large corporation)

14. Who RARELY works at night? 38.3
(D. electrician) .

15. Does a surveyor plan where roads and high,ye will be built? 41.4

(B. no)

16." Who would'take the MOST math courses? 11.4

(A. mechAnical engineer)
17. Who usually has to go to school the LONGEST? 25.4

(B. public defender)
18. What do foresters study? , 13.7

(E. A, B, and C) . .

19. Whose job is probably the LEAST darigerous? ,39.4

(C. security guard)
,20. Does an air pollution technician look at smokestacks in his work? 83.1

(A.' yes)

2i. If you like to draw more than anything else, which job would be 28.3 .

the, WORST job for you?

(C. optometrist)
22. Who does NOT use scissors in his work? 33.1

(B. butcher)
1 0 7
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TABLE IVb cont.

23. Which job COULD a.high school student do while going to school? 37.7

(.E. all of the above)
.

24., Does an irrigator harvest crops? ) 54.3

(B. no) /

25. Who spends a lot of time alone? 66.9

(A. truck driver)
26. Who would be LEAST likely to live in a small-town? 36.9

(C. airline pilot) 1 ,c..

27. Does a truck driver need to keep records? 82.3

(A. yes)

28. Who HAS to be able to communicate well? 58.3

(E. all of the above) ,

29. Who is LEAST likely to study a foreign language? 19.3

(C. lawyer) -

ATTITUDES TOWARD SCHOOL QUESTIONNAIRE
GRADE 6

Number of students 350 Mean 70.4% ,Range 32.0% - 92.6%

% selecting positive response
..

6. Do you use what you learn at school when you are at home? (yes) 74.0

8. Is recess the best part of school? (no) 32.0

9 Do, you think most of the things you learn in school are 81.7

reAlly unimportant? (no) .

14. If you don't understand something your teacher says, do you 78.3

usually ask her to explain it? (yes)

20. Do you like to miss school? (no) 45.4

21. Do you wish you had,ari less often? (no) 77.1

22. Would you like to know what maked thunder and lightning? (yes) 64.6

27. 'Is is important for you to learn English? (yes) 86.9

28. Do you wish you didn't haVe to go to school? (no) 53.1

29. Do you often read at home when you don't have to? (yes) 65.4

31. Does a secretary7d to know good grammar? (yes) - 90.3 ,

34. Do you usually feel unhappy at school? (no)
752.'735. Does a housewife need to know how to multiply? (yes) 53.7

40. Is studying history a waste of time? (no) 80.9

41. Does it bother you to answer questions in class? (no) 83.4

`42. Do you hate to'do your homework? (no) 49.4

43. Will you have to use math when you are out of school? (yes) 84.3

46. Do you often daydream in class? (no) 54.9

47. Would you like to know more about how other people live? (yes) 78.9

49. Do you have to know how to read in order to get a driver's 92.6

license in Indiana? (yes)

50. Is neat handwriting important to you? (yes) 81.1

51. Do you like to play hooky? (no) 74.3

52. Do you raise your hand in class very often? (yes) 46.0

53. Does school make you feel inferior? (no) 68.4

55. Do you usually like school? (yes) 70.9

SELF ESTEEM QUESTIONNAIRE
GRADE 6

Mimber of student 350 Mean 69.3% Range 36.9% - 92.3%

% selecting positive response

1. Do you forget most of what you learn? (no) 66.6

2. Do you feel left out at school? (no) 83.1

3. Do you mind being home alone? (no) r 80.9

4. Do your classmates usually pay attention to what yLit say? (yes) 63.7

5. Would you rather look like someone else? (no) 66.0
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. TABLE, IVb cont.. ....

.
7. Are you happy most of the time? (Yes) '. 85:7

10. Do You usually get upset if yo cannot answer a question? ;(no) 61.7
11. Do you sometimes help other Teo e.learn things? (yes) 89.7
12. Do people have trOubleunderstanding you? (no) vc. 71.4
13. Would you rather be someone else? (no) X7.7
15. Do you often wish you didn't have to grow up? (no.). 9,.4

16. Do you get upset if ydu are,not chosen to be a group leader? 83.1
(no)

17. Do you like to be alone sometilies7 (yes) 92.3
18. Do you feel bad when people,laugh at your mistakes? (no) 36.9
19. Are there some things you do better th-an most of:your friends? 80.3

(yes)
..

. %
0 4

23. Do grownups often talk with you? (yes). 72.\0

25. DO your parents usually trust you? (yes) , 89.4
26. Do you generally like the way you look? (yes) 62.0
30. Do most children have more friends tHan you? (no) 52.9
32. Do you like to be a group leader? (yes) 74.9
33. Would you like to change your name? (no) , 66:3

...

'36. Do you express your anger? (yes)
..

78.9
.4,

38. Do you like to do things that,are hard/ for you? (yes) ,39.2
39. Do most of yolir classmates like you? (yes) . It 74. 3
44. Do you ever cry? (yes) . .87.7
45. Do you believe that if at first you don't.succeedl

4

you -44.0
should try something else? (no)

.48. Do you think most people respect you? (yes) r 56.9
54. Do your parents like another child better than you ?. (no)"

.
80.6

56. Do grownups often listen to yOUr ideas? (yes) , q2.3

SCORE DISTRIBUTIONS FOR QUESTIONNAIRES
GRADE 6

.
.

.
World of Work , - Self esteem Attitudes toward school

N = 350 N = 35Q N =350"
score Number % score Number % score 'Number.

° 'achieving achieving
, 7

achieving

3.4 1 00.0 1 00.0 1
6.9 -... . .

10.3 1 . . 6-

13.8 E3 17.2 1
*

, ".,12.0 1
17.2
20.7

11 I 20.7 2 a6.0 1
.19 24.1 3

.

20.0 .3

24.1 32 27.6 .... 24.o --

27.6 52 31.0 2 28.0 1

31.0 49 34.5 4
, 32.o 3

34.5 35 37.9 4 36.0 6

37.9 34 41.4 11 40.0. 12.;

41.4 33 44.8 7 44.0 9
44.8 33 48.3 13 48.o 12
48.3 14 51.7 .7 52.0\ 18
51.7 10 1519 56.(i

58.6 9 ,, 17 64.o 25
55.2 5 22 640.0* 25

.

62.1 3 .
65.5 27 68.o 26

65.1 1 0.0 . 28 72.o 3o
72.4 35 / 76.o 32

75.9 27 80.0 33
...79.3 22 84:0 30

4
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World of Work
N = 350

IVb cont.

Sekt,esteem
Nsa 350

Attitudes toward\school
N = 350

score .NaMber % score
achieving

Number % score Number
achievingachievirK

82.8 29 88.0 25
86.2 27 92.0 24
89.7 20 96.0 12

93.1 13 100.0 6
96.6 6

100.0 3

The CRP statf 'aqmihi'stered 58 elementary teacher and 51 middle school/secondary

school teacher questionnaires (Attachments A & B). The instruments used this year

are revised and abbreviated forms of those used during the 1973-74 year.< In re-

sponse to the suggestions of CRP staff, NED revised these instruments to require

less teacher time to complete.

The elementary teachers' responses for those completing this questionnaire tend

to indicate that they recognize a need for career education. However, the modal

response patterns for typical career-education-related classroom activities seems to

show that, as yet, there is not a great deal of career education actfvity in the

olassrooms of:these teachers. The 1974-75 year was the first year that the CRk

was officially concerned with the elementary school teachers. Therefore, ties data

contained in Table IVc should be viewed as baseline in nature.

The responses of middle school/secondary,school teachers are summarized in

Table'IVd. There are data available for 1973-74 as well as for 1974-75 on this

questionnaire. Unfortuaniely, the data are not based.on the same teachers. The

1973-74 data are based on teachers who first worked with CRP staff, at that time

while the 1974-75 data'are for teachers with whom the CRP first worked during the

current year. While there are marked similaritioes in the response patterns of the

two groups, almost half of this year's group as contrasted to approximately a

quarter of the 1973-74 group professes to be aware of the job required for career

exploration. Beyond that point, both groups tend to recognize that school programs

presently are not providing career-education-related experiences for their students.

As was noted for 4:,<he elementary teachers above, the modal response phtterns.for

typical career-education-related classroom activities seems to indicate that at the

time they catpleted the questionnaires, there was not a great deal of career educa-

tion activity in the classrooms of these teachers.

1113
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TABLE IVc
Summary of Results in percents

ELEMENTARY TEACHER QUESTIONNAIRE
1974-75

SECTION I ,

A = agree, D = disagree, N = neither agree nor disagree, 0 = omit- Number, = 58
A D N 0

1. I 'am aware of the total job required' -----

for career awareness for our students. 43.1 27.6 27.6 1.7
,2. I have done mrshare of the total job

of career awareness for our students. 15.5 60.3 24.1 --
3. Our total school program (K-12) is 9

adequately providing career-related
experiences for those WHO WILL continue
their education sifter high school._ 20.7 60.3 17.2 1.7

41 Our total school program (K-12) is
adequately, providing career-related
experiences for those NOT continuing
their education after high school. 12.1 65.5 20.7 1.7

5. Students are generally aware of the
VARIETY of career areas available to
theM by the time they leave our school. 19.0 -56.9 24.1

6. Ourtstudents generally know what
CAREER AREAS they want to explore
by the time they leave our school. 20.7 56.7'" 20.71 1.7

7. Students generally have a realistic ,

understanding of the BASIC JOB REQUIRE-
MENTS (h.s. diploma, vocational school,
college) for the various career areas
available to'them by the time they leave
our school. 20.7 51.7 25.9 1.7

SECTION II ..

G = great, M = much, S = same,'L = little, N = 'none, 0 = omit
VALUES, GOALS, AND DECISION MAKING G M S L N 0
1. Recognizing which values became

impbrtant to au individual.
2. Exploring work values.
3. Identifying short-term goals.
4. Identifying long-term goals.

5. Recognizing the effect of values
and goals in ddcision making.

6. Exploring decisioi that may be
''Nhugr- ---, irreversible.

71.1
AWARENESS

:cognizing that job require -

mentS vary among jobs.
8. Recognizing that job Avis vary

within occupations.
9. Recognizing that working condi-

tions vary within occupations.
_2)10. Recognizing personal traits de-

sirable'for employment.
11. Recognizing that the mental plc-

ture one holds of oneself may differ
frau bow others see him. .-

4

19.0 29.3 46.6 5.2 -- --

5.2 27.6 41.4 22.4 3.4 --

-- 29.3 53.4 6.9 10.3 ..et`.

3.4 20r.7 39.7 22.4 12.1 1.7

5.2 27.6 41.1 15.5 3.4 5.2

3.2 15.5 36.2 29.3 12.1 3.2
14

8.6 19.0 43.1 24.1 5.2

6,9 19.0 50.0 15.5 6.9 1.7

3.2 15.5 51.7 15.5 12.1 1.7

13.8 27.6 34.5 1Q3 12.1 1.7

13.8 27.6 34.5 19.0 5.2, FI



TABLE IVc cont.
SECTION II cont.',

G M 'S "L
12.. Recognizing the cfmnging roles

of people in today's world. -- 29.3 41.4 22.4 5.2 1.7

13. Recognizing the technological
impact on society in relation to
expanded amp.).cyment opportunities. -- 13.8 41.4 27.6 15.5 1.7

14. Exploration hf wor roles. 5.2 13.8 44.8 27.6 8.6 --

15. Recognizing many cireer areas. 8.6 19.0 48.3 13,8 10.3 --

0

SECTION III
SA = strongly agree, A = agree, N = neither agree nor disagree, D ="disagree,

SD = strongly disagree, 0 = omit
SA A' N D SD 0

1. I have had a great deal of exposure
to the comzers of career education
through practical experience, course
work, reading, and/or other sources.

2. I have had a great deal of exposure
to the various PROGRAMS of career
education through practical experience,
course work, reading, and/or other
sources. 3.4

3. As the ability level of the student
decreases so does his need for
career education because there are
fewer career options open to him. 10.3

4. Vocational education and career
education are synonymous terms. 5.2

5. World of work experience in a specific
occupation other than education is a
prerequisite to being a successful
teacher in a career education program. 3:4

8.6

6. Presently, vocational education teachers
know and meet the individual needs
of their students for career education
better than academic teachers.

7. Career education can only be accomplish-
ed through "hands-on" experience with
machines, tools, materials, and

processes.
8. Teachers of students with special

needs face Specific problems of 4

instruction which demand all of their
attention and therefore the. addition
of career education instruction
represents an unnecessary burden.'

9. Career education is another'edu-
cational.frill doaned for failure.

1 1 2
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22.4 15.5

19.0 19.0

12.1 8.6

15.5 12.1

22.4 25.9

39.7 13.8 --

43.1 15.1

24.1 44.8

irj.,1 22.4 1.7

43.1 22.4 3.4

1.7

8.6

34.5

10.3

31.0
.

27.6

17.2

27.6

25.9

43.1

118.3

4.4.8

6.9

10.3

34.5

27.6



TABLE IVc cont.

SECTION IV
Periodicals in the starred (*) groupings were categorized as professional

reading when the publication was directly related to the teacher's instructional
assignment (e.g., news magazines = social studies, Sports Illustrated = physical
education, Farm Journal = agriculture, Ceramics Monthly = art, etc.).

CATEGORY

A. Newspapers

B. News magazines*

C. Special Interest*

D.' Recreational*

E. Prbfessional

F. Digests

G. Not responding

EkAMPIES % responding 1 or more
(not all inclusive) times in category

both daily and weekly 75.9

Changing Times, Time,/
Newsweek, etc. 27.6

Farm Journal, Smithsonian,
Ceramics Monthly, National
Geographic, etc.

Playboy, Sports Illustrated,
Cosmopolitan, Ladies Home
Journal, etc.

*Phi Delta Kappan, English

JournaANASSP,Bulletin, etc. 63.8

Reader's Digest, Coronet, eta. 41.4

43.1

37:9

6.9

TABLE IVd
Summary of Results in percents

MIDDLE SCHOOL/SECONDARY SCHOOL TEACHER QUESTIONNAIRE
*1973-74 data

1974-75 data unmarked

SECTION I '*Number = 168
A = agree, D =4isagree, N = neither agree nor disagee;,--6 = omit Number = 51

A D N 0

1. ,I am aware of the total Job required for *26.8 42.1 31.0
career exploration for our students. 49.0 35.3 15.7 --

2. I have done ,my share of.th'e total job of *13.1 141.7 44.6 0.-6

career exploration for our students. 17.6 47.1 35.3
3. Our total school program (K -12) is

adequately providing career-related-
experiences for those NOT sontinuink. *15.5 58.3 25.0 1.2'
their education after high/school, 3.9 70.6 25.5.

4., Our total school program (K-12) is
adequately providing career-related
experiences for those WHO WILL con-
tinue their educaticd after high *26.2 44.6 28.6 0.6-,

school. 17.6 56.9 25.5
(- 5. Students are generally aware of the

VARIETY of career choices, open to
them by the time they leave our *23.2 56.0 20.2 0.6-

7.8 64.7 25.5 2.0
6. Students generally have a realistic

picture of the TRAINING REQUIREMENTS'
for the various career choices open to *13.7 64..3 21.4 0.6
them by the time thefleave our school. 15.7 58.8 23.5 2.0

113
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TABLE IVd cont.
A D N 0

7. Cur students generally hold realistic
CAREER AREAS) GOALS by the time they *16.1] 52.4 31.5
leave our school. 17.6 45.1 35.3 2.0

8. Students generally have a realistic
understanding of the NATURE OF THE JOB
REQUIREMENTS (advantages and disadvan-
tages) for the various career choices'
open to them by the time they leave our *11.9 60.7 27.4
school. 17.6 , 56.9 ) 23.5 2.0, .

f SECTION II
G = grea%, M = much, S = some, ,L = little, N = none, 0,= omit
VANS, GOALS, AND DECISION MAKING G. M S L N 0
J.; Recognizing how values became *19.0

important to an individual, 15.7
2. Recognizing which values became *13.1

important to an individual. 9.8

3. Identifying short-term goals. * 6.5
9.8

4. Identifying long -term goals. * 6.0
5.9

5. Recognizing the effect of values and * 7.7
goals in decision making. 11.8

6. Exploring the effects of short-term
and long-term goals upon decision * 3.6
making. 2.0

7." Exploring decisions that may be * 2.4

irreversible. 5.9

CAREER AWARENESS
8. Recognizing that Job skills vary * 4.2

within occupations. 7.8

9. Recognizing the airailability of
educational opportunities in'the * 5.4

area. 7.8
10. Recognizing personal traits desir- * 8.9

able for employment. 11.8

11. Recognizing that the mental picture
one holdsof oneself may differ from * 8.3

how others see him. 11.8

12. Recognizing the reasons for individ- * 4:8

uals losing jobs. 7.8
13.. Recognizing the trend for women to * 7.7

combine homemaking and wage earning. 3.9

14. Recognizing-the influence of 4f 6.0

occupations'upon life styles. 5.9

15. Recognizing the technological im-
pact on society in relation to * 6.5

expanded employment opportunities. 3.9

A 114
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39.3 36.3 4.2 0.-6

33.3 64.7 3.9

40.5 39.9 5.4 ....

35.3. 43.1 9.8 --

42:9 38.1 8'9 2.4
35.3 39.2 11.8 2.0

35.1 40.5 15.5 2.4
27.5 54:9 7.8 2.0

41.1 41.7 7.7 1.2

25.5 51.0 5.9 2.0
.

26.8 48.8 17.3 2.4

15.7 '54.9 21-.6 2.0

19.0 44.0 29.2 4.8

15.7 49:0 17.6 9.8

17.3 49.4 19.6 6.5

31.4 41.2 13.7 3.9

16.1 39.9 27.4 9.5

29.4 45.1 13.7 2.0
29.2 39.3 17.9 3.0
27.5 45.1 .13.7 ....,

25.0 36.9 22.0 6.0

33.3 39.2 11.8 2.0
16.1 34.5 30.4 12.5

13.7 41.2 21.6 11.8"

16.1 26.2 28.0 '20.2

9.8 47.1 25.5 11.8

18.5 39.9 26.8 7.1

17.6 49.0 13.7 11.8

15.5 32.1 29.2 13.7

19.6 51.0 15.7 7.8

0.6
2.0
1.2

_2.0
1.2
2.0
0.6
2.0
0.6
3.9

1.2

3.9
0.6
2.0

3.0
2.0

1.8
2.0
i.a
2.0

1.8
2.0
1.8

2.0
1.8
2.0
1.8

2.0

3.0
2.0



4. Vocational education and career *'4.8

g the impact of technology *10.1 20.8 37.5 21.4 8.3 1.8
upon my subject-matter field. q.o. 21.6 54.9 9.8 9.8' 2.0

20. Exploring the interrelatedness * 2.4 13:1 e49.4 25.6 7.7 1.8
of subject-matter areas to jobs. 5.9 27.5 45.1 13.7 3.9 3.9

21. Exploring a career Cluster concept.* 1.2 2.4 20.2 33.3 41.1 1.8
3.9 11.8 31.4 29.4 19.6 3.9

22. Exploring a career cluster of a * 1.2 4.8 20.2. 29.8 42.3 1.8
personal choice. 3.9 11.8 33.3 25,5, 21.6 3.9

13. Exploring personality qualities * 8.9 25.0 38.1 19.60 6.5 1.8
necessary for employment. 9.8 27.5 45.1 9.8 3.9 3.9

24. Exploring the changing roles of * 4.2 17.3 39.9 26.8 10.1 1.8
people in today's world. 7.8 15.7 58.8 7.8 5.9 3.9

SECTION III
-SA = strongly agree,-A-= agree, N-= neither agree nor Esagree, Tr="diaagree

SD = strongly disagree, 0 = omit
SA, A N D SD

1. I have had a great deal of exposure.
to the CONCEPTS of career education
through practical experience,' course* 7:7
work, reading, and/or other sources. 3.9

2. I have had a great dearof exposure
to the various PROGRAMS of career
education through practical experir
ence, course work, reading, and /or * 4.2
other-sources. c3.9

3. All personnel (teachers, administra-
tors, counselors, etc.) at the elem-
entary and secondary levels end in
the academic and occupational
disciplines must work cooperatively
to implement the concepts of career *31.0
education.

education are-synonymous terms 5.9
5. World of work experience in a

specific occupation other than
education is a prerequisite to
being a successful teacher in a * 4.8
career. education program. 5.9

K1.5
-26-

26.2 29.8 '29.8 6.0 0.6
25.5 33.3

K1.5
-26-

0

22.0 26.8 40.5 4.8 1.8

25.6 21.4 35.7 10.1
47.8 7.8 54.-9 23.5

30.4 33.9 26-.8 2.4
21.6 15.7 43.1 13.7

26.2 29.8 '29.8 6.0
25.5 33.3

22.0 26.8 40.5 4.8

25.5 33.3 33.3 3.925.5 33.3 33.3 3.9 MD GOMD GO25.5 33.3 33.3 3.9 MD GO

51.2 11.3 2.4 1.8 2.4
' 54.9 35.3 9.8 --

2.44. Vocational education and career *'4.8 25.6 21.4 35.7 10.1 2.4
education are-synonymous terms 5.9 47.8 7.8 54.-9 23.5

5. World of work experience in a
specific occupation other than
education is a prerequisite to
being a successful teacher in a * 4.8 30.4 33.9 26-.8 2.4 1.8
career. education program. 5.9 21.6 15.7 43.1 13.7

ON. am

51.2 11.3 2.4 1.8 2.4
' 54.9 35.3 9.8 --

ON. am

1.8



TABLE IVd cont.
SECTION III cont.

SA
6. Presently, vocational education

teachers know and meet the
individual needs of their
students for career edUcation * 4.2

better than acadeiic teachers. 5.9

7. Career education can only be
accomplished through ."hands -
on" experience with machines, tools,* 2,4
materials, and processes. 2.0

8. Career education is another,
educational frill doomed for # 0.6

failure

1 1 G
-27-

P

A N D SD 0

20,0 48.2 14.9 3.0 1.8

25.5 37.3 25.5' 5.9. --

20.8 27.4 40.5 761 1.8
7.8 23.5 56.9 9.8 --

2.4 20.2 46.4 28.6 1.8

-- 25.5 41.2 33.3
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TABLE IVd cont.'
SECTION V

Periodicals in the starred (*) groupings were categorized s professional

reading when the publication was directly related to the teacher's instructional
assignment (e.g., news magazines = social studies, Sports Illustrated = physical
education, Farm Journal = agriculture, _C1,eiamics_Montiqy_= art, etc.).

CATEGORY EXAMTIES . % responding 1 or more

(not all inclusive) ,times in category

A. Newspapers both daily and weekly *80.8
68.6

B. News magazines* Changing Times, Time, Newsweek, *54.5

etc. 37.3

C. Special
Interest*

Farm Journal Smithsonian,,
*59.9Ceramics Monthly, National

Geographic, etc. 33.3

D. Recreational* Playboy, Sports Illustrated,
*42.5Cosmopolitan, Ladies Home

Journal, etc. 43.1

E. Professional Phi Delta Kapzark, English *68.3 A.

Journal, NASSP 64.7

F. Digests Reader's Digest, Coronet, etc. *30.3
19.6

G. Not responding * 1.2
15.7

V. STAFF UTILIZATION

NED's assessment of the CRP staff utilization is based on observations made

by NED staff during site visits, on project records,-and on monthly progress reports

completed by each CRP consultant.

By the time the project concluded its first year of operation, it had had

four project directors and the greatest single imperative for the project at that_

time was stable leadership. In CRP's case, five was the magic nuMber as the proj-

ect's fifth director has brought the necessary stability to the project's leadership.

The project has operated during the second year with a full complement of staff

which included the director, five instructional consultants, a materials consultant,

and a media consultant plus the required support personnel. The staff has worked

conscientiously and in relative harmony but they continue to work as individuals

rather than as a team building a CRP program. They do share ideas but, by-and-

large, each pursues-his or her interests. Asa staff, they tend to view their

primary mission as providing; services to the schools with program and model

development as incidental concerns. The project director recognizes this emphasis

as an area of concern and plans-E6.bhave his staff work on model development during

the summer of 1975. He has also teamed the consultants to work in three target,

areas in the belief that this will encourage-truly cooperative program and model

_291 I 8
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development. The staff is hard-working to a person but more coordination and closer
4

supervision of their efforts is desirable if the project's.primary mission of

developing a replicable model for career education in a rural setting is to be

accomplished.

VI. THIRD PARTY

During the 1974-75 operational year, NEDchas used many sources for obtaining

assessment data._ The following methods have been used:

1. On-site visits,
2. Teacher interviews,
3. Teacher questionnaires,
4. Student questionnaires,
5. Conferences with CRP staff at NED's Cxwfordsville office, and
6. CRP records.

During NED site visits, time was spent speaking informally with and inter-

viewing the CRP staff, abserving,inservice sessions, interviewing teachers and

working with the CRP staff on the development of instrumentation.

Much of NED's activity this year has been in preparation for the 1975-76 year's

assessment. AB noted in Section II, subsequent to the receipt of the "Draft Guide-

lines" a redirection of the project's efforts and, therefore, NED's efforts was

required. NED and the CRP staffs have worked closely and a workable evaluation

design focused on student outcomes (see' Attachment J) has been the result.

By September, 1974, the project administrator had-established a very adequate

record-keeping system. Unfortunately, the staff has-not always been_ conscientious J.:

in entering up-to-date information into the system. Improved record-keeping by

the consultants, therefore, continues to be a project need. The exception to this

statement is the financial recordawhich are in excellent condition.

NED's plans for the third-year third-party services to CRP include a continued

concern with an assessment of the project's processes and outcomes. In addition, ,

however, will be an assessment of student outcomes within as rigorous a research

design as will be feasible in the field setting. During the summer of 1975, NED

staff will work with CRP staff on the identification and development of instrumen-

tation to be used for the assessment of student outcomes at the ninth and twelfth

grade levels.

/
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NEW EDUCATIONAL DIRECTIONS

BOX 307 CRAWFORDSVILLE, INDIANA 47933 (317) 362-8877

CAREERS RESOURCE PROJECT

511 4th Street

HUNTINGBURG, INDIANA 47542

TELEPHONE: (812) 683-3333

MIDDLE SCHOOL TEACHER QUESTIONNAIRE

Introduction: On the folloiigng pages there are five sections of

different types of questions. Sections I.and III provide an opportunity

for you to react to various statements about career education. The second

section is designed for you to report the emphasis you place, on students

recognizing, exploring, and identifying various career-related activities.

Section IV asks how you would advise students seeking information about

certain careers. The fifth section requests that you list some periodicals

you usually read.

Please put your name end the other information requested on the

. answer sheets. How individual teachers respond will NOT be reported,

but your name is needed to match other data which will be obtained at,a

later date with these data. If you wish to make additional coliments, write,

them on a separate 82 X 11 piece of paper and attach it to the answer

sheets. All such comments will big read and considered.

This is NOT a test so there are no correct answers. Please mark

only ONE answer per question and respond'to all questions. Also, do

NOT write in the questionnaire booklet. If you have any questions,

please contact either New Educational Directions or the Careers Resource

Project. Thank you.
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SECTION I

/

Instructions: On the sepqrtte answer sheet, please circle the letter which

best describes your reaction to each of the following state-

ments as agree, (A), disagree0), or 4either agree nor dis-
0P

agree (N). Please do NOT 'write in the q estionnaire booklet.

1. I am aware of the total job required for career exploration for our

students.,

2. I have done my share of the total job of career

students.

loration for our

3. Our otal school program (K-12) is adequatelyroviding career-

ated experiences for those NOT continuing their education after

high school.

L Our total school program (K-12) is adequately providing career-

related experiences for those WHO WILL continue their education after

high school.

5. Students are generally aware of the VARIETY of career choices open

to them by the time they leave our school.

6. Students generally have a realistic picture of the TRAINING
REQU Ir TS for the various career choices open to them by the

time they leave our School.

7. Our students generally hold realistic CAREER AREAS) GOALS by the
time they leave our school.

B. Students generally have a realistic understanding of the NATURE OF

THE JOB.REQUIRENENTS (advantages and disadvantages) -for the various

career choices open to them by the time they leave our school.

' PLEASE CONTINUE ON TO SECTION II'
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SECTION II

Instructions: 011 the separate answer sheet, circle the letter which

indicates the typical degree of emphasis you place on each

activity or concept in your classes. Statements may apply

to any or all disciplines and programs. There are no

"correc,",responses. Please just indicate the most descrip-

tive response as it'applies to YOU. Please answer all ques-

tions and do NOT write in the questionnaire booklet.

great

M = much

S = some

L = little

N = none

*SAMPLE:Ili

IN YOUR PROGRAM EMPHASIS IS PLACED ON STUDENTS:

A. Recognizing the interrelatedness of all occupations. G MOD N
(If you, place "some" emphasis on this concept you would circle
the letter "S" on your'answer sheet.) Please respond to the
folloWing 24 statements.

IN YOUR PROGRAM EMPHASIS IS PLACED ON STUDENTS:

1. Recognizing how values become important to an individual.

2. Recognizing which values become important to an individual.
3. Identifying short-:term goals.

. 4. Identifying long-term goals.

5. Recognizing the effect of values and goals in decisiOn makihg.
6. Exploring the effects oC short-term and long-term goals upon"

decision making.

7. Exploring decisions that may be irreversible.
8. Recognizing that job skins vary within occupations.

. 9. Recognizing the availability of educational opportunities in
the area.

10,. Recognizing personal traits desirable for employment.
11. .Recognizing that the mental picture one holds of oneself may

differ from how others see him.
12. Recognizing the reasons for individuals losing jobs.
13. Recognizing the trend for women to combige homemaking, and wage

earning.

14. Recognizing the influence of occupations upon life styles.
15. Recognizing the technological impact on society in relation to

expanded employment opportunities.
16. Exploring that restrictions of certain occupations may limit job

choice. (Example: age, experience, union shop, certificate)
17. Exploring working conditions of an o upation of personal interest..
18. Exploring an educational-route-for career of personal interest.
19. Exploring the impact of technology pon my subject-matter field..
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20. Exploring the interrelatedness of subject-matter areas to jObs:

o

21. Exploring a career cluster concept.

22. Exploring a career cluster of a personal choice.:

23. Exploring personality qualities necessary for employment.

24. Exploring the changing roles. of people in today'i world:
's,.

PLEASE CONTINUE ON TO SECTION III

SECTION III

Instructions: On the separate answer sheet, please circle the response

letter that indicates how strongly you agree or disagree

with the following statements. Please answer all questions

and do NOT write in the questionnaire booklet.

SA = strongly agree

A = agree

N . neither agree nor disagree

D = disagree

SD = str7Origly disagree

1. I have had a great deal of ,exposure to the CONCEPTS of career education

through practical experience, course work, reading, and/or other

sources.

2. I have had a great deal of exposure to the various PROGRAMS of career

education through Practical experience, course work, reading, and/or

' other sourldes.

3. All personnel (teachers, administrators, counselors, etc.) at the

elementary and secondary levels and in the academic and occupational

disciplines must work cooperatively to implement the concepts of

career education.

4. Vocational education and career education are synonymous terms.

5. World of work experience in a specific occupation other than education

is a prerequisite to being a successful teacher in a career education

program.

6. Presently, vocational education teachers knoy and meet the individual

needs of their students for career education better than academic

teachers.,

a

7. Career education can only be accomplished through "hands-on" experience

with machines, tools, materials,sand processes.

8. Career education is another educational frill doomed for failure.

PLEASE CONTINUE ON TO SECTION IV
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SECTION IV

Instructions: Assume different students in your class arefinterested in

exploring the 9 occupations listed below. Each student

bas the ability necessary Tor the occupation being consid-

ered. How would you adVistphe student concerning social

desirability, financial reward, and personal satisfaction

for each occupation being explored?

On the separate answer sheet, please circle the number

indicating'how;yolA would advise the student. Number 1

indicates the highest and number 5 the lowest rPnking for

each category. Please respond for all 9,occupations and

please do NOT write in the questionnaire booklet.

*SAMPLE: social desirability fiaancialr and :personal satisfaction.'

bell hop 1 2 3 t 5 1 2 3 5 1© 3 4 5

This would indicate that you consider a bell hop to be

fairly loVin social. desirability and financial reward but

provides for a fairly high level of personal satisfaction.

I. computer programmer .6: mechanical engineer

2. newspaper columnist

3. private seamstress

4. animal keeper

5. hospital orderly.

7. gas station attendant

8. optometrist

9. bus driver (local)

PLEASE, CONTINUE ON TO SECTION V

t

,

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

SECTION V .

Instructions: Od the separate an wer sheet, please LIST FIVE (5)

periodicals that y6 read regularly. Please do NOT write

in the questionnair booklet.

THIS IS THE END OF TK QU TIONNAIRE.

THANK YOU FOR YOUR CO
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NEDNEW EDUCATIONAL DIRECTIONS

SOX 307 CRAWFORDSVILLE, INDIANA 47933 (317) 3624877

CAREERS RESOURCE PROJECT

511 4th Street

H1014NGBURG,_INDIABA -47542

TELEPHONE: (812) 683-3333

ELEMENTARY SCHOOL-TEACHERWESTIOMOIE-

Introduction: On the following pages there are four sections of

different types of questions. Sections I and III provide an opportunity

for you to react to various statements about career education. The second

section is.designed for you to report the emphasis you place on students

recognizing, exploring, and identifying various career-related activities.

The last section requests that you list some periodicals you usually read.

Please put your name and the other information requested on the

answer sheets. How individual teachers respond will NOT be reported,

but your name is needed to match other data which will be obtained at a

later die with these data. If you wish to make additional comments, write

them on a separate 8i X 11 piece of paper an4 attach it to the answer

sheets. All such comments'will be read and considered.

This is NOT a test so there are no correct answers. Please mark

only ONE answer per question and respond to all questions. Also, do

NOT write in the questionnaire booklet. If you have any questions,

please contact either New Educational Directions or the Careers Resource

Project. Thank you.
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SECTION I

Instructions: On the separate answer sheet, please circle the letter which

best describes your reaction to each of the following state-

ments as agree (A), disagree (D), or neither agree nor dis-

agree (N). Please do NOT write in the questionnaire booklet.

1. I\min aware of the total job required for career awareness for our

students.

2. I done my share of the total job of career awareness fl our

stu ts.
, (

3. Oulc total school grogram -(K--121 is adequately p 44ng career-related

experiences for those WHO WILL continue their ducation after high

school.

4. Our total school program (K-12) is adequately providing career-related

experiences for those NOT continuing their education after high school:

5. Students are generally aware of the VARIETY of career areas available

to them by the time they leave our school.

6. Our students generally know what CAREER AREAS they want-to explore by

the time they leave our school.

7. Students generally, have a realistic understanding of the BASIC JOB

REQUIREMENTS (h.s. diploma, vocational school, college) for ,the

various career areas available to them by the time they leave our

school.

PLEASE CONTINUE ON TO SECTION II

12G-
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SECTION.II

f,

.

Instrnctionig On the separate answer sweet, circle the letter which

indicates the typical degree of emphasis you place on

each activity or concept in your classes. 'Statements may

apply to any or all disciplines and programs: There are no

"correct" responses. Please just indicate the most desCrip-

tive response as it applies.to YOU, Please answer all ques-

tions and do NOT write in the questionnaire booklet.

:G.= great.

M = much

, 13 = some.

N none

*SAMPLE:

- IN YOUR PROGRAM EMPHASIS IS PLACED ON STUDENTS:"

p....A. Recognizing the interrelatedness of all occupations. G Nar., N

(If you place "some" emplae's.on this concept you would circle the .

3ss

letter "S" on your answer s eet.) Please' respond to the fallowing

15 statements.
)

IN YOUR PROGRAM EMPHASIS IS PLACED ON STUDENTS:

1. Recognizing which valnep become important to an individual.

2. Exploring work values.

3. Ielptilying shglt-term goals.

4. Identif;;Ing long-term goals.

5. Recognizing the effect of values and goals in decision making.

6- Exploring decisions that may be irreversible.

7. Recognizing that job requirements vary among jobs.

8. Recognizing that job skills vary within occupations.

9. Recognizing that working conditions vary within occupations.

10. Recognizing personal traits desirable for employment.

'11. Recognizing that the mental picture one holds of oneself May differ

Prole how others see him.

12. Recognizing the changing roles of people in todiy's world.
13. Recognizing the technological impact on society in relation to

expanded employthent opportunities.

14. Exploration of work roles.

15. Recognizing many career areas.

v

PLEASECONTINUE,ON TO SECTION III



10.
SECTION III

Instructions: On-the separate :answer sheet, please,circle thp response
letter that indicates how strongly you agree or disagree with
the following stateme0s. Please answer all questions and
do NOT write in the questionnaire booklet.

SA =,strongly agree
A = agree

N = neither agrt.e nor disagree
D= dis
SD = strongly disagree

1.__1__have_had_a-great deal-af-exposure-to-t-he-CONCEPTS-of career-education
through practical experience, course work, reading, and/or other sources.

2. I have had a great deal, of exposure to the various PROGRAM of career
.education through practical experience, course work, reading, and/or
other sources.;

3. As the ability level of the student decreases so does his need for
career educatioh because there are fewer career options open to him.

4, Vocational education and career education are synonymous terms.

a
5. World ofyork experience in a specific occupation other than education

is a prerequisite to being a successful teacher in a career education
program.

6. Presently, vocational education teachers know and meet the individual
needs of their students for career education better than academic
teachers.

7., Career education can only be accomplisted through "hands-on" experience
with machines, tools, materials, and processes.

8. Teachers of students with special needs face specific problems of
instruction which demand all of their attention and therefore the
addition of career education instruction represents an unnecessary
burden:

9. Career education 'another educational frill doomed.far,failure.

PLEASE .CONTINUE ON TO SECTION IV
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SECTICtiIV

Instructions:-011 the separate WrOwtr-shee 1, pleaoe-LIBT-FIVE

newspapers, magazines, and/or periodicals you read

regularly.- Please do NOT write in the questionnaire

booklet.

-r
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NEDNEW EDUCATIONAL DIRECTIONS

orn-r-p Ma 0 R 0SVILLE,IND1AN-A-47933 -1317)162. 8877:1-

CAREERS RESOURCE PROJECT

MIDDLE SCHOOL STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE

Introduction: On the following pages there are three sections with
different types of -qucstions---Thefirs-t ling

basic information about your school and after school plans and your feelings
about careers. Section III is designed to see if you know what work people
do, what tools they work with, and what kinds of education people need for
different jobs. The last seetion'is set up so that you can indicate what
work attitudes are more desirable to you than others.

This is not a test so there are no correct answers. You will not be
graded on your answers but they can help your teachers help you. Please
mark only ONE answer per question and answer all questions. If you have any
problept reading something, raise your hand and your teacher will help you.
Your tfiacher cannot tell you what words mean only help you pronounce a word.
Please use the separate answer sheets and do NOT write in the questionnaire
booklet.

PaASE:DO NOT OPEN THE BOOKLET UNTIL YOU ARE ,TOLD TO DO SO:
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JAamas RESOURCE PROJECT

MIDDLE SCHOOL STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE

Instructions: On the separate answer sheet, please place a check () Jefdre

each choice that is best for you or write in a short answer.

Please answer all ciuestions and do NOT write in the questionnal-

booklet.

1. The type of job I. think I -would like to do when I finish my education is

2. After I leave high school, I now plan to:

attend a vocational-technical school

attend a business school

attend a nursing school

attend a junior (two-year) college

attend a four-year college or university

enter military service

seek fUll-time employment

become a full-time housewife

have not yet decided

other

3. If my high school offers courses preiaring me for a job right after

graduation, I plan to enroll in one or more of these courses.

h. I feel that enough of my middle school (or junior high school) courses

are (or will be) directed toward doing what I want to do when I leave
/7chool.

ftt

5. I ieel that I am well informed about the NUMBER of careers (jobs) that
will be open to me.

6. From whom have you learned most about careers (jobs)? '

parents other relatives
teachers television

counselors books, magazines, or pamphlets
classmates investigating on my own

. °older friends other
brothers and sisters

STOP! Do NOT start Section III until your teacher tells you to do so.

4.
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SECTION III

Instructions: For each of the following questions, circle the correct

answer on your answer sheet. If you have any trouble reading a

a word, raise yOur hand and your teacher will help you.

Please answer all questions and do NOT write in the

questionnaire booklet.

1. Which of the following has 5. Which of the following spends the

to know the MOST about maps? MOST time outdoors on his job?

A. sailor

B. truck driver

C. topographer

D. pilot

2. Which of the following spends

the MOST time in an office?

A. sales clerk

B. store manager

C. stock room clerk

D. storeltlerk

.

,

3. Which of the following has to .47

----r\

w the MOST about foods?

A. teacher

B. biologist

C. dietician

D. farmer

4. Which of the following MUST

interpret current events?

A. newspaper reporter

B. author

C. news analyst

D. disc jockey

A. zooligist

B. architect

C. plumber

D. surveyor

132
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. 'Wbich of the following usually

needs to know LEAST about how to

use various reference materials?

A. newspaper- columni st

B. musician

C. patent lawyer

D: librarian-

7. Which of the folliowing duties

would a nurse's aide NOT perform?

A. give backrubs

B. read to patients

C. give.medicine to patients

D. clean up messes

8. Which of the following works

t

MAINLY with people?

A. banker

B. gardener

C. manicurist

D. jeweler

Ale



9. Which of the following would

most-likely-tak-e-MUSIO-coursee

in high school?

A.

B.

C.

D.

teac

stew ess

composer

entertainer

10. Who must hive the GREATEST

understanding-of-tax-laws/

A.- secret service agent

B. salesperson .

C. bookkeeper

D. rCPA (Certified Public

Accountant)

STOP: Do NOT start Section IV until your teacher tells you to do so.

SECTION IV

Instructions: Listed below are ways some people feel while they are at wpyrk

and the ways some people work. On the separate answer she

please circle the leiter which shows which things YOU consider

desirable (D), neither desirable nor undesirable (N), or

undesirable (U). Please answer all questions and do NOT write

in the questionnairebooklet.

1.

2.

Watch hpw you-spend your time

Complain to yourself about others

1
8.

9.

Depend on fellow workers

Try for a better job (promotion)

3. Work fast 10. Work past quitting time

4. Work slowly 11. Do everything by yourself

5. Talk aboutctetlow workers

behind their backs

12. Take long lunch hours

13. Always take your coffee break

6. Be a boss

14. Be supervised

7. Be concerned with how your

employer's money is_Sent



NEW EDUCATIONAL DIRECTIONS

Box 307

Crawfordsville, Indiana 47933

Name:

Careers Resource Project

Middle School Student Questionnaire

Section IAnswerSheet

A. MANUFACTURING

L

A

B. TRANSPORTATION
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CAREERS RESOURCE PROJECT'

MIDDLE,SCHaOL STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE

SECTION II ANSWER SHEET

Name: School:

male female

1. Type of job:

2. attend a vocational-technical school

attend a business school

tend a-nursing-school-

attend a junior (two-year) pollege

attend a four-year college or university

enter militaiy service

seek frill -time employment

become a full-time housewife

have not yet decided

other

3. __yes no 1\ not sure
\

-.-
4. ___yes no hot sure .

\

\

5. yes no not sure

6. parents other relatives (uncle, aunt, etc.)
teachers television
counselors books, magazines, or pamphlets -

classmates investigating on my own
older friends other

brothers and sisters

SECTION III ANSWER SHEET

1. ABCD 5. ABCD 9.ABCD2.ABCD 6.ABCD 10.ABCD
3. A- B C D 7. A B C D
4. , A p c D 8. A B C D

1. D N U
2. D N U

3. D N U

4. D N U
5. D. N U

SECTION IV ANSWER SHEET

6. D N U
7. D N U
8. D N
9. D N U

10. .1) N U

135,-

12. D N U

13. D N U

14. b N U
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CAREERS RESOURCE PROJECT

MIDDLE pcnom STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE

. INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE TEACHER

for Administering Student Questionnaire

Your complete instructions for administering the four sections of the

Middle School Student Questionnaire follow. Please read these Idstructions,

review the questionnaire booklet, and familiarize yourself Nitb the answer

sheets before you begin to administer this questionnaire to the students. If

you have any questions, please contact either the Careers Resource Project or

New Eclucational Directions.

Each section has a time limit and students may NOT go back to an earlier

section if they did not finish it. Please distribute materials in the sequence

indicated in these instructions.

All four sections may be administered in one day, or Section I may be given

the first day and Sections II-IV the second day. The total time limit' for all

four sections is 17 minutes. The time needed-to administer the sections is,

approximately 30 minutes. You may decide if you want to give it all in one

day or divide_it into a two-day pefiod.

While students are .rking, check to make pure they are on the correct

section in the ques air ooklet and on the answer sheet. Also make sure

their names are on ALL answer sheets,

For the remainder of the instructions, parts you read aloud to the students

are in CAPITAL LETTERS.: Sectioris you read to yourself are typed in small letters.

SECTION 1 Time limit: -3 minutes per box

6 minutes total

If a student needs more room to write answers, please'give him a 4 X 11

piece of paper and have, the student put his name and the box letter (A or B),,on

the paper. When you collect"them, please staple the extra pages to the first

page.

Distribute the answer sheet for Section I. Please read the-following

instructions t6 the students:

ON THIS ANSWER SHEET, THERE ARE TWO PARTS, A. MANUFACTURING AND. B. TRANS-

PORTATION. FOR EACH PART YOU ARE TO LIST AS MANY JOBS AS YOU CAN THINK OF

IN EACH OF. THE TWO AREAS. IF YOU NEED MORE ROOM, RAISE YOUR HAND. YOU WILL

Ag; BE GRADED ON THIS EXERCISE, BUT DO AS. WELL AS YOU CAN BECAUSE YOUR
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ANSWERS WILL PERMIT THE SCHOOL TO PLAN ACTIVITIES TO HELP YOU. YOU WILL HAVE

THREE (3) MINUTES TO WORK ON EACH BOX. AFTER THREE MINUTES, I WILL TELL

YOU TO GO ON TO THE NEXT BOX. WORK ONLY ON THE BOX I TELL YOU TO WORK ON.

WRITE YOUR NAME IN THE SPACE PROVIDED IN THE UPPER RIMV-HAND CORNER. (Wait

until all have done this) TARE THERE ANY QUESTIONS? (answer questions) YOU .-

MAYBEGINLISTING AS MANY JOBS AS YOU CAN THINK OF IN THE BOX ENTITLED

MANUFAC WING. (After three minutes) STOP. YOU MAY NOW BEGIN LISTING AS

MANY JOBS you CAN THINK OF IN THE BOX ENTITLED TRANSPORTATION. (After

three 'Ai tes) STOP. (Collect answer sheets)

End of Section I

Pass out the student answer sheets. Please read the following to the

students: r
PRINT'YOUR NAME IN THE SPA EC E9. IDED. (Wait until all have done it)

NOW PRINT THE NAME OF THIS SCHOOL. (Wait until all have done it) ,FfkALLY

CIRCLE EITHER MALE OR FEMALE, WHICHEVER WTAfPR,PRIATE.

4.4

Pass out the student questionnaire ;booklets. As you pass them out, tell

the students NOT to open them until told to do so by you. Please read the

following to the students:

READ, THE INTRODUCTION ON THE COVER OF THE QUESTIONNAIRE BOOKLET SILENTLY AS

I READ fT ALOUD. ON THE FOLLOWING PAGES THERE ARE THREE SECTIONS WITH

DIFFERENT TYPES OF QUESTIONS. THE FIRST SECTION IS PRIMARILY FOR OBTAINING

BASIC INFORMATION ABOUT YOUR SCHOOL AND AFTER SCHOOL PLANS AND YOUR FEELINGS

ABOUT,CAREERS. SECTION III IS DESIGNED TO SEE IF YOU KNOW WHAT WORK PEOPVE

DO, WHAT TOOLS THEY wog WITH, AN)) WHAT KINDS OF EDUCATION PEOPLE NEED FOR

DIFFERENT JOBS. THE LAST SECTION IS SET UP SO THAT. YOU CAN INDICATE WHAT

WORK ATTITUDES ARE MORE DESIRABLE TO YOU. THAN OTHERS.-

THIS IS NOT A TEST SO THERE ARE NO CORRECT ANSWERS. YOU WILL NOT BE GRADED

ON YOUR ANSWERS BUT THEY CAN HELP YOUR TEACHERS HELP YOU. PLEASE MARK ONLY

ONE ANSWER PER QUESTION AND ANSWER ALL QUESTIONS. IF YOU HAVE ANY PROBLEM

READING SOMETHING, RAISE YOUR HAND AND YOUR TEACHER WILL HELP YOU. YOUR

TEACHER CANNOT TELL YOU WHAT WORDS MEAN, ONLY HELP YOU PRONOUNCE A. WORD.

PLEASE USE THE SEPARATE ANSWER SHEETS AND DO NOT WRITE IN THE QUESTIONNAIRE

BOOKLET.

SECTION II Time: 3 minutes

Please read the following instructions to the students:

OPEN YOUR QUESTIONNAIRE BOOKLET TO SECTION II. ON THE SEPARATE ANSWER

SHEET, PLEASE PLACE,A CHECK BEFORE EACH CHOICE THAT IS BEST FOR YOU OR WRITE

IN A SHORT ANSWER. PLEASE ANSWER ALL QUESTIONS AND DO NOT WRITE THE

QUESTIONNAIRE BOOKLET.-

YOU WILL HAVE 3 MINUTES TO COMPLETE THIS SECTION. IF YOU FINISH BEFORE I

TELL YOU TO STOP, CLOSE THE QUESTIONNAIRE BOOKLET AND WAIT UNTIL I GIVE YOU

FURTHER INSTRUCTIONS. ARE THERE ANY QUESTIONS? (Answer questions) YOU
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MAY BEGIN. (After 3,minutes). STOP.

End of Section II.

SECTION III Time: 5 miniates

Please read the following instructions to the students:

OPEN YOUR QUESTIONNAIRE BOOKLET TO SECTION III. FOR EACH OF THE FOLLOWING

QUESTIONS, CIRCLE THE CCRRECT ANSWER ON YOUR ANSWER SHEET. IF YOU HAVE

ANY TROUBLE READING A WORD, RAISE YOUR HAND AND YOUR TEACHER WILL HELP YOU.

PLEASE,AffSWER ALL QUESTIONS AND DO NOT WRITE IN THE QUESTIONNAIRE BOOKLET.

YOU WILL HAVE 5 ffi TO C'. "LETS THIS SECTION. IF YOU FINISH BEFORE I TELL

. YOU TOISTOP, CLOSE THE,QUES BOOKLET AND WAIT UNTIL I GIVE YOU FUR-

THER INSTRUCTIONS. YOU v NOT GO BACK AND WORK ON SECTION II. ARE THERE

ANY QUESTIONS? (Answer questions) YOU MAY BEGIN. (After 5 minutes) STOP.

SECTION IV

1

End of Section III'

Time:- 3 minutes

Please read the following to the students:

OPEN YOUR WESTI NAME IV'BOOKLET TO.SECTION N. THIS IS THE LAST SECTION OF

THE QUESTIONNAIRE BOOKLET. LISTED BELOW ARE. WAYS SOME PEOPLE FEEL WHILE THEY

ARE AT WORK AND THE WAYS SOME PEOPLE WORK. ON THE SEPARATE ANSWER SHEET,

PLEASE CIRCLE THE LETTER WHICH SHOWS WHICH TliINGS YOU CONSIDER DESIRABLE (D),,,

NEITHER DESIRABLE NOR UNDESIRABLE (N), CR UNDESIRABLE (U): PLEASE ANSWER
ATT IONS AND DO ,NUT WRITE IN THE QUESTIONNAIRE BOOKLET.

YOU WILL HAVE 3 MINOES TO COMPLETE THIS SECTION. IF YOU FINISH BEFORE I

TELL YOU TO STOP, CLOSE THE QUESTIONNAIRE BOOKLET AND WAIT UNTIL I GIVE YOU

FURTHER INSTRUCTIONS YOU MAY NOT GO BACK AND WORK ON SECTION II OR SECTION

III. ARE THERE ANY QUESTIONS? (Answer questions) YOU MAY BEGIN. (After

3 miputs3/r-STOP. (Collect answer sheets, then questionnaire booklets)

End of Section IV

Thank you very much for your assistance.
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_--.epared by: NEW ,..Docitl'IO.Nrw

Box 307
Crawfordsville, IN 147933'

,JAREERS R LRQE,Pi-\CJECT

ELEmENTr\RY SCHOOL,STLDENT cAjESTIONNAIRE*

(Grades 1-4)
GradeName

Boy Girl

Directions: For each of the following 35
questions, please circle the
correct ans.:er, YES or NC,

after th uestion. This is

-NOT.a to but please.try to
do as v.el is you 'can(;-'

SamPle:

2.

3.

4.

5.

Does a secretary usually
u se a ty el?iriter in her
w ork? YES N 0

NO

NO

4

NO

NO

0
L al

Does a salesclerk use a
wrench in hi!s-work? YES

Does a broadcaster work
in a gas staiion7 YES

Does a carpenter use a
4

hamm_er? YE S

Does cin-as's'elblyline

w orker work in a factory? YLS

''Based, in part on: DELAWARE'S OCCUPATIONAL-VOCATIONAL EDUCATION MODEL
906 Lakeview Avenue_
mil frrro Delaware 19963



6. .Does truck dry Niter use
b camera fOr his work? YES NO

DoeS a farmer "work in
a field? YES NO

8. Does a fisherman do his
work with an ax? YES NO

7.

1O.

.11.

12.

13.

:14.

Does an air pollution
'technician look at smoke-
stacks in his work? YES NO

Does a. lawyer work in a

church? YES NO

Does a doctor do his work
with atelesoope? YES N_O

.oes an innkeeper do his.
w ork in a mote L? YES NO

Does a barber.do his work
with clippers? 'YES NO.

Does a musician do his
w ork with a saw?, YES NO

Does a surveyor plan
where road and highways
w ill be built? :YES NO

Does a deliveryman work
in an office? YES

I
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19.

Dies agas.station
attendant work with a

PullID?
_

-.

YES .NO

Does a newspaper reporter
work in c .warehouse? YES NO

Does an architect work
with -road maps?, YES NO

20. Does a draftsman use an
airplane for his work?

21.

22.

2&,

2

25.

26.

27.

.2

2bs.

YES NO

.-Does apilatwork with
blueprints? . YES NO

Does.a_ranger work. in

a forest? YES4- NO
..

,Does a 'marine biologist
work with ocean life? YES NO

Does a custodian work in
a school? YES NO

Does a taidman work
with a fire truck?.

*
YES NO

Does,a nur.se work on a
stage? YES NO,

Does an auto mechanic
work mainly with people? YES NO

ki

Does .a,dry.clearler clean

house? 141 YES
. o



-29.

3G.

31.

32.

33,

Does a writer work on
books? YES NO

Does' a veterinarian work
with animals?, <YES

Do you like to work fatt? YES NO

Do you like to be. neat? YES NO

Do.you.l.
time?

to be on
YES. ' NO

.34. Doyou like to work a
long time to. _get a" job

done?'

35'

C

.

YES NO

Do you Like to gossip
about othei-. people? YES_ NO

>

,--

,
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at, NED
NEW EDUCATIONAL DIRECTIONS

BOX 307 CRWORDSVILLE, INDIANA 47933 (317) 362-8871

CAREERS RESOURCE PROJECT

ELEMENTARY SCHOOL STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE

(Grades 1 -4*)

IBSIRUCTIONS, FOR THE TEACHER

for Administering Student Questionnaire

Your Complete instructions for administering the Elementary School Student

Questionnaire follow. Please read these instructions and familiarize yourself with

the, questionnaire before you begin to administer. It to the students. If you have

any questions, please contact either the Careers Resource Project or New Educational

Directiona.

For the remainder of the instructions, parts you read aloud to the students

are in CAPITAL LETTERS. Sections you read to yourself are typed in small letters.

* * * * * * * * * * * *

Distribute the questionnaire. Please read the following instructions to the

students:

THE LIST OF QUESTIONS I HAVE JUST GIVEN YOU'IS NOT A TEST BUT A WAY TO FIND OUT -

WHAT YOU KNCM ABOUT JOBS._ PLEASE'PRINT YOUR NAME IN THE SPACE ON THE PAPER FOR

YOUR'NAME. (Show them where and help those that have problems) DRAW A LINE THROUGH

EITHER BOY OR GIRL. (Point,to the choices and melt-until all have-doneit)

READ Tgg DIRECTIONB,ON THE PAGE SILENTLY AS I READ THEM ALOUD. FOR EACH OF THE

FOLLOWING 35 QUESTIONS, PLEASE DRAW A LINE THROUGH EITHER YES OR NO AFTER THE

QUESTION. THIS IS NOT A TEST, BUT PLEASE TRY TO DO AS WELL AS YOU CAN.

LOOK AT THE SAMPLE QUESTION. DOES A TEACHER WORK IN A SCHOOL? YES NO

IF YOU Timix ATEACHER WORKS IN A SCHOOL, YOU WOULD DRAW A LINE THROUGH THE YES.

IF A TEACHER DOES ROT WORK IN'A SCHOOL, YOU WOULD DRAW A LINE THROUGH THE NO.

TEACHERS DO WORKAB 'A SCHOOL SO A LINE HAS BEEN DRAWN THROUGH THE YES SHOWING

THAT TEACHERS'WORK IN A SCHOOL.

YOU WILL NOT BE GRADED ON YOUR ANSWERS, BUT THEY CAN HELP YOUR TEACHERS HELP YOU.

PLEASE MARK ONLY ONE ANSWER PER QUESTIONS AND ANSWER ALL QUESTIONS. IF YOU HAVE

ANY QUESTIONS, RAISE YOUR HAND AND I WILL HELP YOU. ARE THERE ANY QUESTICBM

(Answer questions) I WILL now READ ITEM #1. (Point to item #1 on your copy and

read it) DRAW A LINE THROUGH EJTimit YES OR NO. (Repeat item #L) NUMBER 2., (Point

to item #2 on your copy and read, it)

Read each item slowly fr the questionnaire and repeat it. Point to the first

few items for them. If a studen has a question, all you may do is re-read the item.

Please do NOT tell them what certain words mean. When you get to the bottom of a

,

*MT recommended use prior to late in the second,semester of the first grade.

For'grades 1 an 2 it = desirable to administer to small grc5ups not to exceed
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page, make sure all the. students are on the correct page'and point to where the

'next questionis located.
°.

When all are finished, collect the questionnair2t. Thank you for your

assistance.

j
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Teacher's Name

Sullject(s) Taught

interviewer

CAREERS RESWIRCE PROJECT

MIDDLE SCHOOL-MTERVIEW.GUIDE

Grade(s) Taught

Date

1. _I an going to read five pairs of words to you. Please indicate which is

the MORE "typical" for the boys in your classes.

BOYS

a. on time or late

b. sloppy or neat

c. courteous or rude

d. dependent or independent

e. follows orders or

ignores orders

GIRLS

a. on time or late

b. sloppy or neat

c. courteous or rude

d. dependent or independent

e. follows orders or

ignores orders

I am 3oirg to read the same five pairs of words to you. Please indicate

wnich is the MORE "typical" for the girls in your classes.

What is career education?

3. Is cares-7 education related to the Lhings you teach? yes no don't kncr;

2 it related to all schodl subjects'or just certain subjects? all some(22..s-.)

4ilow !_e it (slated?

Are studcntz generally familiar with the variety of career choices open -1()

Them by the time they leave this.school? yes no don't know

*What types of career choices*are they aware of?

,5. . Do students generally have a realistic picture of the training requirement,

for the various career choices open to them by the time they leave this

school? yes no don't know

'What are some of the requirements they are aware of?

f

6. Should career training activities be provided in

senior high school? yes no don't know

junior high school? res no don't know

elementary school? yes no don't know

. ,

7. Are students aware .of good work attitudes? yes . no don't know

*Do the majority of the students exhibit good work attitudes at school?

yes no don't know

Pleaae g:ve examples of cork attitudes exhibited at school.



8. On a scale of 1 to 5 With number 1 bc..111G-':!le, hisliost and number 5 the

lowest ranking, please tell me how stronly you feel each of thc

statements should be. included in classroom instruction.

a. Recognizing personal traits desirable for employment. 1 2

.., b. Exploring job requirements for an occupation of per-

sonal interest.

1 i

c. Recognizing the importadce of personal satisfaction

in what you do.

1 2 3

d. Exploring many career areas. 1 2 ";

9. Have you attendedany-'6f the inservice sessions offered by the.

Resource Project? yes no

*How many and when?

*How are these sessions reflected in tin activities in your clan

Are you aware of the services offered 1r: the Careers Resource l'ro,cc.

yes no

*How did you find out about the various services?

Have you made use of any of the cervices hat 1,1- Career.; Iteso-

can provide? yes no

*Which services?

cE

10. Should a student ask you about aA1, disc _vaat;:,_ 4"

following three jobs, how would you respond co-Icerni-ls trni.1F,

income potential, and advantages ard dirldvant?,;zs?
a. newspaper columnist

b. .optometrist

c. animal keeper

11. Do you have any other comments or o,v.- 'Liono c

Thank you very much for your time and tLough;s.
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CAREERS RESOURCE PROJECT

ELEMENTNRY SCHOOL INTERVIEW GUIDE

Teacher's Name Grade(s) Taught--ww.----
Subject(s) Taught Date_

. Interviewer

1. I am going to read five pairs of words to you. Please indicate which is the

NORE "typical" for the boys,in your classes.

BOYS GIRLS

a, on time or late a. on time or late

b. sloppy or neat b. sloppy or neat

c. courteous or rude c. courteous or rude

d. dependent or independent d. dependent or independent

e. follows orders or e. follows orders or
ignores orders ignores orders

I am going to read the same five pairs of words to you. Please indicate

which is the MORE "typical" for the girls in your classes.

2. What is career education?

3. Is career education related to,the things you teach? yes no don't know

Is it related to all subjects or just certain subjects? all some (list)

*How is it related?

4. Are students generally aware of a variety of career areas by the time they

leave this school? yes no don't know

*How are the students made aware of the various career areas?

5. Should career training activities 'De provided in

senior high school? yes no don't know

junior high school? yec :fD ior't know

elementary school? yes no don't know

6. Are students aware of good work attitudes? yes no don't know

*Do the majority of the Students exhibit good work attitudes at school?

yes no don't know

Please giye examples of work attitudes exhibited at school.

7. On a scale of 1 to 5 with number 1 being the highest and number 5 the

lowest ranking, please tell me haw strongly you feel each of the following

statements' should be included in classroom instruction.

a. Recognizing which values become important to an individual. 1 2 3 4 5

b. Recognizing personal traits desirable for employment. 1 2 3 4 5

c. Recognizing many career areas. 1 2 3 4 5

d. Recogniz g the ortance of personal satisfaction in 1 2 3 4 5

that u do. ,
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8. Have you attended any of the inservice sessions offered by the Careers

Resource. Project? yes no

*How many and when?

*Row are these sessions reflected in the activities in your classes?

Are you aware of the services offered by the Careers Resolircr Project?

yes no

*Row did you find out about the various services?
(

*Have you made use of any of the services thatthe Careers Resource Project
can provide? yes no

*Which services?

9. 'Should a student ask you about the advantages and disadvantages of the

following three jobs, how would you respond concerning training required,

income potential, and advantages and disadvantages?

a. newspaper columnist

b. optometrist

c: animal keeper 11,

10. Do you have any other comments or questions concerning career education?

t

Thank you very much for your time and thoughts.
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NEW ED
ATTACHMENT

ATIONAL DIRECTIONS
Bowker Gannon and Associates Education Projects

BOX )07 CRAWFORDSVILLE, INDIANA 47933 (317) 362-8877

October 2, 1974,

Mr. Jerry C. Keiser

Division of Vocational Education

State Department of Public Instruction

120 West Market Street, 16th Floor

Indianapolis, Indiana 46204

De4r Mr. Keiser:

I am responding to your request for a reaction concerning the "Draft Guide
Guidelines for the Evaluation of Career Education Programs" compiled by
Development Associates, Inc.

From a research viewpoint, a tight design is impossible to argue against.

However; the design suggested in the "Guidelines" is at times so rigid it could
be destruCtive to a project's primary purpose while at other times it is so
loose as to be confusing only. For example, the discussions concerning sampling

and statistical analysis are circuitous and inane while the matrix approach
presented in Chapter IV would rapidly become virtually unmanageable for a project
such as CRP which is dealing with an almost infinite number of treatments since
each teacher served by the project in the eighteen-county area could represent
several treatment approaches. An alternative, of course, is to severely limit
the number of developmental and exploratory approaches 4which CRP utilizes.

The most damning criticism of the overall des gn put forth in'the "Guide-
lines," however, is that it is totally inapprOpri e for a project such as CRP.

Intensive intervention to demonstrate short-term ains is not a CRP objective.
(Indeed, it is inappropriate to career educatio4as a concept which espouses
the cummulative nature of career education experiences over a long time span.)
Even if we employ the rationale that by the end of.the primary grades certain
commoil experiences should result in,certain point-in-time outcomes for students,

the fact of the matter is that those cummulative K-3 experiences cannot be
assessed for outcomes until four years after a program (a planned series of
career education oriented experiences) has become operational. The primary
mission of CRP and that for which it was funded is to aid the schools in getting
such programs STARTED and maintained. The success of the project's efforts
should be measured against those Criterion. The effectiveness of the programs
certainly should be viewed systematically after they have been developed and
after treatments have been applied which would be a minimum time span of four
years after treatment begins for K-3.

149
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Mr. Jerry C. Keiser

Page 2

October 2, 1974

The CRP was not established as a controlled research project. I believe

that process evaluation should be the major focus for a prnjeet such as the CRP

with additional attention to changes in its primary target group--teachers not

students--for this point -in- time.. Although the "Guidelines" summarily dismiss

this approach on pages 32 and 33, I believe the dismissal is premature.

An undated and untitled document from the Region office and received by

Project Directors on September 26 states in part:

Where appropriate, the Scope of Work requires testing at the third,

sixth, ninth, and twelfth grade levels. For example, the six

measures indicated on pages 2 and 3 of the Scope of Work are
required. However, if the program has not attempted to deal with

student self awareness (No. 1), it must be so reported for that
measure.

and

The exercise of categorization of treatments by Activity Areas

is not essential to the performance of a local evaluation but

it is mandatory to the accumulation of National Experience.

A

If'the Federal Government feels fineed.to conduct a national assessment off'

career education, I respectfully suggest that such an assessment be designed

and carried out as a separate project, and not be piggy-backed on the budgets
of projects already operational.

Thusfar, CRP has invested approximately $9,500 in evaluation services

which the staff, and leadership consider worthwhile and useful for the operation
'and the development of their project. Unfortunately, however, very little of

the last fourteen months' evaluation efforts comply with the "Guidelines." To

adopt the "Guidelines" procedures would be to largely redirect CRP evaluation

resources away from the areas proven helpfUl the project into a mode which

is inapproprjiate to the project's mission.

'I have not made reference to the political problems and the detrimental

effect adopting the "Guidelines" procedures would engender in CRP's service

area. 'They are considerable but I am sure Mr. Roth will approach matters such

as these. Successful research in a school setting requires not only a knowledge
of research design and methodology but a thorough understanding of school

personnel and operation and the parameters for research established by working

in that setting. The "Guidelines" reflect an amazing ignorance concerning the
realities of working in a school setting.
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5.. 1_,

Mr. Jerry C. Keiser

Page q

October 2, 1974

I realize that tbir3 letter does not actually refute point-by point the
"Guidelines." This should be done and given the money represented by such as
Contract No. OEC-0-73-6663, which financed thedevelopment of the "Guidelines",
a group of project directors and school oriented researchers could not only
so do but in all likeltood could produce a workable and acceptable model.

FBG:sr

cc: Mr. Joe Roth

44
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Sincerely yours,

- 4
csIL.A.,,

F. B. Gannon

Executive Director
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rn NEW EDUCATIONAL DIRECTIONS, INC.

LWa nonprofit service organization
BOX 307 CRAWFORDSVILLE, INDIANA 47933 (317) 362-8877

co" 1%Commentary on the "DRAFT GUIDELINES FOR THE
EVALUATION OF CAREER

EDUCATION PROGRAMS'

by Development Associates, Inc.r_

prepared for the Careers Resource. Project (CRP),

Huntingburg,_ Indiana

Joe W. Roth, Director

by Deborah G. Bonnet

NED Senior_Research Associate

December 9, 1974

On page one of "Draft Guidelines for the Evaluation of Career EdUCation Pro-
t,

an excellent point is made: "The career education concept has achieved
prominence considerably :aster than it has'achieved precise definition. is
prominent, but it is still in the process of beingoteratio r defined. It is
the opinion of New Educational Directions and the Careers Resourc Project that, .

after once stating this problem so clearly, the developers of the " Guidelines"
subsequently lost sight of its magnitude and as a result have est plished an eval-

-f
uation plan based on an unfounded*donfidence in the state of the t of psychologi-
calcal measurement. ir"

BefoY'e a detailed commentary on the evaluation scheme set forth in the "Guiae-
lines" is launched, a brief mention of the politics involved in dealing with school
systems is in order. CRP heavily relies on thefcooperation of sdhool officials and
teachers iti'7ffajor activities are directed towards educating teachers in the con-
cep d methods of career education and in developing t4e prerequisite career-
education-related attitudes. It is hoped that the teachers' attitudes and knowledge
will then be passed on to their students. Teachers cannot be coerced into-partici-
pating in project activities; their. tine and effortsiare offered voluntarily. Thus,
the project staff is care41 to avoid excessive demands on teachers and administra-
tors, lest CRP lose their support, Strict adherence to the "Guidelines" would re-
quire of the school systems a degree of cooperation which we hesitate to request
and, if requested, probably could not obtain.

Various chapters of the "Guidelines" will first be discussed, and suggestions
for more.feasible alternatives will be offered where possible. Next, a suggested
reordering of steps in the evaluation process will be presented; and, finally, the
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appropriateness of concentrating the evaluation of career education programs on the
measurement of student outcomes will be discussed.

Chapter IV: Completion of Outcome Question Treatment GrOup Matrix

A, Specify treatments

The specification of treatments involves two major problems. First, it re-
quires accurate recording of all career education activities. If the career educa-
tion program has been in progress for any length of time, a listing of past(activi-
ties is likely to be highly unreliable unless records have been kept from the initia-
tion of the Program. If the program is just beginning, requesting'that school per-
sonnel maintain records of each treatment may easily sour them to the program from
the start.

NED has on three occasions in the past attempted to institute focal recording
--Llitactvittes; If '4

for logging activities; in the thi:d case teachers were also requested to maintain
records. In all three cases, the top project administrator enthusiastically sup-
ported the plan. In all three instances such record keeping was met with vociferous
objections from school personnel other than the top administrator. The time and
effort reauired were considered excessive, and teachers personally felt threatened
by such monitoring of their activities.

In addition, treatments which come under the classification of "curriculum
inlUsion" cannot be accurctely recorded even immediately after their, presentation.
For example, a teacher's response to a student's question, "How will use fractions
out of school?", may constitute a highly effective, Lut unconsciously administered,
treatment.

The 'Guidelines" suggest classifying inservice teacher training as a student
ticiament. We see this as a source of gross contamination of treatment definition.
If treatments are to be so narrowly defined as suggested, surely the relationship
between inputs to teachers and inputs to students cannot be so glibly assumed.

Inservice teacher training can be viewed in terms of the following components;

A

Teacher Inputs

(inservice

training)

B C

Teacher Outcome

(attitudes,

knowledge)

Student InpUts

(teacher-admin

istered treat-

ments)

D

Student Outcomes

The ''Guidelines" essentially Suggest that we assume A equals C, or that whatever
teachers are exposecito is passed on to students. This is clearly not the case. A

----5bEe-What-hbre reasonable assumption is that B equals C, or that what teachers LEARN
is passed on to students. Teacher outcomes (B), then, constitute more direc\ cri-
teria of the effectiveness of tervioe training (A)-than do student outcomes (D).I

6.
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-3-

Teacher outcomes (B) also serve as a more reliable measure of student inputs (C),

. than do teacher inputs (A).

B. Identify students by treatment

C. Identify treatment groups

Barring slight inaccuracies due to absenteeidM, the identification of treat-

ment groups is a relatively minor problem where Classrooms ere self-contained. The

class represents a treatment group; and, perhaps, in SOME cases, several classes

could be put into the s group. However, in the case of a coMpletely departmen-

talized,school organizatio here clock.scheduling is not used, it is possible that
NO TWO STUDENTS in a given choel would receive'the same combination of treatments;

that is, there are potentially as many treatment groups as students. This situation

disallows any generalizations of treatment effects to the population, since all in-

ferential statistics require an estimate of variance. Where block scheduling is

used, the identification of treatment groups constitutes a difficult, but not impos-

sible task.

D. Completing the treatment group/outcome area table

CRP has defined career education as ItheelTOTAI1TY of educational experiences

through which one learns about work." Thus, attributing specific outcome expectan-

cies to each treatment strikes us as somewhat artificial and in conflict with CRP's
Gestaltist approach. Who is to say, for example, that exposure to visitors and

special materials should result in, increased self-awareness, but not in increased

.competency in career decision-making skills? Clearly, any decision about the &ppli-
.

cability of any single outdome question to a particuliir treatment would be grossly

subjective.

Perhaps viewing outcome 'objectives as a function of age or grade level would
be more appropriate. For example, at the first grade level, we may hope that a

career education program would increase self-awareness (I) and awareness of and

knowledge about work (IV). Some other objectives such as work- seeking skills (VII)

are applicable only to twelfth graders and grcduates.

Chapter V: Formulating the Evaluation lestions and Specifying the
Evaluation Design

The intent of the outcome questioil/treatment grou.t matrix discussed in Chap-

ter IV becomes obscured in Chapter V. It -.ma our initial impression that outcome

differences among, treatment groups were to be studied in hopes of identifying the

most effective and least effective treatments. Indeed, on page 52 there is evidence
that this was the intent of Development Associates: 'Application of the above out-

lined approach would provide answers to many of Management's questions, including

. . . (4) what process dimensions should be emphasized in subsequent ,rears and what

'dimensions should be terminated." We interpret this as a request for an °index of
effectiveness".of EACH CAREER EDUCATION ACTIVITY. This THEORETICALLY could be c
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accomplished, but only under the following conditions:

(1) a: Each treatment group vceives one and only one treatment
OR

-b. Each treatment ceives a "standard set" of treatments
plus one

(2) a. One of-the treatment groups receives NO career educati404
treatments

-OR
b. Only the "standard sat.' of treatments.

(3) Each treatment group is.alike in all dimensions except career.
education treatments.

(4) Sufficiently sensitive instruments are available to'measure-the
effect of A AinglA treatment (cuch L3 C field Lip) on adesized
student outcome (such as increased decision-making skills).

Elaborations upon the probability of meeting these conditions in-a field setting -

should not be necessary. Hoiva;ar; a more complete explanation of condition -(1) Jove
may be enlightening.

Let us consider several possible treatment group/treatment matrices. It will
be demonstrated that some, but certainly not all, Possible configurations can give
us sufficient information to draw conclusions about the effect of a given treatment.
Scores can presumably be obtained for 'student outcomes by group; these will be listed
in the right -hand column. Our object, however, is to obtain mean student outcome
scores by TREATMENT; the derivations of these effects from group effects will be
listed in the 19It row.

.

Treat- .

Student
ment

. outcomes
Groups Treatments by_grOUp _

1 2 3 4 In this case, each group receives
1 x G1 only one treatment. Thus, student,.
2 x ... G2 outcomes.by group ere identical to.
3 ;(:' .G3 . student outcomes by treatment, and4 x G4 the effect of each treatment is

.G1 G2 G3 G4 directly measured from the outcomes
Student outcomes of the group receiving that treatr

by treatment ment,
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Treat-

'ment

Treatments

1 2 3 4

1

2 x x

3 x x ,

.4 x

G1 G2- G3- G4-

G1 G1 01

Student outcomes

Nhy treatment

-5-

Student

outcomes,

by group

G1

G2

G3

G4

1 2 3 4 If

1 x G1

2 x x G2

-43-

4. x x x x G4

Gl G2- G3- G4-

Gl G2 G3

Student outcomes

by treatment

1 2 3 4
1 x x' Gl

2 x x / G2

3 x x x G3

4 x k -G4

ti

In .this case, treatment 1 is admin- ,

istered to all groups. The effects

of treatments 2, 3, and 4 can be

compared IF we assume there is no

interaction between treatment 1 and

any other treatment; that is,..their

effects are additive.

we further assume NO interactions

among ANY two treatments, this con-

figuration will also allow us to make

conclusions about the differential

effects of treatments 1, 2, 3, and 4.

However, no'matter what we assume,

this configuration cannot provide

estimates of individual treatment

effects. This configuration, inci- .

dentally, is taken from Table IV-E
? G3- ? ? of the 'Guidelines."

G2

or

G3-

Student outcomes

by treatment

PIase note that this rendition is based,on the assumption that conditions (2),

,(3), and (4) have been met. Since these conditions will NOT be met in the.field,

this exposé could be considered superfluous. It is our intent, however, to demon-

strate that the "Guidelines" appear to be asking us to accomplish a task which is

not only practically impossible but is also theoretically impossible!

ye. are willing to assume that Development Associates did not actually intend

that the effect of indiyidual treatments, be evaluated. From this point, we will

assume that the evaluation is to be directed towards finding student outcome differ-

ences between groups receiving little or no career education exposure and groups

receiving a high degree of career education exposure, and that this is to be accom-
plished through conventional measurement techniques. Even this assumption, however,
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does not solve all of our problems. It is stated on page 52 of the 'Guidelines":
it is not adequate to simply demonstrate product differences and exposure differ-

ences between comparison and treatment groups and then assume that the differences
are related." This statement shakes the very found,tions of the experimental sci-
ences! If the control group is indeed a control group (that is, no different from-

_

the experimental group except in the dimension under investigation), and differences
are found in the dependent variable, we have all the evidence we can every hope to
obtain that the independent variable was the causerf these differences. Correla-
tional analysis MAY gcve,us more information about the MAGNITUDE of the effect, but
CANNOT be used to infer WEAL relationships.

It is also ilidiated on page 52 that the sliggeOed procedure should yield an
answer to the question: "(3) Aix; did the treatment group gain more than the compar-
ison group?" This question cannot be answered! If si-aistically significant differ-
ences in student outcomes measures are found between the treatment and control
groups, the best answer we can possibly provide to this question is: "Because the
treatment group receivedapar

control group did not." Even this)..can be said with conviction only if we have com-
plete confidence in our experimental control and in the validity of our measurement
instruments. i'ny comments about the underlying mechanisms through which career edu-
cation affects student outcomes would be purely speculative and beyond the scope of
program evaluation; hypothesizing of this sort should be left to theoreticians--not ,

statisticians.

. -

On the other hand, if NO statistically significant differences ere found, we
cannot skr that the program has no effect on the student outcomes we presumably
measured. That is, inferential statistics cannot be used to show that the treatment.
has no effect. We could only infer that one or more of the followin& occurred:

k(1) cur measurement instruments were not sufficiently sensitive to measure the dif-
ferences that existed; (2) our sample was too small, (3) the control group was not
sufficiently pure; OR (4) career education treatments actually have no effect in the
student outcome dimensions studied. YHICH of these cizcumstancas were involved we
would have no way of knowing.

Chapter VI: Measuring Outcome Varie.les and S'ecifying Dat Sources '
and Instruments

A further ation is required of
)

the statement on page 57: 'aptitude test
scores, result of terest inventries, and attendance records may all provide mean -
ingful informati in assessing the impact of career education upon students."

An examination of changes in aptitude due to a student's experiences would con-
flict with the theoretical basis of aptitude tests which purport to measure a rela-
tively stable dimension Of the student's aychological makeup. We know, of course,
that aptitude test.scores are not absolutely stable, partly because they are heavily
contaminated with achievement dimensl.ohs. Thusly we measure.chanaes in aptitude
scores, we are actually measuring combination of the test's low reliability and
changes in achievement. It makes more sense to measure achievement with achievement

f)!
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tests rather than through an-artipact of AptitUde teats.

It is true that interest inventories should provide evidence of the effect of

career education. The question is, what sort of differences should we look for?

Who is to may whether an increase, a decrease, or no change on a given scale is

most desirable?

Although not stated, perhaps it is correlations between aptitude and interest

dimensions we should examine; this approach certainly has intuitive appeal. If a

reliable and valid Aptitude test were availably which tapped the. same dimensions as

.
an equally reliable and valid interest inventory/ the pre- and post-correlations be-

tween interest and aptitude on each dimension could be compared. But, if students

were shown their scores after the first administration of, the tests, this feedback

would in itself serve as a treatment. Any change in correlations in the post-tests

might well be due primarily to this feedback and would obscure the effects of treat-

ments we originally intended to measure. If students are denied this feedback, we

liii5ttate more coufideut, that the pretest reastri-m is a dependent rather than -a4 in

dependent variable; but we are still left with the problem of finding these reliable

and valid tests measuring the same dimensions, as well as teachers who are willing to

donate their students' time to testing which will be of no direct and immediate value

to them.

Absenteeism has long been used as an indirect measure of motivation in industry.

however, in the school it seems to be-a somewhat less appropriate index. A student,

.has considerably less control o'er his attendance at school than an adult over his

attendance at work; absenteeism of school children may well be a better measure of

parental leniency than of student motivation. Whereas absenteeism measures of adults

are contaminated with health factors, this cfml+smination is eYen more serious among

school children who are particularly subject to communicable diseases; if a chicken

pox epidemic struck, the measure would loie any relevance it may ottberyise possess.

Attendance as a measure of student outcomes does, however, have the`trarvantage of

availability. We do not reject the possibility of examining attendance records, but

only wish to clarify that they should be viewed with skepticism. We see no advantage

of this measure over responses to the simple question: "Do you like school?"

BED has attempted to secure reliability and validity information on the s/x

commercial tests which the "Guidelines" mos' hi 1y recommend for measuring student

outcomes due to career education programs. This is what we have learned:

The Assement of Career Develaament (ACD)

Since the ACD relies purely on content validity, no concurrent or predictive

validity,coefficients are reported. Test4etest reliabilities On various-scales

range from .56 to .86 at grade 9 (N=445) and from .44-to .87 at grade 11 (N =340).

Even though students received no, career educatiqn tiiiftents during the nine-week

interval between test administrations, scores consistently iiproved on all scales.

. 15.8
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T41 Career Development Inventory (CDI)

The CDI is still in the process of being stanaerdized. The test is available
free to those who promise to supply the developers with data so that norms may be
established. Apparently no reliability or validity information is available; at
least NED's requests for such have not been honored.

Career Education Questionnaire (CEQ)

The CEQ has beep temporarily withdrawn from the market by the publisher due to
low reliability and questionable validity as indicated in a SepteMber 27 letter from
the publisher to NED.

.Career Maturity Inventory (CMI)

Requests for a specimen set have not received a response at this time. NED
aa raorde ed.

Differential Aptitude Tests (DAT)--ordered

Self Observation Scales (SOS)

Split-half reliabilities range from .75 on the self-acceptance scale to .81
on the self-security scale. No parallel forms reliabilities are reported, although
there are two forms. A correlPtion of .43 (N=2458) was found between composite
scores and teacher-rated reading achievement.

Also of concern to us is the cost of testing, in terms of bOth time and money,
relative to any anticipated educational or eveluational return. The costs shown in
the following table were computed assuming that test booklets could be used twice
where possible. Costs of test manuals and postage ;,re not included, and scoring
costa are included only where they are incorporated in the basic cost of the instru-
ment (i.e., SOS).

Test

Applicable

Grade

Levels Cost per student Administration time

ACD 8-11 .31 125 minutes
CDE 8-12 none 30 minutes
CEQ K- 9 not available 45 minutes
CMI 7-12 .40 150 minutes
DAT 8-12 .62 235 minutes
.506 K- 6 1.17 25 minutes

If a program is to be evaluated at the ninth grade level, the cost of test forms
is $1.33 per student. If two groups of 150 are tested both before and after treat-

.

went, the cost of tests alone totals $798.00. (150 is the sample size suggested in
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Chapter VIII.) One administration of the battery requires 585 minutes, or almost
ten hours of instructional time for each student; if both pre- and post-tests are
used, twenty hours are Consumed with, at best, a minimal return for either teachers
or students. Even if we are able to secure cooperation. in the schOols to implement
such a testing scheme, we are hesitant to invest so much time and money in adminis-
tering bests of unestablished utility.

Chapter VIII' Sampling Plan

Chapter 8 provides well-established guidelines for determining sampling plans- -
assuming infinite resources are available. In practice, however, certain constraints
must be considered.

Even if the entire population is sampled, if each group is to consist of stu-
dents at the same grade level who have received exactly the same treatments, an N
of 150 is highly unlikely; and an N of one is highly probable, particularly in a
departmentalized system. If we consider a classroom a sampling unit (N=1, not the

nil P - I. e c ass we are le tr th exactly one sample per treatment
group, since we should not assume that any two classes receive exactly the same
treatments (especially if qcurriculum infusion" is included as part of the program).
Furthermore, the sample used in career education evaluation must necessarily be lim-
-ited to those students who are available for testing and whose treatments have been
controlled and recorded.

The assumption of random sampling applies not to our selection of treatment
groups for evaluation, as this is a fixed variable, but to the placement of students
into those groups. We hope to demonstrate that although assignment to groups is not

-technically random, it may very well be effectively so.

The purpose of random sampling is to alloy generalizations from those students
sampled to a population of similar students. In CRP's case, the population iS all
students within the project's jurisdiction at a given grade level. The type of
question our'sampling plan must address is: If one third graders receiving a par-,
ticular treatment set display certain outcomes,' can we anticipate the same outcomes
if other, similar third graders within the project are exposed to that set of treat-
ments? We insist that this generalization can be made if our sample is representa-
tive of the population of third griders in the project.

If we choose as our data base a school or schools, in a locality, typical of the
project area in terms of assessed valuation, per pupil expenditures, and other socio-
economic factors,. the students in that school constitute a representative, if not
random, sample of the population of concern. Substituting representative samples,
for random samples.is not uncommon in field research and in fact often yields more
generalizable results; we can PURPOSELY choose a sample whose distribution matches
that of the population on all relevant dimensions (i.e.,, intelligence, socio-economic
status, educational experiences) more successfully and with a smaller sample than if
we attempt to do the same by chance with random sampling. -...

, .

Of major importance to the sampling procedure is that any two groups which are
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to be compared must be similar on all dimensions other than career education treat-
ments, including grade level, socio-economic status, and intelligence. (We feel that
the "Guidelines" underemphasize this point.) Making comparisons only within the same
school (or across very similar schools), and only within the same grade level, satis-
fies this condition, as long as no tracking system is employed in the sample school.
If students are tracked, comparisons should be made mai between two groups in the
same track. However, in most small- and medium-sized schools it would be impossible
to isolate two separate treatment groups within thesame track. Also, if we limit
our study only to advanced, normal, or slow tracks, we sacrifice generelizability

of our findings since our conclusions would apply only to the investigated track.
The obvious solution to this problem is to choose a sample school which does not em-

"ploy tracking either as official policy or on a de facto basis. An examination of
existing student-records should provide sufficient data for determining whether two
classroom units are alike in all control dimensions. If student records do show
significant differences between groups on a relevant dimension, partial correlation
or the analysis,of covariance should be used to control for these otherwise =con-
tro a:b1

In summary, we feel that strict adherence to the "Guidelines" would involve
substituting large samples for good control. We,prefer to define treatment groups

more narrowly (i.e., assume that no two teachers administer the same treatments),

give more-attnetion to control variables (i.e., avoid comparisons across grade lev-
els), and then choose our sample within these constraints.

Chapter IX: Data Analysis Plan

We honestly expected to find no objectionable material in this chapter, since
it was for the most part drawn directly from highly respected sources. We were
wrong.

On page 100: "The parametric techniques, which are more frequently used than the,
non - parametric, are based upon different assumption's, the most important of which is
that the sample or samples must have been randomly drawn from one or more normally
distributed populations." The assumption of random sampling,is inherent to ALL
inferential statistics, whether parametric or nonparametric. What actually guides
the decision of which type of statistic to use is the level of measurement (nominal,

ordinal, interval, or ratio) and the distribution of the population. All parametric
techniques require at leait interval data and a normally distributed population;

nonparametric statistics are used when these or other criteria are not met.

On page 101 the following design is described:

Scores on Pre-test Scores on Post-test -% Difference
Treatment group , A B . B-A

.

Comparison group' D D-C
.

..

, .

The t-test for correlated measures is suggested for this design. This is an appro-
priate test to determine whether (B-A) is significantly different from zero; that is,
subjects act as their own contrl and changes due to treatment are investigated. In
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career education we are concerned ifith_long-term differences in student outcomes.
Since maturation, as well as career education treatments, could be expected to affect
these outcomes, a control group is wisely suggested. But if a control group is em-
ployed, we are asking not whether (B-A),is different from zero, but whether (B-A) is
different from (D-C). In this case, a normal t-test would be appropriate, with difa
ference scores instead of absolute scores appearing in the cells of the experimental
design matrix.

The "Guidelines" further suggest the use of analysis of covariance if the same
design is used, but with more than two groups. This is not altogether inappropriate,
but it is certainly more complicated than necessary. Analysis o covariance would
normally be used to control for a variable such as intelligence; we not really
want to control for pre-test scores in this sense. Again, the appro late design
would involve the analysis of difference scores (or percentage cliff rence, or what-
ever seems appropriate); and we have a simple one factor randomized analysis of
variance design.

Un page 102 an eariler mistake was repeated: ''For relatively large samples,
the Pearson Product-moment correlation would be applicable if there is a fairly
large variation in the treatment variable; for small samples, the Spearman Rank Order
Correlation would be applicable." Whether to use the Pearson Product-moment correla-
:Lion or the Spearman Rank Order correlation depends not on the sample size, but on
the level of measurement. That is, interval data is needed for the Pearson Product;
ordinal data is sufficient for Spearman Rank Order.

Also on page 102: "Either within groups or across groups, correlational
methods may be utilized to determine the 'strength' of the relationship between treat-
ment variables and outcome variables." Correlational analysis cannot be used within ,

a group; each subject within that group would have the same predictor score (treat-
ment mettic). Further, the absolute difference in mean outcome scores by group and
the confidence level obtained provide a more relevant estimate of the effect's
strength.

AJ

r Overview of Steps in Evaluatioh Process

Finally, we would like to suggest a reordering of the steps In the evaluation
process to reduce backtracking to a step presumed completed because of problems foUnd
at a later step.

I. Prepare program overview

The program overview should include a demographic description of the area
served by the project. The project's goals and the activities they promote should be
fully described. All readily available information on the extent to which suggested
treatments have been employed should also be included.

II. Identify data base

A school or schools which meet the following conditions should be selected for
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detailed analysis of student outcomes:

1. The students are a representative sample of those served by the project. All
available information should be examined to determine whether the chosen school

matches the demographic deScription of the project area in all relevant dimen-

sions.

2. If both pre- and post-measures are to be taken, pre-measures must be obtained

immediately prior to the institution of the career education program. If only

post-measures are planned, an appropriate control school must also be identified.

Full cooperation can be anticipated from school administrators and teachers.

They must be willing to maintain accurate records of treatments and to allow

time-consuming testing of students.

III. Identify treatment groups

There must be some teachers, who plan to participate in the program and others

who do'not, or some who plan to'participate fully and others only partially. Rea-

sonable estimates of treatment group,identification can .be done on this basis, but

a reevaluation should to made when treatment records are available. At this stage

student records should be used to establish whether the planned control groups are
sufficiently similar to experimentll grows to calow comparison of student outcomes.

IV. Formulate evaluation questions

This can be done on the basis of project goals which relate to the planned

treatments. Again, the relevance of each question should be reevaluated when tre t-
ment records are available.

V. Specify basic experimental design

Alt"'

Are both pre- :end post- measures to be used? How many groups are involved?
How many students per,group? Some designs require equally-sized groups and this

should be considerecOit this stage.

VI. Identify data sources and select or develop instruments.

This will be primarily based upon the evaluation questions. Available data

sources should be thoroughly examined,to avoid duplication of existing information.

Test instruments should be chosen on the basis of reported reliabilities and valid-
.

ities. If instruments are locally developed, a pilot study should be carried out to

determine their reliability and validity.

VII. Spedify data analysis plan

Statistics appropriate to the experimental design and to the level of measure-

ment of the instruments should be identified. This may also be subject to change.

1 G 3
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If, for example, it is found after the data-have been_collected that the assumption

of normalityis- violated, a nonparametric statistic. will be substituted for a parE-,
metric one.

NIT'. Administer pre-tests

IX. Fully record treatments

This vill probably be the responsibility df teachers and school administrators.

X. Administer post-tests

XI. Analyze data

XII. Report findings

The Appropriateness of titc eirt OuCC:ui ie Neesur'emerblUthe-ErvaltiFtion-of

Career Education

A career education program, as city system, can be viewed as having input, pro-
cess, and output components. The Careers Resource Project defines their system
components as follows:,

INPUTS

CRP provides inservice

training to teachers

and guidance counse-

lors and makes avail-

able career education

materials.

-)

PROCESSES

Teachers and guidance

counselors administer

career education

treatments to stu-

dents. /

OUTPUTS

Students are affected

by career education

exposure.

CRP's major control is at the inputs stage, limited only by the voluntary, na-
ture of the program. Treatments to students are administered by teachers, and.CRP

controls treatments only to the extent that teachers are influenced by CRPtraining.

The "Guidelines" prescribe an evaluation of the relationship between processes
and outputs, as we have defined them. We take no objection to the proposition that

student outcomes Eire the most; and perhaps even the ONLY ultimate criteria for suc-
cess of a career education program. If only the inputs and processes of a,system

are evaluated, the assumption must be made that paticularoutcomes follow directly;
thii assumption may or !pay not be valid. However, if the major thrust of systel

evaluation is directed towards the assessment of outcomes, the assumption must be

made that the measuremez1it of outcomes is both relevant and reliable. Thuslif inputs. .

and processes can be more objectively observed than outcomes, it rust be decided

which assumption is more tenable: that the assumed relationships between inputs and

outcomes exist, or that the measurement of outputs is sufficiently sensitive to pro-

vide a meaningful indication of the system's effectiveness.
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4.4
This problem of what to measure is magnified in systems such as career edu

tion programs, in which the expected outcomes are of a long -term nature. A highl
meaningful criterion of the effectiveness of CRP would be an index of job satisfac-
tion of students five, ten, or even twenty-five years. after graduation from high
school. Of course, such data will not be available for many years.

We understand HEW's need for more immediate feedback of the program's effec-
tiveness. However, caution must be-taken, against the pitfall of overemphasizing
'short-term, artYficial outcome measures' simply because the "ultimate criterion" is
not available.

We at New Educational Directions feel that at this early stage in the evolu-
tionof.Careers Resource Project, concentrating our.major evaluative efforts in the
.examination of student outcomes is inappropriate. Since CRP's direct effect is' on
teacher outcomes, rather than student outcomes, we should first examine closely the
extent to which teachers are lecrning what CRP believes, they are teachingf Such an
eyalvattorriaeu14--proviA35-CRF-Irith- extremely IT-al:liable and immediately- useful infor-
mation. If CRP's effect on teachers is nitligible, we suspect immediately that de-
sired student outcomes will not be realized through this program and a reevaluation
'of CRP's approach is in order. If, on the other hand, we find that teachers are
responding well to CRP's efforts, we have reason to be optimistic about the affects
these teacherS will have on their students. This optimism would be confirmei only
through measurement of student outcomes at'a later date, when the full.impact of the

career education-program is manifested in student attitudes and behavior.

PROGRAM OVERVIEW
I

New Educational Directions is presently designing it study ot the effectiveness
of the Careers ResOurce Project in southern Indiana. The plan will reflect the
theoretical and practical limitations of lull compliance with the "Guidelines" as
previously discussed in this memorandum. Every effort will be-made, howeverto
-comply with the splfit of the "Guidelines" and to provide meaningful information'
about CRP's effects on students' attitudes and behavior. Student outcomes will be
evaluated in one school corporation.

SELECTION OF'DATA BASE
r

c9

The Paoli Community School Corporation,.located in OrangeCounty, Indiana, has
been chosen as the data base for the evaluation of student outcomes for the Careers
Resource -Project. Of the forty -two .school districts within CRP's proj,%ct area, onp
seven are not presentlyo.participating in CRP's career education activities. Of
these seven, Paoli is the only district in which participation is anticipated,in the
near future. Since it is desirable to obtain pre-treatment measures, Paoli is the
only district available in which a meaningful study of student outcomes can be car--
ried out at this time.' Fortunately, Paoli appears to.satisfy our other conditions

-

for selection of a data base. :

1 5
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Like most of the diAticts served by CRP, Paoli is a rural farm community of

below average per capita income. Paoli has been classified as economically deprived

and qualifies for Title I assistance. The economy is primarily based on agriculture

and small industry, and most available jobs at levels classified as semi-Skiiled-

occupations.
s

Also essential to--aL sample selection is the degree of cooperation we can an-

ticipate from the administrative and teaching staff. Based upon the enthusiasm for

CRP's activities demonstrated in Paoli, we believe that every effort will be made to

provide us with the treatment records and testing time needed for the study.

Inservice training has already been initiated in Paoli, but no student activi-

ties related to career education are scheduled before February, 1975. This leaves

us sufficient time to prepare a test battery to 'Ce administered before studefet treat-

ments begin.

The Paoli school system consists of one elementary school (K-4), one middle

school (5-6), and one secondary school (7-12). In the elementary school, classrooLs

are self-cOntained, but the middle and secondary schools are departmentalized.`

IDENTIFY TREAT NT GROUPS

Student outcomes will be examined at the third and sixth grade levels.

Only one of the two-third grade teachers is participating in CRP activities.

Thus, ,her class will serve as an experimental group and.the other as a control group.

Tracking is not school policy,,but whether the control and experimental groups are

actually sfmilar will be determined through an examination of existing school records.

Each classroom unit contains thirty students.

At the sixth grade level, one math teacher and one spelling and reading teacher
are participating. Since scheduling is.not blocked, wrexpect to isolate at least
three treatment groups: those students who have neithei'participating teacherthose

who have ahly one of them, and-those who are taught by both participating tea s.

It may be necessary to separate the group of students who are taught by only one par-

ticipating teacher into two groups. The number of students in each group is\hdot

known at this time.

Since no control group is available in the ninth grade, this level cannot be

included in .tie study, However, there are two participating eleventh, grade English

teachers. We are considering obtaining pre.-traatment measures on eleventh grade

studantsto provide the basis for a follow -up study next year, when placement in em--

ployment and post-secondary schools also can be examined.

It is not known at this time precisely what treatments will Be administered.

Planhed activities inclilde field trips, guest speakeri, and curriculum infUsion. In

addition, the eleventh graders will be given opportunities for job' observation.
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FORMULATEMALINLUSW.WASTIONS

The evaluation question areas we consider appropriate at the third and sixth -grade levels are

1. ,Self-awareness
2. Basic academic skills
3. Awareness of work values
4. Awareness of and knowledge about work
5. Good work habits

SPECIFY BASIC EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

4)

Pre- and post-measures will be obtained, and the changes in students' scoresafter treatment will be analyzed. At the third grade level there will be one controland-one experimental group; in the sixth grade there will be one control and at leasttwo experimental groups. This design lends itself to a large variety of statisticaltechniques which will answer the question: Did the group who received career educa-
tion treatments improve more than the control group in a given student outcome area?Experimental statistics are preferred; correlational techniques will be employed onlyif analysis of covariance is found necessary to control for differences betweengroups in control dimensions.

IDENTIFY DATA SOURCES AND SELECT OR DEVELOP INSTRUMENTS

Attendance records will be examined for trends, but any results obtained fromthis source will be interpreted with caution.

Of the six commercial tests suggested in the "Guidelines," only the Self Obser-
vation Scale is both available and recommended fox the lower grade levels. We mayUtilize the SOS, but locally developed instruments will be necessary for the assess-ment of the evaluation questions.

SPECIFY DATA ANALYSIS PLAN

If the assumptions of parametric statistics are met; the t-test will be usedin the third grade anda, one-factor r@ndomized analysis of variance in the sixth
grade. Otherwise, an appropriate'nonparametric

test will be chosen.

ADMINISTER PRE-TESTS
L

Pie-tests will be administer#4 sometime in Januaiy, 1975.

RECORD TREATMENTS ti

This will be the responsibility of individual teachers, and forms will be devel-oped cooperatively CRP, and teacher representatives.

1 G7
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ADMINISTER POST-TESTS

Post-tests will be administered in May, 1975, as near the end of the school
year as possible.

ANALYZE DATA

REPORT FINDINGS

The data will be analyzed and the findings reported in June, 1975.

/

a
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Prepared by: NEW EDUCATIONAL DIRECTIONS
Box 3u7
Crawfordsville, IN 47933

CAIIEERS RES2LCE ,'RCJECT
k.741,iDE 3 STLDENT CGLESTICNNAIRE-A

Name boy Girl

Directions: Your teacher will read each
of the following oue,lions aloud :hi le you.
read them to yourself. For each Question,
please draw a"circle around the anser you
think is the best answer.

SAmPLE: there does a broadcaster work
a. a supermarket

(b. a radio studio
c. a garage,

Abroadcaster works in a radio station, so
(b)_is ci.roled. This is NOT a test, but
please try to do as well as you can.

2.

'vrtho does NOT wear a uniform?

a. a policeman,
Ap. a:stewardess
c.'a secytary

.cl

Can 'a girl become a doctor?_.,)
a. Yes
b.. No
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3.

4.

,ho bos to go to college?
a. an astronaut
b. a race car driver
c. an auto mechanic

,ho helps bu ild houses?
a. a manicurist
b. a'plasterer
c, an auctioneer

8.

9.

,ho spenc's 1,.ORE time talkinq to people? I

a. an auto mechanic
b. a car salesman
.c. a gas station attendant

is ,,,OCT Likely to work in a factory?
a. -a plumber

b. an electrician
c. a welder

Can a boy bec'ome a nurse?
a. yes
b. no

,1ho spends the N.OST time alone?
a. a bus driver
-b. a truck 'driver
c, a social worker

.,ho works in an.office?
a, a file clerk
b. a 'sales-clerk

c. a hotel clerk
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10.

II.

12.

13

14.

-15.

Do all engineers drive trains?
a, yes
b. no

;,ho has to qo to school the longest?
a. an architect
b. a doctor
C. a- nurse

..ho works at night ,v,OST often?
a. a physical ther6pist
b. a dental assistant
c. a nurs-e

iho spends the ,4, OJT time outdoors?
a. a roofer
b. a plUmber
c. a'g.Unsmith

dho is away from his family. the most?
a, a house painter
b.. a factory workr
c. a sailor

.iho has to have a pleasant voice?
a, a broadcaster --

b. a newspaper eporter
c. a plgtoqpcoher .

VOrio works "in -a hotel?

a..a coach
b. a bell hop
c. a surveyor
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lb.

20.

21.

1-1() has the most dangerous job?
a..a farmer -

an accountant
a coal miner 2

.iho helps sick people the most?
a. an x-ray technician
b. a taxi driver
G. a drugstore clerk

Viho hos to know how to cook?
a. a butcher
b. a housewife
c. a grocer

If you like t. raw what would be a
good job for you?
a. a photographer
b. a fashion designer
c. a librarian

,11() has to know the most about an
6: a veterinarian
b. an astronomer
c. a botonist

dho does NOT work at a court use?
a.- a judge

b.'a postal clerk
c. a lawyer

O
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24.

25.

26.

27.

';ho he you look nice?
a. a model

b. a dry cleaner
c. a cleon-Nq lady

Who does NOT work, with children?
a. a teacher
b. a librarian
c. a circus performer

I

2 b .

V.Iho does NOT have to know about afr-

planes?
a. 'a pilot

b. a stewardess,
c. a surveyor

:110-does.NOT use maps
a. a truck driver
b. a navigator
c. a computer programmer

in his work?

Aho works in a laboratory?
-a. a lawyer

b. a chemist
c. a counselor

.,ho needs 'a tractor?

a. a farm. hand

b. a gardener
c. d rancher
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29. 11-lo does NOT have to know olout

insects?
a. a forest ranger
b. a refuse collector
c. an exterminator

ti

1.

/
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Name:

Prepared by: NEW EDUCATIONAL DIRECTIONS'
Box 307
Crawfordsville; IN 47933

CAREERS RESOURCE PROJECT

GRADE 6 STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE -A

Sex: (M or F)

Directions: Please read each of the following questions carefully and write the
letter of the answer you think is the best answer on the line before the question.

SAMPLE: eis. Which is the largest automobile manufacturer in the United
States?
a. Ford Motor Company
b. American Motors
c. General Motors
d. Chrysler Corporation

General Motors is.the largest automobile manufacturer so a C has been written
on the line before the question. This is NOT a,test but please do as well as you can.

1. Which of these is the LEAST help to sick people?
a. pharmacist
b. ecol ist
c. orderl
d. dietician

2. Which,of these has LEAST to do with building houses?
a. land surveyor
b. brick mason
c. computer programmer.
d. architect

3. Do all engineers work for a railrOad?
a. yes

b. no

4. Who usually has to go to school the LONGEST?
. a. legal secretary
b. public defender
c. school teacher
d. Navy officer

5. Who would probably NOT hire a nurse?

a. a Navy recruiter
b. a pediatrician
c. a beautician
d. a school board

6. Who will probably make the MOST money?
a. accountant
b. lawyer
c. clergyman

'd. policeman 175
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7. Who 17ravels she LEAST?

a. commercial pilot
b. airline stewardess

c. air traffic controller
d. airline navigator

8. Who is the boss?
a. machinist
b. foreman
c. custodian
d. boilermaker

Ata

9. What jobs SHOULD women do?
a. teacher, nurse, or stewardess
b. trucker, mechanic, or carpenter
c. doctor, lawyer, or scientist
d. all of the above

).0. Who is a salesman?
-a. bank teller
b. insurance agent
c. social worker
d. none of the above

11. Who works in an office?
a. receptionist
b. deliveryman
c. meter reader
d. salesman

12. Which MUST be good-looking?
a. dramatic actor
b. comedy actress
c. fashion model
d. popular singer

13. Which MUST go to college?
a. fireman
b. veterinarian
c. salesman
d. disc jockey

14. Which job COULDi high school student do after school?
a. theater usher
b. sales clerk
c. paper boy
d. all of the above

15. Which MUST be artistic?.
a. auto mechanic
b. farmer
c. interior decorator
d. file clerk

16. An athlete must be well-disciplined.

a. true
false
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127-: Actreszes usually -make-a--.t-et-o-f-raoney.

a. true
b. false

18. Who spends a lot of time alone?

a. social worker
b. office manager
c. truck driver
d. nurse's aide

19. Who gets to sit down the most?

a. registered nurse

b. airline' Stewardess

c. cafe waitress*

d. keypunch operator

20. Who would be LEAST likely to live in a Small town?

a. used'car salesman
b. electrician
c. airline pilot

d. newspaper reporter

21. If you like to draw more than anything else which would be the WORST job

for you?

a. draftsman
b., interior decorator

c. optometrist
d. architect

22. If you like to take things apart to see how they work,. which job SHOULD

--you-consider? 0

a. fireman
b.- auto mechanic
c. night watchman
d. preacher

23. Who RARELY works at night? 0

4

a. policeman
b. comedian
c. nurse.
d. electrician

24. Who's job is the -LEAST dangerous?

a. policeman
b. 'construction worker

c. gas station attendant

d. coal miner .

25. Who does.NOT use

a. surgeon
b. butcher
c. tailor
d. nurse

4k.

scissors in his work?
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Prepared by: NEW EDUCATIONAL DitinnIoNS
Boy 307
Crawfordsville, IN 47933

a\REERS.RESOURCE PROJECT
bRADE. 3 STUDENT LUESIIINNAIRE-B0

Nape

I

Boy Girl

Directions: Your teacher will read each
of the follawing ouestionf aloud :vhi le
you read them to yourself. For .each

question, please draw'a circle around the
answer that is BEST FOR YOU.

SAMPLE:' Do you like to receive expen-
sive gifts?

NO

If you like.to,receive expensive.gifts,
you would circle YES. This is NOT a test,

but. please try "to be as hone'st as you .can.

SECTION A

Ar,e there-gs-ame-things you do- better

than most of ,your friends?
YES NO

Do your.dassmates usually pay atten-

tion to what you say?
YES NO
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row

ao g-r-o w-n-udas' of,-en I i k-e -Lei t -a-i -k t o --y-o-u-?------

YES' , NO,-

Do you forget Most of 'what you learn?
YES' NO

Do most of your clasmates like you?
YES NO

Do' you Usually get upset if you cannot.
answer a_auestion7
YES NO

Do you feel bad\when people laugh at
your mistakes?
YES NO

Do you sozetimes help other people
^learn things?
YES, NO

Do y'au generally like the way you look?
YES. \10

Do.your pal''ents'usually trust you?
YES. NO

..

hould -you-rather be someone else?
YES- NO

Do you ofteh wish you didn't hove to
crow u-p ?

YES NO

17)
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r .

14.

..

Ar'e you happy most o.f the ti me?,
YES NO

Do.6.asf dhildren have More friends
than' you?

YES NQ'

SECTION B

14. Wotild you like to know more about
other countries?
YES NO

3.

4..

6.

ti?

Does:a housewife need..to know holit to
murtiply?
YES : NO

"Dog you most of the t11-inigs you

learn in.choo[-are stupid?
YES NO

'D6 you want .your handwr iting .to be

neat?-

YES . NO
3

UO'you like. to answer auestions in
_cla'ss?

YES NO

Do you raise your hand in class very
often?

YES NO (
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7.

H.

I ?.

13.

14.

When you rake your hand in clan::
it u,6ually .to answer a auestion?

YES NO

11.

Do you wish you didn't have to co' to

school?
YES NO

;iould you like to know ,Nhot,makes

thunder and.lkhtning?
YES NO

If you don.'t unoegrstan-d something

your teacher say's; do you usual4 ask
her to explain it?
YES NO

Does school make you feel dumb?

YES NO

D,o you often read at home when you

dbn't have to? .

YES NO

Do you hate to do your emefflork?

YES

Is it important for you to learn toy

talk _correctly:.?

YES ,,40 .
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1. Go you'usually like''schoal?
YES NO

16: Vlhen you raise your hand in class

is 'it usually to ask a Question'?

YES NO
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Prepared by: NEW EDUCATIONAL DIRECTIONS

Box 307

Crawfordsville, IN 47933

CAREERSRtOURCE PROJECT
GRADE b STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE-BC

Name Boy Girl

Directions: Your teacher will read each of the-following questions aloud while you

read them to yourself. For each question please draw a circle around the answer

that is BEST FOR YOU.

SAMPLE: Do you like to receive expensive gifts? (ii) NO

If you like to receive expensive gifts, you would circle YES. This is NOT a test,

bUt please try to be as honest'as you can.

SECTION A

1. Are there some things you do better than most of your friends? YES NO

2. Do your classmates usually pay attention to what you say? YES NO

3. Do grownups often like to talk to you? YES NO

4. Do you forget most of what you learn? 0.6. . YES NO

5. Do most of your classmates like YES NO

'6. Do you usually get upset if you c answer a question? YES NO

7ADo You reel bad when people laugh at yo .mistakes? YES NO

8. Do you sometimes help other people learn things?

9. Do you generally like the way you look?

10. Do your parents usually trust you?

11. Would you nether be someone else?

12. Do yoUoften wish you didn't have to grow up'

'13. Are you happy mostof the time?

14. Do most children have'more friends than you?

YES NO

YES NO

YES

YES .NO

YES NO

YES NO

YES NO



1.

SECTION B
4,

YES NO

YES NO

d you like to know more about other countries?

2. '.es a housewife need to know how to multiply?

Do you think most of the things you learn in .schOol are stupid? YES NO

Do you want your handwri .ing to be neat? YES NO

. Do you like to answer questions in class?

6. 'Do you raise your hand in class very often?

YES NO

YES NO

7. When you raise yoir hand in class is it usually to answer a ques-
tion?

YES NO

YES NO
8. Do you wish you didn't have to go to school?

9. Would you like to know what makei')thunder and lightning YES NO

10. If you don'± understand something your teacher says, do you
usually ask her to exp ain it?

YES NO

11. Does school make you feel dumb?
YES NO

.

YES NO
12. Do you often read at home when you don't have to?

13. ,Do you hate to do your homework? YES NO

14. Is inti-atant for you to learn to talk correctly? YES NO

15. Do you usuplly like school?
YES NO

16. When you raise your hand in class is it usually to aak'a ques-
tion?

YES NO
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Prepared by: NEW EDUCATIONAL DIRECTIONS
Box 307
Ciawfordsville, IN 47933

CAREERS RESOURCE PROJECT
GRADE 3 STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE

SECTION A

Name Boy Gir4-..

Directions:' Your teacher will read each
of th.e following questions aloud while
you .read them to yourself. for each
questftn, please draw a cfrcle around
the answer you:thjnk is th.e best an.swer.'

SAMPLE: Where does a broadcaster work?
a. a supermarket

a radio station
a .garage

A broadcaster works in a radio .tation,

so (b) is circled.,,Thi is N'OT a test,

but please try to do as well as you can.

c does NOT usually wear a uniform?

'a waitress
4 stewardess
a secretary



,

IP

V..4.____

[

2

3.

4.

5:

'1

Who works in an office?
.o. a file clerk:
b.- a dispatcher clerk
c. a hotel clerk

es

Do all-engineers drive trains?
a. 'yes

b. no

WhO works at n'i'ght MOST often?
a. a physical the-rapist
b. a dental assistant'.

c. a practical nurse

Who does NOT have to know abou
insects?
a, a forest ranger
b. a refuse collector
c. an exterminator

6. Who helps you look-nice?
a- a model,

b. a dry-cleaner
c..a cleaning lady

-7

/

Who works with adkIs?
a, a teacher

,b. a librarian
c. both a and b

186
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S.

10,

1,

12,

13.

Who needs-a_tractor?
a, a farmer

a,gardenen
c. a rancher

Can a'boy become a nurse?
3, yes
b. no

Who spends the MOST timelolone?
a.. a be captain (N

b, a truck driver

c. a social worker

Who has to have a pleasant voice? .

news broadcaster
b. a. newspaper reporter

c. a news analyst
-

Who is MOST likely to work in an
office?
a, a lathe operator
b, a collator operator

G. a die press_ operator

'Does'.-ael.actress usualJy make d lot

of money?'
'yes .

no

187



14.

15.

16.

Who works ina hotel?
a.. a bell hop
b. 'a surveyor
c, both a and b

'Who spends the MOST time outdoors?
a. q horticulturiist

b. a botanist
c. a nurseryman

r

Who has to go to school the longest?
.a. an architect
b. a doctor
c. c senator

17. Can a girl become a doctor?
a.'yes
b. no

IS. If you Like to draw what would be d
good job for you?
a: a phot6grapher
b. a fashion designer
c, a layout man

Does arrair pollution techniclun I o

at 'smokestacks in his work?
a. yes
b. no



20.

21.

22.

2

24.

25.

Who is M08T likely to work in a

.factory?

a. a custodian
b. an electrician

c. a welder*

Who helps sick people the MOST?

a, an x-ray technician

b. a candy-striper
c. a, drugstore clerk

Does an assemblyline worker work in

a factory?
a'. yes .

'b. no

Who helv build houses?

a, a manicurist

b. a plasterer

c, an auctioneer

Who has to know the' MOST about animals/

a, a game

b. an%e-xterminator

c. a zoologist

Does a b- ookkeeper need

a, yes
b. no

189
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26.

28.

29.

Who has to know how to cook?
a. a chef
,b. a housewife
c. ,both a and b

Does a doctor do his work with a

te+escope?
a: yes
b. na-

Who spends MORE .time talking to
people?
a. a baker
b. .a car salesman

c..a gas station ditendamt

Who has to.go.to:pollege?
a. an astronaut,
b. a.race car driver
c. 'an auto mechanic

30. Who is MOST rikely:ito vorkin a

factory?
a. a sorting machine-operator.
b. a milling machine 6perator
c. a bursting machine operator

3 Does a truck driver need to keep'
records?
a. yes
b. ,no 1 (1-



Name

4

Prepared by: NEW EDUCATIONAL DIRECTIONS
Box 307
Crawfordsville, IN 47933

CAREERS RESOURCE PROJECT..-'
GRADE 3*STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE

. SECTION B

Boy Girl

Directions: Your teacher will read
e ach:..-of the followihg questior4 aloud
w hile yOu read them to yourself. For

-each question, please draw a circle'
around the ansvier th.at is BEST FOR YOU.

4

SAMPLE : Do, you like to receive.
eXpensive gifts? , QS NO

If you I ke ,to receive expensive gifts,
you would'c-ir'cle YES:- Thi:s isNOT a

test, but Rlease try to be as,Honest,as
you can. -If you have any questions,
please raise your hand 'the teacher
w ill herp yb-u.

2'

Do you for-Oet,most'of what
you learn? YES NO

Doyou'feel left out at
school? YES NO

191



4

6.

7.

8.

9.

id'.

,12

Do you mind being Kome
al One? YES \O_
Do your classmatesusually
,pay .attention to what you
say?

.- YES , NO'

Wopld you rather' look like
someone else? YES NO

Do you use What you learn at
school when you are at homes? YES NO

Are you .happy most of the
time? YES NO

Is recess the best part
of school? YES NO

Do you think most.pof the
things you learn in schoo

are reolly'unirOortant? YES NO

Do you usually get upset if
you" cannot answer ,a

question? , YES ,NO

Do you'sometiets help other
people learn things? YES' N0

Do. peaRle hive trouble
understan'di'aq you? YES NO



14.

15.

16.

would you rather be
someone else? YES .NO

If you don't understand
something your teac-her sa
do you usuaLly ask her to
explain it?

E.

YES NO:

Do you often wish you
didn't have to grow

e__
P? YES NO

Do you get upset if you are

chosen to be a group
leader? YES NO

17. Do you rike to be alGne

18:

sometimes? YES NO.

Do you feel bad when people
law* at your mistak:es?' YES NO

19.I Are there some-thingsyou'do
better than Tot of your
riends? ' YES NO

!

22.

Do .you like to miss. school-? YES NO

Do you wish you had .art

_less 'often'? YES NO

'hold you like to krlow.whdt
makis thunder .and lightnihg? YES- NO

z.



23.

2 4.

25.

Do grownups often to
with you? YES NO

Mier' you raise your hand in
class is it usually, to

ANSOER a a6ection? YES

Do your parents usually
trust you? YES NO

26. Do you generally like the
way you look?

28,

29.

30.

31.

32.

33.

YES NO

Is 'it important for you to
learn English? YES i\i0

Do you wish you didn't have
to go to school? 2- YES' NC

Do you often read at home
when you don't have to? YES NO

Do most chiLdren have more
friends than you? YES NO

Does a secretary reed to
_know good ,grammor? , YES NO

Do you like to, be a group
leader? YES NO

Would you like to change
your' name.? ,YES NO

94



'34. Do-you-usually feel
unhappy at school? YES NC

35. Does a housewife need to
know how to multiply? YES NO

36. Do you express your. anger? YES NC

:37.

38.

hhen you raise.yaur hand in
class is it usually to ASK
a question? YES

,

Do you like to do.thinqs
that are hard for y.ou? YES , NO

39. Do most of your classmates
"you? YES NCIike

40:

41.

42.

43.

Is studying history a waste
of time? YES NC

Does it bother you to answer-,

questions in class? 'YES NC

Do you hate to do your
homework? YES NO

Will you have to use math
when you are out of school? YES, NO

44.IDo youever cry? YES 4\10



45.

46.

47.

4b.

.__

Do you believe that if at
first you don't succeed, you

should try something else? YES NC

Do you often daydream in
claqQ? YES NO

J2v420 you like to know more
a out how other people.1ive? YES NO

g

Do you think 'most people
'respect you?

, YES \O

49.' Do you have to know how to
.reatl i'n order to get a
driver's liOense in Indiana? YES NO

50. Is neat handwriting important .

to you? YES NO

51.1 Do you like to play hooky? YES NC

52. Do you raise your hand in
class very often? YES NO

53. es school make you feel

54.

55.

56.

inferior? YES NO

Do your parents like another
child better than you? YES NO

Do you usually like school? YES :I0

Do -grownups often listen
to your ideas? YES NO
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Prepared by: NEW EDUCATIONAL DIRECTIONS
Box 307 .

Crawfordsville, IN 47933

CAREERS RESOURCE PROJECT

GRADE 6 STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE

'SECTION B

Directions: Please read each of the following questions carefully On the
separate answer sheet.;,,please draw a circle arbund the letter of
the answer you think is the best answer.

SAMPLE: $. Which is the largest automobile amnufacturer in
the United States?
A. Ford Motor Company
B. American Motors
C. General Motors
D. Chrysler Corporation

General Motors is the largest automobile manufacturer sä C has
been circled on the separate answer sheet. This is NOT a test,
but please do as well, as you, can.

f When you have finished this section, close the questionnaire
r booklet and wait until the teacher gives you further instructions.

Do NOT work on any other section.

1. Which of the following has to
know. the MOST about maps?
A. sailor
B. truck driver
C. topographei
D. pilot
E. 'photointerpreter

2. Which of these is the LEAST
help to sick people?
A. pharmacist
s;$. ecologist
C. orderly
D. dietician
E. psychiatrist

3. What Jobs SHOULD women folp?
A. 'teacher, nurse, or stewardess'
B. trucker, Jmechanic, or

carpenter
C. doctor, lawyer, or scientist
D. any of the above

4. Who is MOST likely to work in
a factory?
A. sorting =chine operator
B. mi)ling machine operator
C. bursting machine operator
D. keypunch operator
E. Aq II, and C

5. Does a bookkeeper need to be
organized?
A. yes
B. no

6. Who is usually college-trained?
A. fireman
B. computer. programmer

C. salesman
D. disc jockey
E. computer operator-

7. Who would probably NOT hire
a nurse?
A. Navy recruiter
B. pediatrician
C. large factory
D. school board
E. psychologist

8,e. Who travels the TN:ASTI
A. commercial pilot
B. airline stewardess
C. air traffic controller
D. airline navigator
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9. Who is a salesman?
A. booking agent
B. insurance agent
C. travel agent .

D. none of the above
E A, B, and C

10. Do actresses usually make a lot
of money?
A. -yes
B. no

11. Which of these has LEAST to do
with constructing houses?
A. glazier
B. mason
C. interior decorator
D. electrician
E. A and C

12. What jobs SHOULD men do?
A. life guard, usher, teacher
B. interior decorator, fashion

'designer, hair stylist
C. mechanic, engineer, pilot
D. and C
E. any of the above

13. Which job usually pays the MOST?
A. vice-president ofa large

corporation
B. Vice-president of the United

States
C. vice- president of a state

university
D. Supreme Court Justice

14. Who RARELY works at night?
A. policeman
B. comedian
C. telephone operator
D. electrician
E. all of the above

15. Does a surveyor plan where
roads and highways will be
built?

y
B. ne43

16. Who would take the MOST math
courses?
A. mechanical engineer
B. computer programmer
C. accountant
D. statistician
E. industrial engineer 198

17. Who usually has to go to school
the LONGEST?
A. legal secretary
B. public defender.
C. school teadhex4
D. Navy officer

18. What do foresters study?
A. computer simulation
B. zoology
B. botany
D. B and C
E. A, B, and C

19. -Whose job is probably the LEAST
dangerous?
A. policeman
B. bonstruction worker
C. security guard
D. coal miner

20. Does an air pollution technician
look at smokestacks in his work?
A. yes
B. no

21. If you'like to draw more than
anything else, which would be
the WORST job for you?
A. draftsman
B. interior decorator
C. optometrist
D. architect
E. set designer

22. Who does NOT use scissors in
his work?
A. layout artist
B. butcher '
C. tailor
D. nurse
E. all of them use scissors

23. Which job COULD a high school
student do while going to school?
A. theater usher
B. sales clerk
C. paper deliverer
D. library assistant
E. all of the above

24. Does an irrigator harvest crops?
A. yes
B. no



.

25. Who spends a lot a time alone?
A. truck driver
B. taxi driver
C. bus driver
D. _airline pilot
t. chauffeur

26. Who would be LEAST likely to
live in a small town?
A. used car salesman
B. electrician
C. airline pilot
D. newspaper reporter

27. Does a truck driver need to
keep records?
A. yes
B. no ,

28. Who HAS to be able to communicate
well?

A. sales clerk
B. judge
C. teacher
D. clergyman
E. all of the above

29. Who is, LEAST likely to study a
'foreign lanGuage?
A. stewardess
'B. doctor
C. lawyer
D. C. I. A. agent
E. ambassador

STOP!!! Please close the questionnaire booklet and wait for further instructions.
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`SECTION C

Directions: On the separate answer sheet, please draw a circle around the
answer that is BEST FOR YOU. If you have any questions, please
raise your hand and the teacher will help you.

SAMPLE: S. Do you like to receive expensive gifts? Yes No

If yo!' like to receive expensive gifts, you would circle Yes on
the answer sheet as has been done. This is NOT a test, but
please try to be as honest as you can.

When you have finished this secLich-L, please close the questionnaire
booklet and wait until the teacher gives yc'i further instructions.
Do NOT work on any previous section.

I

1. Do you forget most of what you learn? Yes No

2. Do you feel left out at school? Yes, No

3. Do you mind being home alone? Yes No

4. Do your classmates usually pay attention to what you say? Yes No

5. Would you rather look like someone else? Yes No

6. Do you use what you learn at school when you are at home? Yes No

7. Are'you happy most of the time? Yes No

8. Is recess the best part of school? Yes No

9. Do you think most of the things you learn in school are,
really unimportant? Yes No

10. Do you usually get upset if you cannot answer a question? Yes No

11. Do you sometimes help other people learn things? Yes No

12. Do people have trouble understanding you? Yes .No

13. Would you rather be someone else? Yes No

14. If you don't understand something your teacher says, do you
usually ask her to explain it? Yes NU

15. Do you often wish you didn't have to grow up? Yes No

16. .Do you get upset if you are not chosen to be a group leader? Yes No

it. Do you like to be alone sometimes? Yes No

.Do you feel bad when people laugh at your mistakes? Yes. No

19. Are there some things you do better than most of your friends? Yes No
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20. Do you like :to miss school? N Yes No

21. Do you wishyou had art less often? Yes No

22. Would you like to know what makes thunder and lightning? Yes No

23. Do grownups often talk with you? Yes No

24. When you raise your hand in class is it usually' to ANSWER
a question? Yes' No

25. Do your parents usually trust you? Yes No

26. Do you tgenera.11y like the way you look? Yes No

27. Is it important for you to learn English? Yes No

28. Do you wish you didn't have to go to school? Yes No

29. Do you open read at home when you don't have to? Yes No

"30. to most children have more friends than you?' YeS No

31., Does a secretary need to know good grammar? Yes No

32. Do you like to be a group leader?

.33. Would you like to change your name?

_PP you_ usually feel, unhappy at school?

35. hoes" a housewife need to know how toaultiply?'

36. o you express your anger?

37. When you raise your hand in class is it usually to ASK
a question?

38: Do you like to do things that are hard for you?

39. Do most of your,classuates like you?

Yes' No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

"40. Is studying history a waste of time? Yes No

41. Does it bother you to answer questions in class? Yes No

42: Do you hate to dd your homework? Yes No

43. Will you have to use math when you are out of school? Yes No

44. Do you ever cry? Yes No

45. Do you believe that if at first you don't succeed, you
Shouldtry something else?

=46.- Do you often daydream in class? Yes 1\ No

Yes

20-1 -
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47. Would you like to know more about how other people live?

48. Do you think most people respect you?

49. Do you have to know how read in order to get a driver's , o'

license in Indiana?

50. Is neathandwritin II St,rtant to you?

51. 'Do you like to play hooky?

52. Do you raise your hand in class very often?

53. Does school make you feel inferior?

54. Do your parents like another child better than you?

55.. Do you usually like school?

56. Do grownups often listen to your ideas?

Yes No

Yes , No

Yea No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

g-----

STOP !! ! Please close the questionnaire booklet and wait for further instructions.

a.
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Name

Section A

1. MANUFACTURING

2. TRANSPORTATION
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Section B

S. A B C, D

1. A B C D E 11,,A B C D E 21'. A B C D E

2. A B C D E 12. A .B C D E 22. B C D E

3. A B C Di 13. A B C D t 23. A B C D E

4. A B C D E 14. A
%:,,

B C D E 24. A B

5. A B '15. A B 25. A B. C D E

6. A B C D E 16. A B C D E 26. A B C D

7. A L'C D E 17. AB C D 27. A B

8. A B p b 18. A B C D E 28. A B C D

9. A B C D E 19. A B C D 29. A B C D E

10. A B 20. A B

Section*C

S. ,Yes ' No

1. Yes No 15. Yes No 29. Yes No Ys NO

2. Yes No 16. Yes No 30. Yes No 44. Yes No

3. Yes No 17. Yes No 31. Yes No Yes No

14. Yes No 18. Yes No 32. Yes. No 46. Yes No

5. Yes No 19. Yes No 33. Yes No 47. Yes No

6. Yes No 20. Yes No 34. Yes No 148. Yes No

7. Yes No 21. Yes No 35. Yes No 49. Yes No

8. Yes ,No 22. \Yes No' .. 36.. Yes No 50. Yes No

9. Yes No 23. Yes No 37. Yes No 51. Yes No

10. Yes No 24. Yes No 38. Yes No 52. Yes No

11. Yes No 25. Yes No 39. Yes No 53. Yes No

12. Yes No 26. Yes No 40. Yes No 54. Yes No

13. Yes No 27. Yes No 41. Yes No 55 Yes No;

14. Yes No 28. Yes No 42. Yes No 56. Yes No

204
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Box 307
Crawfordsville, IN 47933 !.

. CAREERS RESCjRCE OjEOT
uRADE 3 STUDENT L,LESTPONNAIRE-D

Name Boy G i r4

Directions: Your teacher will read .each

`of the following questions aloud' whi*J.e,.

you read them to'yourself: For each
quetion, pledse draw ,a cjrcle e'robh.d.the.:.

answer that is (LEST FOR YOU.

SAmPLE:

r

m ook 5ally s lruhot.nipr,ley

and John soW ,him do ar6t.

should John AO .

a. Te4I the teacher...that

:took Sally's money.
Te Sally who took her
morn.

c. Teli Jim to give

money back. 4

If YOU THINKJohn'shOud tell"Sal who C.

took-her money, you would circde (b)..
This is NOT a test, but pLetise try. to\ be

as honest as you can.
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Jane Is at us i e s houlee playing school.
When it is t rr to go home, Jane leaves
and Susie has :o pick up all the toys.
'That should Sus dg-when she goes to
Jane's house?
a. Leave without helping.
b. Not play with Jane agRin.
c. Help pick up the toys.

. .

Bill didn't finish his math paper in

school today. He was working on it at
home .vinen Joe came over to play ball.
ghat should Bill do?
a. Play ball with Joe.
b. Finish his homework.
c 'Have Joe do some of the work

ipP

Sally and her, younger sister, Karen,
are, makina a Christmas card -'or their
mother. Sally 4onts it (lade.with
snowman, Karen wants a Christmas tree
on it. Oat should they do?
-a. Each of .theTI should make a card.
b. )1)10 as Sall-y

Put-a. snowman 'and a tree on it.
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Jim's mother is washing the dishes and

asks him to dry them. His sister usu-
ally dries them but she is playing 4iith

girlfriend. ghat should he do?

a. Dry the dishes.

o. tsk his sister to dry the dishes.
0.-Pretend he does not hear hisiplother.

hobby and 2)ave were fighting on the

playground when a teacher sa4
One of their classma es, - Barbara,, knows

who started it. ',ha .should -Barbara do?

a. Tell the teacher w o slrirted It.

b. Not say anything.
c. Go hit the one who started

Cindy pulled the fire alarm at schoOl.

Debbiesaw her do it. 'Mot should

Debbie do?
a. .Keep quiet about it.

b. Tell the teacher Cindy "did it.

c. Talk Cindy into telling she did it.

John didn't know the answer to a aues-

tion on the test. Sandy,' 1,41a.was
ca,

sitting next to him, hod an answer on

he paper. -hohri' .could read it. ihot

should he dO?
a. Pu.t down Sandy's answer.,

b. Leave it blonk.
c. Make 'ulp a different answer.



9.

1m is making a model airpld e av a
bit'qnday present for Kis you er.

- i .

crother. Fits brother' s. .1r o

toiorrow. Jim's friend comes over and

vans to co outside and slay. 'Mot

QhojildIjim do?

a. Stay in and finish the oir.prone

and hoVe his friend come Cock later.

b. !;sk his friend to stay ord help him

finish the airplane.
Give his brother :the unfinished,
airi:June and het) him finish if,

The teacher has to leve the classroom

for 'a fe minutes. ':;ho do you think

she should leave in charge?

a. Someone liho is bossy.

b. Someone everybody likes.
c. Someone who is a tattletale.

JO. Ann wrote a story she very proud

of. The writing was so sloppy that

the couldn't read it. Inn

cot a very low grade on it.' 'That

shoulc Ann do?
a. Tell the teacher she. is unfair.

b.. Copy the story pore neatly for'the-,

teacher.

Q. Accept the low arode and say

nothing.

t-
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The leader of the Valentine's Day

party asked.Jin to-bake'some-cookies.

Jill does not-knr now to cook very

That should Jill do?

a. Rake the cookies as as she can.

b. Have her mother bok-e them.

c. Ask the lecider if she can make

decorations.

Vihenever Judy plays wi-th her friends,

Di.ane always decides what 'theyWill

play. 1That shAld'Judy do?

a. Tell Diane theyhould take turns.

b. Tell Diane to keep Quiet,

c. Always play what Diane decides.

1:r1
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Prepared by: -ECTIONB
Box 307
Crawfordsville, IN 47933

CAREERS RESOURCE PROJECT

GRADE 6 STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE-D

Name: (M or F)

Directions: Please read each of the following problems carefully and answer the
question about it. For each question please write the letter of the answer that
is BEST FOR YOU.

SAMPLE: (L,S. Sandy and Judy each want a coke and a candy bar but each
has enough money for only the coke or the candy bar. What
should they do?

a. Each should decide which they want' most and buy it.
b. Have one buy a coke and the other buy a candy bar

and share them with each other.
c. Go home and ask their mothers for more money.

If you think they should go home and ask their mothers for more money you would
put a C on the line before the problem as has been dolle. This is NOT a test, but
please try to be as honest as you can.

1. Mary haz_a beautiful voice, but she sings so loudly in the church choir
that you can't hear anyone else. Should Mary's best friend., Susie:
a. tell Mary to keep quiet?
b. tell Mary she has such a beautiful voice she should sing louder?
c. tell Mary that she should try to blend her voice with the other voices?

2. Joe has a lot of homework to do this weekend. When he gets up Saturday
morning he feels tired and can't think straight. Should he:
a. try to do hisliomework anyway?
b. go out and play until he wakes up?
c. go back to be42

3. Alice wrote a three-page theme for class. Frank wrote only one page; but
got a better grade than Alice. This probably means that:
a. the teacher likes boys better than girls.
b.) Frank's theme was written better than Alice's.
c. the teacher thought Alice was trying to show off.

4

4. The teacher has to leave the classroom for a few minutes- Who do you think
she should leave in charge?
a. someone who is bossy.
b, someone everyone likes.
c. someonc who is a tattletale.
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5. MI : -_,iarth goes off at .;!Ilool. E':(;:-y-354e Aiding
while firemen look for the fire. .Debbie knows there is'no fire because
she saw Dolores pull the alarm. What should Debbie do?
a. keep quiet because she doesn't want to be a tattletale.
b. tell the teacher Dolores did it because looking for the fire is a waste

of everybody's time.
c. tell Dolores she should confess because- it is illegal to report a

false alArm.

6. The new sixth grade teacher is giving so much homework that Jack doesn't
have any time left for playing and doing his ,chores at home. should Jack:
a. do all his homework because it's most important?
b. forget,his homework and do other things because it is not important?
c. ask his teacher to make assignments shorter because he needs time

for other things?

7 Jane wrote a poem she is pleased with. It was written so sloppily that
the teacher couldn't read it, so she got a very low grade. Should Jane:
a. tell the teacher she is unfair because the poem is really good and

Jane deserves a good grade?
b. accept the low grade without saying anything because no matter how

good the poem is, it's useless if nobody can.read it?
c. copy the poem over more neatly and show it to her teacher again?

8. Mark w.rks Saturday mornings at Mr. Smith's greenhouse. Today he over-
slept. Should he:
a. get there as soon as he can and hope Mr. Smith doesn't notice that

he's late_
b. call Mr. Smith and tell him he'll be late, but he'll get there as

soon as he can?
c. go back to bed and forget about work because Ire's already late?

9. The chairman of the Valentine Day committee asks Judy to bake some
cookies for the party. Judy:can,not cook very well. Should she:
a. bake the cookies as well_as she can and hope the class can eat them?
b. have her mother bake them because mother is a good cook?
c. tell the chairman she can't cook, and would be much better at making

decorations?

.

10. Donna is helping hear younger brdther with his arithmetic. He is making
some very stupid mistakes. Should she:
a. tell him-he's doing a "good job and ignore his mistakes?
b. do his homework for him because he does not, understand it?
c. try to tell him what he's doing wrong and explain the right way to do

the problems?
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NEDNEW EDUCATIONAL DIRECTIONS, INC.

a nonprofit service organization
BOX 307 CRAWFORDSVILLE, INDIANA 47933 (317) 362.8877

SUMMARY OF FIRST ROUND
OF CAREERS RESOURCE

PROJECT TEACHER INTERVIEWS

May, 1975

1. OVERVIEW AND GENERAL SUMMARY

The percent of teachers being served by the Careers Resource Project (CRP)
who participated in an interview with a New Educational DArections (NED)
representative between December, 197h, and March, 1975, is presented below as

Table I. The initial goal cf NED was to interview approximately one-third of
the teacher's directly involved with CRP. The distance between schools, diffi-
culties in obtaining-teacher schedules, and time conflicts prevented NED from

interviewing 33% of the teachers.

TABLE I
Percent Participating in Careers
Resource Project Interviews

Elementary Teachers
Consultant A (N = 23)

-ConsUltant B = 29)
Consultant C N = 8)

Consultant D -(N,= 6)

% Completing

21.7

51.7

--

16.7
Consultant E (N = 17) 11.8

Consultant F (I; = 29) 31.0

TOTAL (N = 112) 28.6

Secondary Teachers (Middle and Senior High)
Consultant A (N = 62) 29.0

Consultant B CN = 41 22.9

Consultant C (h = 40 20.0

Consultant D (N = 4) 25.0

Consultant E (N = 29) 31.0

Consultant F (N = 21) 38.1

TOTAL (N = 2C4) 27.0

Elementary and Secondary Teachers
Consultant A (N = 85) 27.1

Consultant B (N = 77) 33.8

Consultant C (N = 48) 16.7

Consultant D (N = 10) 20.0

Consultant F., (N = 46) 23.9

Consultant F (N = 50) 3h.0

TOTAL, (N = _16) 27.5

21.2
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All responses to the questions asked during the interviews are summarized

in Table II (Elementary School Teacher Interview) and Table III (Middle School''
Teacher Interview). Responses are reported as percents of the'toial group (N).
Since the two groups being interviewed were relatively mnalll a change in re-
sponse by two or three teachers could cause an afparent, but not necessarily
significant, change in the response pattern for a given item. For example, when
N = 30, each individual represents 3.3% of the responding group. While it is
hoped the groups are representative of all participating teachers, sampling error .

could produce variations in the reported response patterns... Another possible source
of variation in responses by teachers could be that'two NED representatives inter-
viewed the various teachers. While an interview guide was used to obtain uniformity,
it is possible:that variations in the manner a question was asked, clarified, or
probed could change a teacher's response..

In practice, there app entIy is a substantial amount of career-education-
related activity going on in the classrooms of participating teachers at
all levels. Frequently, however, many activities are not labeled by, the teachers
as "career education." This could in part be attributable to the fact that
many of the teachers do not recognize the totality of career education as a con-
cept. Another possibility for this circumstance, of course, is that as teachers
become more positive toward career education and see how it can be.ingorporated
into their regular curriculum, they tend not to view activities as separate career
education activites, but as an integrated part of the regular instruction. There-

fore, trying to say how they include'career education becomes increasingly difficult.
A third possible consideration here as well as throughout this entire report is the
manner in which career education is presented to the teachers. No two people are
the same so you would not expect each consultant to present'it in exactly the same
way. Thus, what one teacher may view as "career education" because something was
stressed by the.consultant may, not be seen as "career education" by'another teach-

/
er in a different consultant's area.

The teachers who were interviewed were very positive toward career educa-
tion and the Careers Resource Project. This pattern was expected becaUse most of

the teachers who are involved volunteered to participate in the project.

'II. ELEMENTARY SCHOOL TEACHER INTERVIEW SUMMARY

Almost 29% of the 112 elementary teachers (grades K-4) being terved by CRP

participated in an interview. The percent of teachers served by each consultant

which was interviewed varied from zero to 52%. Various scheduling problems prevent-

ed an equal percent of teachers served by each consultant from being interviewed.
In addition, one of the scheduled teachers was sick, and another interview WOO ,

conducted with a group of seven teachers. Responses to the-questions asked during

the interviews' are presented in Table II.

Based on responses to items #1 and #6, the majority of the elementary teachers
interviewed are positive concerning students' work attitudes and habits. The
exceptions to this observation are that a majority of these teachers view the
"typical" boy as leaning toward the sloppy side of the sloppy to mat continuum
and half of the teachers indicated the "typical" girl as leaning toward the depend-
ent side of the independent to dependent continuum. Sixty-three percent of the

responding teachers felt the students were aware of, 4ood work attitudes, and 75%

of these teachers said the majority of the stude s exhibit good work attitudes,

'at school. The teachers were able to cite many work attitudes and habits they see
at school, and most of them were able to state both good and bad attitudes._



Although only 16% of the teachers intervievd provided a complete definition

which included the sequential and multi-facetedmihture of career education, the

remaining 84% of them were able to provide a satisfactory definition of one or

more phases of career education. Of the teachers defining only phases of it,

891 of them included awareness of the variety of occupations available as important.

Almost 97% of the teachers see career education as they understand it as related

ito the things they teach, and 94% of the responding teachers indicated it is

related to all school subjects. Ninety-seven percent of the teachers stated a

method of infusion into the present curriculum as s way to realize the relation-

ship. In addition, 19% of the teachers also described special activitieeas ways

to help Students investigate career areas and themselves. ,Forty-four percent, of

the teachers interviewed indicated the students were aware of a variety of career

areas by the time they leave their school; special activities or units was the most

commonly cited method for making the students aware.

Almost every teacher (97%) said that cireer training activities or the develop-

ment of salable skills should be piovided at the senior high school level. One-

third of the responding teachers felt career training activities should be provided

in the elementary schOol. and 72% indicated such training would be appropriate at

the junior high school level. This is at variance with generally accepted career

education concepts which prescribe career awareness and exploratory activities for

these leVels, but the statement by some teachers that it should be provided for

those considering dropping out is Understandable.

The overwhelming majority of teachers ± nterviewed felt,strongly-that various

c er eduction activities SHOULD BE included in classroom instruct(on. Some

of e teachers double-checked that itrwas a theoretical question (SHOULD BE) and

NOT a ing e degree Of emphasis CURRENTLY being placed on the various activities.

Although e teachers commented that these activities were being done to some

extent, this would Seem to indicate a feeling of less than optimum inclusion of the

activities on the part of the teachers interviewed.
_

All of the teachers interviewed reported attending inservice sessions offered

by CRP, and 38% recalled attending at least three meetings or workshops. Of

.that number only 6% said that the sessions were not reflected in classroom activ-

ities while 75% indicated more7awareness on their part and increased emphasis in

glass through a:variety of methods.

of the respondingteachers
indicated they -are aware of at least some of

the CRP services; workshops or meetings and the consultants were the two most

frequently cited sources of informatiot on projeee=tervices. Seventy-eight

percent of these teachers have utilize&atileast one service with the most commonly

noted service being.AV materials Such ad films and filmstrips.

Teacher responses to item #9 of the interview seem to indicate that the teach-

ers are well informed about income levels of various occupations, but are not

* alive Of the various training requirements. An interesting pattern developed regard-

ing advantages and disadvantages of the three jobs, More advantages Were cited

for the professional-level job of optometrist than the unskilled-level job of

animal keeper, and more disadvantages were mentioned for animal keeper than for

optometrist., Advantages and disadvantages for newspaper columnist were in the

middle of the other two occupations.

III. MIDDLE SCHOOL TEACHER INTERVIEW SUMMARY

Twenty-seven percent of the 204 middle school and senior high school.teachers

(grade415-12) participating in CRP were
interviewed by, a NED representative.

. -
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e)The percent of t achers served by each consultant which was interviewed varied om

20% to 38%. Various scheduling problems prevented an equal percent of teachers

4 served by each consultant from being interviewed. Responses to the questions asked

during the interviews are summarized in Table III.

Based on items #1 and #7, the secondary teachers tend to view the "typical"

boy and girl as lealng toward the positive side of the good habits to bad habits

continUum. The exception is that the majority of the responding teachers view

the boys and girls as more dependent rather tln indefiendent. Seventy-three

percent of the teachers .ndicated that the students are aware of good work attitude's,

and 80% of the teachers responding felt the majority-of the students exhibit

good wor itudes at sch 1. An overwh9.n.ingly long list of good and had work

attitudes d habits exhibited at school was seam:plied by the - teachers Most of

the teac ers were able to cite both good and-baa attitudes.

All of the teachers had some idea as to thedefplition of career education,

and 20% of the teachers interviewed provided a complete definition which includedsand
sequential and multi-faceted nature of it.- The remaining 80% were able to

define at least one phase.of career educationjwith 59 of them stating that it

was an awareness of.I4e variety of occupatibn available. Almost 91% of the re-

sponding teachers stated that they view career education as related to .the things

they teach, and all of the teachers felt,it.is related to all subjects in some way.

Various strategies for including it in the regular curriculum were the most common

ways of relating career education to the various subjects.

Approximately one-third of the teachers interviewed indicated that the stud:

ents are generally familiar with the variety of career choices open to them by

the time they leave their school, and 50% of these teachers stated that the

students generally have a realistic picture of the training requirements for

various occupations.

Almost 95% of the responding teachers felt career training activities or the

development of salable skills should be provided in the senior high school,:

c. Seventy-one percent and 26% indicated that these training activities should also

be in the junior high and elemehtary schools, respectively. Although this is in

disagreement with generally accepted careergeducation concepts, the statement made

by some teachers that this be provided for students who have alreadf chosen a

career or who are considering dropping out of school is understan4able.

Responses of the teachers interviewed r ding_how strongly certain activi-

ties SHOULD be included in classroom instruction ned toward the strong end.

In fact, at least 80% felt strongly about inc uding them. Howevei, some of the

teachers questioned if it was SHOULD BE or NTLY ARE being included in the

classroom: This indicated that they probably are not including career education

activities to the optimum level indicated for this-item.

Ninety-eight percent of the teachera indicated they had attended an inservice

session offered by CP$F with 52% recalling' attending at least three meetings of

workshops. Only 6% said the sessions were not reflected in the' class activities.

Various infusion activities were the main ways cited as to how the sessions were

reflected.

Ninety-five percent of the t chers interviewed said they were aware of at

least some of the services offered by CRP.. The consultants were the main source

of information concerning services with workshops or meetings being next. .0f

these teachers, 83% have made use of at least one service with AV materialaksuch

as films, filmstrips, and tapes being noted most often.



Teacher,responsee to item #10 of the interview appear to deinonexate that as

a grn11/3 the teachers possess a good understanding of the representative occupations.
A few teacners hail problems citing disadvantages for the professional-level job
of optometrist, Ipt most teachers were able to see both advantages and disadftnteges

in each job. Two teachers provided a response beyond what was sought in the inter-

view. These ,teachers stated they didnot possess the knowledge neededto inform

students f these jobs so they wa41 either refer the students to someone in the

field or h pkilestudent locate the information die4red. This is a vetjr good

response especially when one considered that there 'are over 20,000 occupations

listed the Dictionary of Ocaa.it6ional Titles, and one teacher cannot possibly

know out every job. The int f the item was to see if the to Cher has a

genet knowledge of certain careers and ilboth advantages and'diihdvahtages c n

be pen in any job.

0
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ELEMENTARY SCHOOL TEACHER INTERVIEW

32 except where noted)

1. BOYS -- "typical" work habits: "

a. On time

b. Heat ;

CourteOuo'

d; Independent

e. Follow

orders

78.1 . Late
37.5 'Sloppy,

81,3 Rude

62.5 Dependent

Ignore

68.8 orders

GIRLS -- "typical" work habits:

a. On time . 87.5 Late

b, Ne 87.5 Sloppy

c. C teous 96.9..., Rude

d. Independent 46,9 Dependent

e, Follow , Ignore
. .

orders. ,93.8 orders

a

21.9 Neither

62.57, Neither

15.6*' Neither 3,1

37.5 Neither --

28.1 Neither 3.1

44. "rAf.1

Omit' -

0Mit

Omit .

Omit ,

Omit

12.5 Neit Omit

9.4 Nei her 3.1 Omit

3.1 Neither -- ,Omit

50.0 Neither -.3.1 Omit '.--

6.3, Neither . Omit .

2. Definition of career education:

a. Complete definition 15.6

b. Partial definition 84.4

q. No idea

Phase(s) included in partial definition: (% based on number citing partial
definitions)

awareness only 88,9

b. sequencing including trning 7.4

c. iequencin'excluding trnning 3.7

d. related areas 18.5

e. philosophy 3.7 ,

3. Is career education related to the things you teach?

Yes 96.9 No 3,1 .

Is it related to all subjects or just certain subjects?

All 93.8 Some 4.3 .

Career education is included in: (% based on number responding some)

a. social studies 100.0

b. science - 50.0

c. math 50.0

1,4



Elementary School Teacher Interview, page 2.

How is it related to the various subjects?

a. integrated into present curriculum

b, subject-matter relevance

c. self-development, values

d. occupations within each subject

e. special "career educati' activities
f. 'omit

28.).
53.1

3.1

12.5

18.7

3.1

4 Are students, generally aware of a variety of career areas by the time they
leave this school? Yes, 430 No 44.6 Don'tKnow 15.6

How are the students made aware 4f the various career areas? (% based on
number responding yes)

a. class discussions 14.3

b. speakers 28.3

c. AV materi (films,

filmstrips 91 42.9

d. field trips 35.7
e. special activities (units) 64'23

f. student questionnaires

frOm NED 14.3

5 Should career training activities be provided in

a, senior high school? Yes 96.9

b, junior high, school? Yes 71.9 18.7 Don't Know 9:4,

3.1 Don't Know

c, elementary school? Yes 34.4 No 62.5 Don't Know 3.1

6. Are students aware of good work attitudes?

Yes 62.5 NO 4.4 Don't Know 3.1

Do the majority of the students exhibit good work attitudes at school? (% based
on number responding yes)

Yes 75.0 No 20.0 Don't Know , 5.0

Examplei of work attitudes exhibited at school:

a, ,team work 3.1, m.

b, followsdirections 20.0, n.

c, neat 6.3 o.

d. complete assignments 46.9 p.

e, cooperates 21.9 q.

f, try to get ahead 6.3 r.

g. keeps busy 9.4 s.

h, good listening 3.1

i. .dependable 6.3

j,

k,

independent

responsible 6.3

1. happy to come to school '3.1
I

18

botiks others

messy

don't finish work

don't do best ,

don't care attitude

daydream

omit

3.1

9.4

6.3

3.1
18.7

6,3

28.1



Elementary- School Teacher Interview, page 3

7. How strongly

instruction:

-
R.

,

each of the following statements should be inquded in .classroom

(G . great, M = much, S = some, 14.7 little, N = none)

a.

. -

Recognizing which values become imoor-

6 m

b.

taut to an individual.

Recognizing personal traits desirable

65.6 25.0.

for emoloYment. 46.6 57.5

c.

d.

Recognizing many career areas.

Recognizing the impoitance of personal

59.4 28.1

satisfactiOn in what you do. 96.9 3.1

s L.
N

9.4 -

21.9 '-
4.5,

- - V.*

8.A. Have you attended any of the inservice sessions offered by the Careers'

Resource Project? Yes 10044.'0 No' --

flow many? (% based on

or 2 -- 62.5

lbw are these sessions

oVntimber responding yes.to

dot reflected

used class ideas

made me more aware-4:4

resource people

morecareer emphasis

in class

use materials available

plan special activities

omit '

number responding yes to A)

3 or more -- 37.5

reflected in the activities in your classes? based

A)

43,8

15.6

6.3

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

g.

h.

6.3

9.4

6.3 1

..f

B. Are you aware of the services offered by the Careers ResourCe PraIct?

C.

Yes 93.8 Some 6.3 No --

How did you find out about the various services?

yes or some to B)

workshops or meetings 50,0

b. consultant 31.3

12.5

d. school Principal 6.3

e. omit . 28.1
s

(% based on)nuiber responding

0"-
,..

'tk

Have you made use of any of'the services'that the Career Resource Project can

provide? (% based on number responding yes or some to B)

Yes 78.1 No 21.9 .1'

Which services? (1) based

a. AV materialir,
questionnairei

c. software:,

d, bullatiboard ideas

0, consultaht

on number responding yes to C)

6.0 f; -mobile unit

8.0 g. puppets

12.0 , h, kits

4.0 ,i, materials

Ei.C) j. omit

.0

20,0

4.o
20.0

16.0
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MIDDLE SCHOOL TEACH& INTERVIEW

(N 55 except where noted)

Has-7- Nikicer Wbfk-baits: (N-=-54)

On time

Neat

'Courteous

Independent

e. Follow

orders

a.

b.

c.

d.

93.7
57.4
79.6

37.0

Late Omit

Slonpy Omit

Rude Omit

Dependent'. Omit --

Ignore

75.9 orders 14.8 Neither 9.3 Omit

86,5 LatP _13.5 _Bather Omit/ --

92. 3 Sloppy 5.8 Neither 1.9 Omit --

88.'5, Rude 3.8 Neitherr 7.7 Omit --

44.2 Dependant, 50.0 Neither 5.8 Omit -,.

Ignore

92.3 orders Neither 5.8 Omit 1.9

9.3 Neither

33.3 Neither 9.3

14.8 Neither 5.6

53.7 Neither 9.3

GIRLS -- "typical" work habits: (N = 52)

-a. on time

b. Neat

c. Courteous

d. Independent

e. Follow

orders

2. Definition of career education:

a. Complete definition 20.0

b, -Partial definition

c. , No idea

Phase(s) included

definitions)

a, -ai,mreness only

- -

in partial definition: (I; based on number citing partial

591
b.." sequencing including training 25.0

c. sequencing excluding training 9.1

d. related areas 20.5

e. prepare for future 9.1

f. 'belongs in high school only 4.5

3. Is career education related to the things you teach?

Yes 90,9 No -- Omit 9.1

it related ty al subjects or just certainirubjects?

All 100.0 .Some --

How is it related to the various subjects?

a; integrated into present curriculum 9.1

b, subject-matterelevance 43.6

a. skills for jobs 1.8

occuiDatipns eacb'subject%. 23.6

e. -self-development, values- 7,3,:

f.--ppecial "career education" activities 1.8.

,g; omit 18.2

-a-

21.

,-

ti

e

4:



Middle Sehool Teacher Interview, page 2

4, Are students generally familiar with-the variety of career choices open to

them by the time they leave this school?

Yes 32.7 No 65:5 Don't Know -1.8

What types of career choices are they aware of? (% based on number responding
yes)

allobs irr various levels (i.e., professional,

labor)

b, c eers in various areas 66.7

c. car rs requiring various amounts of

traj4ning

27.8

d. tamers specific to one field 5,6

5. Do students generally have a realistic picture T61: training requirements

for the various career choices open to them by the time they leave this school?

(% based on number responding yes to question A)
Yes 50.0 No 22.2 Don't Know 22.2 Omit 5.6

What are some of the requirements they are aware of? (% based on number

responding yes)

a. schooling requirements 22.2

b. job skills
..._ --i/ 11.1

-c, school entry reqqirements 11.1

d. -omit 55.6

N 6. Should career training activities be Provided in

a. senior high school? Yes 94.5 No 3.6 Don't Know 1.8

b.' junior high school? Yes 70.9 No 29.1 Don't Know

c. elementary school? Yes 25.5 No 69.1 Don't Know 5.5

7. Are students aware of good work attitudes,?

Yes 72.7 No 23.6. Don't Know 3.6

r

Do the majority of. the students exhibit good work attitudes at school?

(% based on number responding yes)

Yes 80.0 No 23.0 Don't Know

-C-

222
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f
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Middle School Teacher Interview, pagei3

Examples of work attitudes exhibita.d_at scflotilL

a. congcientious 164
b.

c, do more than required 18,2

d. pride in, work

e. responsible'

P.' on time

g. neat

h. good attitude

i. good'attendsnce

j. get along with others

k. works quietly .

1. -follow directions

m. works to capacity

n. interject new ideas

o. don't complain

p. organized

q. courteous

r. independent

s. ask, quest ns

t. complete assignments

u. accept constructive

'criticism

v. honest

w. can talk openly with

teachers 1.8.

X.

y.

lazy

concerned about appearance 3.6 unprepared

9;1

9.1

27.3 cc.

14.5 dd.

1.
:3.6

20.0

.5.5

12.7

z.

"aa.

bb.

1.8
3.6

1.8

3.6

5.5
9.1' 1 mm.

1.8 \nn=
18.2 oo.

jpp.

1.8 qq.

1.8

ee.

ff.

gg.

hh.

ii.

ii.

kk.

11.

rr.

S8.

tt.

just do enough to

don't care

irrepponsible

,late

sloppy

defeatist or_ pgr
attitude

bad attendance

don't get along with

others --

16.9.

3.6
get by 7:3

14..9
I ,

5.5
%12,7

26.4

noisy

don't follow

no incentive

work becase
complain

waste time

rude

dependent

won't ask for help

don't complete assign-

ments

constantly seek special

attention

poor study habits

omit

directions

forced to

'7.3
5.5

12.7-

1.8

10,9

3.6

5,5
3.6

- 7.3

3.6

7.3
1,8

12.7

1.8

.12.7

23.6

8. How strongly each of the following statements should be included in classroom

instruction: (G = great, M = much, S = some, L = little, N = none).

G M S L, N

9.A.

a. Recognizing personal traits desirable

for employment.

b. Exploring job requirements for an

occupation of personal, interest.

c. Recognizing the importance of personal

satisfaction in what yoldo.

d. Exploring many career area4.

'61.8 23.6 12,7 1.8

45.5 34.5 18.2 1.8

78.2 18.2 1.8 1.8 --

72.7 21,8 5.5 --

Have you attended any of the inservice sessions offered by the Careers

Resource Project? Yes 98.2 No l.8

. How many? (, based on*nUmbei responding'yes to A)

1 or 2 -- 37.0 3 or more -- 51.9 omit --

..



t
Aiddle Set Doi Te.a -r).

itw _are these sessions relies:1,e,' il _tl-e a;tivit'es in your classes? (% 1,asci

(,,n number reSpondirJg yes to A)

a. n)t refie:tel

b. _ more cl_azs...disailiali.:1- s. 32,3

c. Career Day or Career Week 5.6

d. used materials . 11.1

e. developed a.id/or u3%.1 a init 14.e

f. made me more aware 13.5

g. s.oecial_caree: education'

activities 3.7

.n. ideas from other teac'ae:o 1.9

i. career -or iehtel fieli trips 3.7

j. make classes relea:IF 2.1

k. getting ur,!anized 1.9

1. wait ,).3

B. Are you avare of tae services offerel by the ..:areef-s Resource Project?

Yes 9Q.9 Some 3.0 No 3.6 Omit 1.8

How did you find out abolt the various services? (% based on number

responding yes or some to B)

a. consultant

b. catalog

c. workshops or meetings

d. pamphlets

e. team members

f. looking at mobile anit

g. telephone

h. omit

9.6

34.6

13.5

.;.3

1.9

15.4

C. Have you male usG of anY of the oe:',rices tl.at Vat_ Carears Resource Project

can provide? (% eased la number res;dn5.ing yes Dr S^111,! to B)

Yes 82.7 No 17.3

Which services? (% based on number responding yes to C)

a. materials

b. AV mate-ials

c. software

i. mobile unit

e. consultant

23..1 f. kits and ganes

41.9 g._ spe,:,27.ers

23.3 h. field trip,planning

32.6 i. addresses to businesses

9.3 j. omit

224

16.3

7.0

2.3

2.3

23.3
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